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List of Abbreviations
Explanation

BB

Building Blocks

CA

European Contracting Authorities

CEF

Connecting Europe Facility

e-SENS

Electronic Simple European Networked Services

EC

European Commission

EO

Economic Operator (from eProcurement domain)

the field

Generic reference to all groups and actors interested in foster technical interoperability
amongst public administrations in Europe, cross-border and cross-domain.

FTE

Full Time Equivalent, work unit equivalent to a (wo)man / year.

HCP

HealthCare (or medication) Provider

LSP

Large Scale Pilot

MS

Member State

PSC

Points of Single Contact

SP

Service Provider
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Acronym

Table 1: Abbreviations
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Executive Summary
e-SENS - Electronic Simple European Networked Services - is a Large Scale Pilot (LSP) aimed at
promoting interoperability between public services in Europe, based on the results of the previous
LSPs: PEPPOL, e-CODEX, STORK, epSOS and SPOCS. The technical BBs developed and piloted by the
LSPs will be consolidated, improved and extended to new domains by e-SENS. This also requires a
stable, consolidated sustainability plan.

by

EC

The goal of WP3 is to pave the way for sustainability and long-term governance of the LSP building
blocks and their usage and interoperability within all European Member States and Associated
Countries. WP3 provides guidelines and recommendations for the future maintenance of the BBs and
for future policy development concerning the sustainability and governance of the interoperability
architecture of the BBs. To achieve this, WP3 focuses on the following:

pr

ov

ed

1. Assessment of the maturity of the BBs regarding sustainability
2. Business aspects of BB sustainability
3. Governance, policies and agreements on the organisational, legal and political level
(providing a sustainability model; proposing a governance structure and the handover of
what is done in the project to the Connecting Europe Facility).

Ap

This deliverable which focuses on an integrated use case for the e-SENS BBs, is a second step to
understand and help design a coherent, integrated ecosystem of actors and assets for technical
interoperability of administrative procedures across domains and borders in Europe. For the e-Health
pilots, not all the inputs could be compared with the feedback received from the other pilots due to
the indirect benefits for the patients (e.g. quality of care or a faster treatment). Therefore not all
e-Health services and their pilots (e.g. e-Prescription) are listed in this deliverable.
This deliverable collects the relevant qualitative information, quantitative approximations and other
supportive material from related business cases. However the scope of this deliverable does not
extend to drawing a coherent conclusion or describing an integrated ecosystem at this stage. It does
provide, however, insight in the quantitative business case for the e-SENS building blocks from the
perspective of citizens, businesses and authorities. The key findings are summarized in the info
graphics below:
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Ap
Some common denominators of the highlighted value propositions are:


the important potential gains in efficiency for delivering existing cross-border public services
using more appropriate technologies, quickly amounting to hundreds of millions of euros in
savings across the EU (as described in Chapter 3);



the existence of potential new attractive markets, that need to be designed and developed in
the local domains with the existing economic actors (e.g. on p. 138);
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the key role of the ICT industry as a technical enabler and provider of integration services in
all domains, to both public and private clients and the numerous underlying business
opportunities that justify a long term commitment and investment.

EC

It is clear that piloting activities are a key success factor to demonstrate the technical feasibility of
the integrated single digital market, and that business concerns were often too long forgotten in this
endeavour. Scaling up these experimental use cases now require additional marketing and
communication efforts to reach a critical mass of users, and the present document will give more
substance to the details in later versions. Simple means are available to the EU, the MSs and the
industry to foster the wider adoption of the BBs. This can be achieved through: 1) mandating simple
regulatory requirements (as in e-Procurement), 2) local commitment to actively join the various
initiatives and 3) contributions to more mature domains such as e-Tendering, e-Confirmation, PSCs
and other related domains.

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

In the next stage of the current work on the e-SENS BBs business case, more information being made
available should enable a more accurate investigation of the costs related to implementing and
operating the necessary infrastructure. Other key findings should enable a finer assessment of the
potential benefits enabled by an integrated ecosystem in the field. These elements will be analysed
from the ongoing piloting activities in e-SENS (WP5), and other similar initiatives around
sustainability of the BBs. They will be proposed to WP2 for wider communication, and will help
motivate National (MS) policy makers of new domains and National IT infrastructure managers not
already involved, to join the effort of interoperability across administrations domains; the private
sector, to engage in BBs operations and implementation; and provide the EC with more tangible
arguments for funding related and similar initiatives.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Scope and Objective of Deliverable



ov

pr



National (MS) policy makers of new domains and National IT infrastructure managers not
involved to date, and who could be interested to join the efforts of interoperability across
administrations domains
the EC, to dispose of and use better sales arguments for funding related and similar
initiatives.
the private sector, to engage in BBs operations and implementation.

Ap
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This document aims at building an integrated business case for technical interoperability of
administrative procedures across domains and borders in Europe, or in short: eAdministration across
domain interoperability. More information on the definition of a business case and its implications
for the development of new services and businesses can be found in Appendix I -. This business case
is required to help convince more stakeholders to participate in the related initiatives (e-SENS Pilots,
CEF, and others) and gather a critical mass of interested parties using our Building Blocks which will
evolve into an integrated ecosystem. This notion of an ecosystem refers to a shared vision for a
network of different companies (public or private) that are cooperating in a business area1. The
target audience of this document are the following:

Technical maturity of these building blocks is not sufficient; the potential acceptance and use in
society is a better indicator. The key success metric is the level of adoption and penetration of the
BBs in the implemented public services within the communities of the EU. Part of the acceptance
depends on the value proposition of the building blocks, herein discussed for the major
stakeholders. Also the author proposes that a transition model is required to work towards a mature
ecosystem of building blocks. A number of perspectives on this potential ecosystem are provided in
this deliverable.

1.2 WP3 and Task 3.4: General Objectives and Vision
The e-SENS Work Package 3 (WP3) ‘Sustainability and Long-Term Governance’ concerns the longterm consolidation and maintenance of the technical solutions developed within e-SENS. The goal of
Work Package 3 is to pave the way for sustainability and long-term governance of the e-SENS BBs
and their support in creating interoperable public services across all European Member States and
associated countries.
The objective of Task 3.4 in Work Package 3 is to build a compelling business case for an integrated
ecosystem of building blocks, building on the work of WP3, 5 and 6 collectively. This business case is
a key element in reaching a critical mass of users of our BBs, as clearly highlighted by the ongoing

1

http://www.investopedia.com/terms/b/business-ecosystem.asp
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efforts to increase the BBs user base. This critical mass of users will then naturally become a strong
enabler of a functioning single digital market of administrative procedures.

1.3 Methodology of Work

Ap
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Maximum efforts will be done to quantify possible business models, including detailing the financial
aspects. However, it was already noted at the review meeting that quantifying data can be
challenging. The preferred strategy is to base the business case on stories, namely the collection of
stories where a lot of cross border and cross domain interoperability is taking place. Qualitative
information for stories can be gathered easier from pilots, LSPs, and ecosystems. The objective is to
provide for story structure that proves to the target groups what the benefits of BBs are. Appropriate
techniques will then be used with each individual pilot leader to turn the qualitative appreciation
into quantitative information or approximations, as much as possible. The e-Confirmation and eTendering, use cases have most potential for a solid quantitative business case, more inquisitive
techniques (incl. Willingness To Pay) will be used with some of the leaders of these pilots to gather
more accurate figures. Concerning the integrating view of BBs, an action will be set up to scrutinise
the business case of the HBBs and capture their direct contribution to the value created in the pilot
stories. The business case will take into account the demand and other value propositions via costbenefit assessments. In general this should lead to an estimation of the value gained from moving to
interoperable services. This will lead to an intensified action and more active partners need to be
sought. This introductory chapter also details the actual mode of data / information collection,
aggregation, analysis and generalisation. This will legitimise and give credence to the methodology
employed and the resulting quality of the findings.
The selected work plan is set in two parts, Firstly to enable the contribution of many interested
parties and secondly to then focus all efforts to produce a more focused tangible result of a coherent
ecosystem. The project builds on already existing national systems and develops technical modules
for seamless electronic interactions across borders and systems, called e-SENS modules.
The document gathers significant existing material and knowledge contributing to establishing the
business potential of cross-domain eAdministration interoperability initiatives. This version builds on
arguments highlighted in the work carried out in e-SENS WP5 and WP6, where the business case of
each building block are initially elaborated, and other pre-existing studies on the potential for
integrated cross border and cross domain administrative procedures. Particular attention is paid to
capturing the significant groups of stakeholders, the respective value propositions (or benefits) they
are interested in, along with their expected counterpart (or contributions).
Gathering supportive figures such as actual costs of implementing the BBs, integrating them with the
existing system and within the relevant organisations, or supporting the long term maintenance of
the required components and infrastructure has been set as a clear goal for this work. Ideally, the
corresponding value propositions would be substantiated with robust cost-benefit assessments in
order to estimate the value of using interoperable services versus current practices. Using the
perspective of the primary payer(s) or funders, evidence-based value assessments are increasingly
needed to assist decision-making. Unfortunately such information is currently missing from most of
the existing work. We will thus jointly work with e-SENS WP3 and WP5 to design the best ways to
gather related relevant information in the course of the e-SENS piloting effort, and update this
deliverable accordingly. Since quantification is a challenge, a qualitative approach has been chosen as
a more feasible alternative at this stage of the e-SENS project.
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In this version of the document (M34) we included an economic valuation of these elements, and
their integration into a more robust business case. This will illustrate the potential impact for EU, its
administrations, service providers, businesses and citizens of enabling seamless e-service
administration cross domains. Moreover a particular attention will be paid at cross-domain
considerations.
The second stage of this work, the present document, consists of a collection of different pilots and
their individual business cases. They are depicted with much detail and their essential elements
pertaining to a potential, overall business case, are gathered in the body of this text (Chapter 3).

EC

1.3.1 Work plan and structuring elements

by

The consortium has reused the questionnaire from D3.8v1 for this deliverable. Its guidelines are
summarized into a practical template (see Appendix I - Template to collect business case related
information in various perspectives, p. 137).

ed

The major elements relevant to a business case are included in this template:
stakeholders (industry, administrations, service providers, BB providers, end-users,...) that
benefit from the uptake of building blocks.



expected (and/or actual) benefits for each target group (i.e. the value proposition of the
case)



counterparts expected from each group in exchange for these benefits



supportive figures for the costs, benefits, and potential volume of transactions using the
building blocks



open considerations for cross-domain interoperability or related key trends

Ap

pr

ov



Abstracting elements relating to the business case from the often technical documents and
discussions in the field is not an easy task. Therefore a dedicated framework was adopted to help
identify, structure and discuss the major elements relevant to grasping the ecosystem of the business
case (namely stakeholders and exchanges of value objects: benefits and expected counterparts).
Typical business model formulation approaches that focus on a single company, such as the Business
Model Canvas of Alexander Osterwalder2, are less adapted to grasp the stakes of many revenue
streams of interest to multiple partners relating to different transactions. Similarly, considering the
interdependencies amongst multiple stakeholders, it would have been challenging if not
counterproductive to define “customers” in most of our scenarios: while end users (generally citizens
or businesses) are expected to experience the direct benefits of the services, a multitude of other
parties are also beneficiaries of these services and need to be satisfied with the proposed trade-off of
benefits in exchange for counterparts.

2

Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game
Changers, and Challengers, Wiley 2010, ISBN 9780470876411, http://businessmodelgeneration.com/
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The alternative value network map notation supports discussing visually the creation of value in a
network of actors. This notation builds on Value Network Analysis work of Verna Allee to consider a
business model as a web of complex dynamic exchanges3, the work of BoardOfInnovation4 to simplify
and abstract the essence of most common tangible and intangible goods exchanged, and the work of
Jaap Gordijn5 providing a formal notation coping with the necessary counterparts expected for any
business transaction and supporting economic valuation, analysis and financial simulations. It is
introduced in Appendix II - Value Network Map, p. 138.

1.4 Relations to Internal e-SENS Environment
Former work of WP3, and in particular: D3.3 Report of integrated view of LSP sustainability
strategies, that reviewed extensively the sustainability strategies of the various LSPs that
originally designed the BBs;
Ongoing work of WP5, in particular relating to the pilots added value and implementation
plans.
Ongoing work of WP6, in particular relating to the cross-domain potential of BBs.

pr



ov



ed

by



EC

The present D3.8 directly builds on

Ap

The work herein reported has to be considered as complementary to the findings detailed in D3.6
Scenarios for governance models on short, medium and long-term, D3.4 Preliminary proposal for a
governance body and D3.5 Preliminary proposal for long-term sustainability within the CEF, that
respectively reported on sustainability concerns and proposals in general, on a potential governance
structure in particular and on its relation to the CEF.
Given the target audience of this document that is essentially external to the project (see section
Scope and Objective of Deliverable, p. 15), the content of this deliverable will be relayed with WP2 in
the appropriate channels, both for information, awareness raising and opening the floor to feedback.

1.5 Relations to External e-SENS Environment
The intended audience of this deliverable is external to the e-SENS project and consists of policy
makers (MS, EC, DGs), IT managers of national infrastructures and public services and related private
industry (see section Scope and Objective, p. 15). It should help raise their awareness and interest for
the ongoing effort to increase technical interoperability amongst public administrations in Europe,
help convince them of the necessity to join and of the business potential of the whole field. The
3

Verna Allee. The Future of Knowledge: Increasing Prosperity through Value Networks, ButterworthHeinemann 2003, ISBN 978-0750675918, http://www.valuenetworksandcollaboration.com/analysis.html
4

Nick De Mey and Philippe De Ridder, 16 blocks to visualize your business model,
http://www.boardofinnovation.com/business-model-templates-tools/, original in 2009, revised in 2013.
5

Jaap Gordijn, Pascal van Eck and Roel Wieringa. Requirements Engineering Techniques for e-Services. In D
Georgakopoulos and M.P. Papazoglou editors, Service-Oriented Computing, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 2009.
http://e3value.few.vu.nl/docs/bibtex/pdf/GordijnRETechniques2008.pdf
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activities conducted here will be done according to the communication and marketing standards
defined by WP2. WP3 will therefore provide WP2 with all the necessary outputs so as to ensure
communication activities are duly coordinated and consistent throughout the project. Thus, the
deliverable, and related activities by WP3 provide input for the marketing plan to WP2, focusing on
the benefits for the users.
WP3 members have been and will keep actively discussing elements of this document and other
findings of WP3 with the CEF community (as of October 2014, in a CEF Expert Group meeting with
Member States), interested DGs and other fora (EXPAND, Stork2.0 and others are discussing related
questions for the long term) addressing the questions of long term sustainability in the field.

1.6 Quality Management

ed

by

EC

The interaction with Member States will increasingly become key to the further uptake of results of
e-SENS, since the work on IT governance in the CEF expert group is expected to become more visible
as from Q3 2015. It is therefore important that any input of e-SENS will be communicated and taken
over by the further elaboration of plans for a European IT governance structure.

ov

This section describes the process used to ensure the quality of the deliverable.
Remarks

Language & Spelling

Checked by
WPM3

Ap

Conformance to eOK
SENS template

pr

Category

OK

WPM3

OK

WPM3

Each
technology
description contains OK
the correct elements

WPM3

Consistency
with
description in the TA
OK
and in other e-SENS
deliverables

WPM3

Contents is fit for
OK
purpose

WPM3

Contents is fit for use

OK

WPM3

Commitment within
WP
OK

WPM3

Delivered on time

Table 2: Quality Checklist
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1.7 Risk Management
This section describes the process used for effective risk management. It summarises the risks
identified for creating this deliverable D3.8. This includes identifying the risks, risk analysis, risk
assessment and defining responses and risk owner.

Contributions by the
partners are not
delivered in time/ the
deadlines are not met
Contributions by the
partners do not have
the sufficient quality
and quantity

medium

medium

high

Response

Owner

medium

Controlling timeline and
reminding the partners to
meet the deadlines/
monitoring the delivery

Task L 3.4

high

Monitoring of the
development process of
the deliverable

Task L3.4
WPM3

high

Drafting a table of
content and formulation
of guidelines and
expectations in a clear
template. Providing
additional resources.

Task L3.4
WPM3

medium

Organizing additional
work with WP5 to collect
relevant data in pilot
assessment phase

Task L3.4

ov

ed

medium

Priority

pr

medium

high

Ap

Content is not as
detailed as expected
or is too detailed

Impact

EC

Probability

by

Description

Lack of data to be able
high
to provide figures

high

Table 3: Risks

1.8 Legal Issues
This deliverable builds on many prior works, both from e-SENS and from other sources. Rewording
parts of existing texts that are otherwise clear and concise enough is deemed a waste of useful
resources, thus allowing the explicit reuse of text portions, with a very clear need for citing the
source visibly.

1.9 Structure of the document
Various perspectives are given to highlight elements relevant to the business case: the present (eSENS pilots), the past (LSPs), the future (external studies and other initiatives).
All these perspectives highlight element that will contribute to an integrated business case in the
next version of this document, completed with a more financial valuation of the relevant costs and
benefits for the major stakeholders.

D3.8 Overall e-SENS business case
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2 Business case elements from e-SENS pilots
This section builds on the knowledge of e-SENS WP5 pilot cases. At the time of publishing this first
version of the deliverable, some of the pilots do not have the figures at their disposal to clarify the
related business stakes. Therefore, a hybrid approach has been used that enables qualitative
concerns in this first stage of the work to be complemented with more quantitative aspects when
they become available.

EC

WP3 and WP5 will work jointly to help the pilots clarify their business context and impact, and
thereby contribute to a joint business case by the end of the project.

Activity Registration

by

2.1

Ap

pr

ov

ed

As a brief overview of this pilot analysis, a Business Person or Service Provider (SP) wants to expand
his/her activities in a European Country. He/she wants to find all the regulated and the
administrative requirements that he/she must accomplish to exercise his/her professional activity.
These professionals through the different Point of Single Contacts (PSCs) in the EUGO network are
able to apply for specific procedures to exercise their specialised professional activity when a
physical establishment is needed or without it (free exercise of the activity). It is a legal demand to
eliminate legal obstacles to the European Single Market through the full free exercise of activity. This
is reinforced by the system for the recognition of professional qualifications in the European Union,
implemented by the Directive 2005/36/EC and its successive amendments (most recent is Directive
2013/55/EU which is applicable from 18 January 2016 onwards). It seeks to make labour markets
more flexible, further liberalise services, encourage the automatic recognition of qualifications and
simplify administrative procedures. As the population of working age falls in many EU countries,
demand for highly qualified people is likely to increase and is projected to rise to more than 16
million jobs by 2020. This requires that their qualifications are recognised throughout the EU in a
fast, simple and reliable way.
The use of e-SENS modules in this use case is expected to simplify the procedure both for the SP and
the competent authorities. The new functionality will facilitate the provision of the e-Government
service both at European level (cross border Service) and at national level using the same technical
modules. The competent authorities will be able to automatically check the validity and suitability of
the information and supporting documents that are submitted by the SP.
Therefore, the use of e-SENS modules will increase the security during these transactions, it will raise
that trust among the SP and the Competent Authority and it will also facilitate the mobility in the
Business Domain because physical persons and companies will be able in any European country to
register their activities and get the required licenses if needed in order to offer services. In short, the
simplification of the validation procedures for supporting documents (principle “only once”) will
reduce the administrative burdens that hinder the fast growth of the economic activities in Europe.
In particular, this section is focused on the piloting led by Spain entitled “Activity Registration for a
specialised Sanitary Professional as a self-employed service provider without physical establishment
(Free exercise of the activity)”. These specialised activities are associated with enquiries and
processing made by medical specialists and surgeons practitioners who offer their services to the
centres of family planning for medical treatments as the sterilisation or the abortion, without
D3.8 Overall e-SENS business case
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accommodation. The main step into this process is the request for a Medical Licensing in one of the
Spanish Medical Colleges. For that purpose, it is mandatory to have an Official University Doctor
Qualification homologated/recognised by the Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport
whose reference is checked out using the Spanish Data interchange Platform. Identification and
authentication mechanism is conducted using e-SENS-e-ID HBB and signing mechanism is conducted
using e-SENS-e-Signature HBB.

2.1.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
Target Group

Description




Competent Authorities in charge of managing
Medical Licensing applications mandatory for
the activity registration process.



Example: General Board of European Doctor
Professional Associations.



Enable Single Digital Market.

ov

ed

Service
Provider

Ap

pr

Competent Authorities

Competent
Authority

Service Providers simpler procedures for
activity registration lifecycle, with guidance.
Example: European Doctor Professionals.

by



Service Providers

PSCs

EC

All relevant stakeholders to the pilot are detailed in the next table:

PSC

Table 4: Stakeholders Activity Registration

2.1.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and costs
Currently, the piloting phase is not concluded and it is not possible to provide exact figures about the
impact, transactions, benefits and costs of the implementation of this use case. Therefore, the data
provided in the next tables are estimations based on the reports provided by the different
stakeholders so far.

Stakeholder

Service
Providers.
European Doctor
Professionals.

Actual
benefits
stakeholder


Simpler steps for
Medical Licensing
administrative
proceedings.
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for

Benefit icon

Quantification
/
specification of the benefit


It is not necessary
to provide the
Official University
Doctor Qualification
certificate.



Hundreds of

Satisfaction

Simple guided
procedure

22

thousands
certificate
emissions saved.





Hundreds of
thousands potential
users (European
doctor
professionals).



Flexibility and
better management
of time.



Complete legal
assurance.



Complete
traceability of the
administrative
procedure.



Transparency of the
administrative
procedure.



Hundreds of
Medical College
Background
Systems across
Europe could be
engaged.



An important
amount
of hours saved.



Complete legal
assurance.



Complete assurance

Increased mobility.

24 h access to eservice

Service
guarantee

Ap

pr

ov

ed



by

EC

mobility





Competent
Authorities.



General Board of
European Doctor
Professional
Associations



Additional security &
trust.

Endure and foster
eAdministrative
solutions through
national Medical
Colleges back-office
systems.
Savings in time for
checking the status of
the Doctor
Qualification
certificate.

Application
compliance

easier
process

less money

Quality of identify
data is assured.
e-IDentifier
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of traceability.
Data
compliance



Additional security &
trust.
Application
compliance



Complete legal
assurance.



Complete assurance
of traceability.
Transparency of the
administrative
procedure.

Application
signed

Possibility to reduce
number of errors or
missing data in
application..

ed



ov



by

EC



pr

less money

An important
amount of hours
saved.

Ap

Table 5: Benefits stakeholders Activity Registration.

Stakeholder

Actual cost for stakeholder

Quantification / specification of the cost


Point of Single
Contact.



Costs of maintenance
of e-Government
service.



Functional and
technical coordination
at national level and
back office
connections.

Competent
Authorities.
General Board of
European Doctor
Professional
Associations









Adoption of e-SENS-eID solution.
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Maintenance Costs. Lack of accurate
data.
It is expected not an important
economic effort because most of PSCs
have agile and flexible mechanisms for
setting up and maintaining new
business procedures.
National Coordination Costs. Lack of
accurate data.
Costs will basically depend on the
maturity of the Competent Authority
background e-Systems.
Implementation costs. Lack of accurate
data.
It is not expected an important
economic effort because this solution is
based on well-known and open
24

specifications.

Adoption of e-SENS-eSignature solution.

Implementation costs. Lack of accurate
data.



It is not expected an important
economic effort because this solution is
based on well-known and open
specifications.

EC





Table 6: Costs for stakeholders in Activity Registration.

General
Medical Board

Ap

5

pr

ov

ed

by

For a better understanding, in Figure 1: Value map for Activity Registration is depicted the following
scenario: Professional services from a Greek surgeon specialized in heart diseases have been
temporary requested by a private clinic in Spain. In order to accomplish the necessary Spanish
administrative requirements, the SP will use the Spanish PSC (eugo.es) for the registration.

Application
signed

Activity
Registration

1

Doctor
Professional

6

PSC

3
Data
compliance

4
compliance

eSignature BB
Doctor
Qualification
Authority

e-ID
Attributes
Application
signed

2

Trust
Authority

e-ID BB

e-ID
Authority

Figure 1: Value map for Activity Registration
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2.1.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
In this the benefits of the use of e-SENS-BBs (e-Signature, e-ID, e-Delivery and e-Document) are
detailed for the Activity Registration pilot.
Exchanged value
objects

Building Blocks
e-IDentity

Semantics

Simpler steps for
Medical
Licensing
administrative
proceedings

Assures the
trust of the
Medical
Licensing
application form
submitted to the
Medical College.

Assures the
quality of the
identification data
provided by the
applicant to the
Medical College.

Harmonization
of
administrative
requirements.

Increased
mobility.

Faster
verification

Faster
identification

Better
understanding
of the
necessary
requirements.

Possibility to
provide the
identity attributes
of the applicant at
any time.

Additional
security & trust.

Stronger
mechanism of
confirming the
identity of the
applicant.

Provides
evidence
concerning
signing process.
Endure
and
foster
eAdministrative
solutions
through national
Medical Colleges
back
office
systems.

Well-known and
standard way of
confirming the
trust of the
signed
application.

Savings in time
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eDocument

by

ed
ov

pr
Ap

24 h access to e- Possibility to
service
sign the
application at
any time.
Stronger
mechanism of
confirming the
trust of the
signed
application.

eDelivery

EC

e-Signature

Provides evidence
concerning
authenticity.

Well-known and
standard way of
confirming the
identity of the
applicant.

Identity attributes
26

necessary to carry
this check out are
provided by this
BB.

Quality
of Stronger
identify data is mechanism of
assured.
confirming the
trust of the
signed
application.

Stronger
mechanism of
confirming the
identity of the
applicant.

Possibility to
reduce number
of errors or
missing data in
application.

Automatic
mechanism of
confirming the
identity of the
applicant.

by

ed

ov

Automatic
mechanism of
confirming the
trust of the
signed
application.

EC

for checking the
status of the
Doctor
Qualification
certificate

pr

Table 7: Contribution of the BBs in the Activity Registration.

Ap

2.1.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practice
As pattern of good practice to be applied in other domains, it is highly remarkable the adoption of the

“data only once” principle fostered by the European Commission. This strategy involves eliminating
the unnecessary administrative burden that occurs when users are required to supply the same
information more than once to public administrations. For this purpose, the following actions where
accomplished in this piloting:
1. Identification mechanism is conducted using e-SENS e-ID HBB which allows to the citizens
cross border recognition of their national e-identifications.
2. It is mandatory to have an Official University Doctor Qualification homologated/recognised
by the Spanish Ministry of Education, Culture and Sport. Following this approach, there is no
need to provide the Medical Certification itself, just its reference which is checked out using
the Spanish Data Intermediation Platform (DIP) to access the base registries. This implies that
assertions are shared between systems instead of official documents.
3. Signing mechanism is conducted using e-SENS e-Signature HBB which is currently able to
validate the vast majority of European Trusted Service List TSLs.
This approach it highly recommended for other domains as long as there would be legal foundation
to support this administrative process in this way.

D3.8 Overall e-SENS business case
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2.2 Business Registration
The e-SENS Business Lifecycle domain aims at exploring the reuse of the e-SENS building blocks that
will facilitate the mobility of Business across Europe. Physical persons and Companies will be able to
register their companies and activities in any European country and get the required licenses (where
needed) in order to offer services. Point of Single Contact and Business Registries are the main actors
that offer the services required.

2.2.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations

Expectations and needs of
stakeholders

The way stakeholder needs are
satisfied

Value map icon

ed

Stakeholder

by

EC

List of groups/types of stakeholders relevant to the pilot, including a short definition and their
expectations/needs

By using e-ID, e-signature and
supporting documents issued in
the homeland

Online services more upto-date and accurate as
compared to previous
manual and paper-based
processes

By secure and reliable exchange
of information. By properly
described requirements using
international terms, terms in
their language and where
possible predefined forms with
standard fields.

Increase the applicants’
satisfaction

By getting the required service
through a clear procedure
according to a predefined time
plan and by reducing
bureaucratic procedures.

To reduce the time and
cost for offering services to
their members (Business
and Citizens)

Using a similar and standardized
approach in each MS, without
significant diversity from one MS
to another.

Ap

pr

ov

Simplify the business
registration processes by
using tools similar to the
ones in their homeland, ex.
by using national e-ID.

Citizen,
Business

Profession
association,
Union of
Chambers

Intermediates
(e.g. notaries)

To
provide
increased Being able to provide immediate
quality of services to their response to the request of their
members
members
To reduce the time and
cost for offering services to
their customers (Business
and Citizens).
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Using
similar,
standardized
approach in each MS, without
significant diversity from one MS
to another.

Citizen,
Business

Notaries

Notaries
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Stakeholder

Expectations and needs of
stakeholders

The way stakeholder needs are
satisfied

Value map icon

To
provide
increased Being able to provide increased
quality of services
service level agreements
Cost-effective processes

By using reliable information and
supporting documents that do
not require additional validation

EC

To minimize the peaks of
the workload via the
By using standardized procedures
minimization of the “adusing e-Delivery, e-signature and
hoc” procedures by using
e-ID.
specific and predefined
functions

by

Competent
authorities
(Point
of
Single Contact
and Business Satisfied
Registries)
business

ed
and

Ap

pr

ov

citizens

No need to request the
translation of specific documents
and information

Competent
Authorities

Mapping between requirements
and evidences so that there is no
need to dispute over the
suitability of provided documents

Reduction of manual work

Manual work can be significantly
reduced since data can be filled
in online by the user or
exchanged back-end between
national legacy systems.

Cost-effective processes

Predefined requirements and
Specification across Europe for
the Business Domain needs.

ICT industry as
product
manufacturer To minimize the workload Products that cover the needs of
by using specific and a Bigger market i.e. the Internal
predefined functions
European Digital Single Market
Using specific BB such as eICT Industry as Clear specifications to
Delivery, e-signature, e-ID, esystem
integrate e-Business DSI
Documents,
Clearly
defined
integrator
into existing infrastructure
XML/XSD’s

ICT industry

Industry

Table 8: Stakeholders Business Registration

2.2.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and costs
Each stakeholder of the Business Registration pilot gains from a variety of benefits while giving out several
value objects in exchange (Table.. and …).
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Stakeholder

Actual
benefits
stakeholder

for

Benefit Icon

Quantification / specification of
the benefit
- No need to apply to other
countries for getting new e-ID
credentials and e-Signature
tokens.

Use of national e-ID and
Signature in other MS

ov

No additional costs for
intermediary services for
the analysis of the
requirements of the
destination country and
the document exchange
with registered mail

Ap

pr

Citizens,
Business

ed

by

EC

Easiness

Less money

- Easy to use e-ID to acquire cross
border services since it is already
familiar by previous use in the
national systems
- Gain of at least 2 days needed
for the registration procedure for
new e-ID and signature token
(depending on country’s
procedures)
- Gain of about 2 hours needed
for the analysis of the
requirements of the destination
country
- Gain of about €30 per paper
documents’ exchange across
Europe.
- Better planning according to
predefined and standardized
procedures.

Increase satisfaction
Less stress

Reduced time and cost for
offering services to their
customers (Business and
Citizens)

Less money

Profession
association,
Union
of
Chambers
Provision of services of
increased quality

(Information
regarding
the
average delay and additional cost
can
be
retrieved
from
administrative burden reduction
studies)
- 1 day per case for the analysis of
the country’s procedures

- Gain better reputation among
their members
- Attract more active members
due to high quality results.
Service
abroad
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Stakeholder

Actual
benefits
stakeholder

for

Benefit Icon

To reduce the time and
cost for offering services to
their customers (Business
and Citizens).

Less money

Quantification / specification of
the benefit
- 1 day per customer for the
analysis
of
the
country’s
procedures
- Gain better reputation among
their customers

Intermediates
(e.g. notaries)

- Attract more customers due to
high
quality
results
and
competitive prices.

by

EC

To
provide
increased
quality of services

ed

Service
abroad

Ap

Competent
authorities
(Point
of
Single Contact
and Business
Registries)

Less money

pr

ov

Cost effective processes
(no manually validations
needed)

Minimization of the peaks
of workload by using
specific and predefined
functions

Satisfied
business

Citizens

Service
abroad

- Better exploitation of the
personnel since all of them will
work according to a specific plan
(less
overtime
work
that
increases the cost around 20%
and stresses the employees).
-Gain of €15 per document page
for official translation.

and
Satisfaction

Cost Reduction for the
ICT industry as
products that support
product
specific
administrative
developer
procedures

- Gain of about 1 hour per
customer for validation through
IMI system

Specification

- Gain of 1 hour for handling
disputes.

- 40% less cost gained by
standardised functions.

Network

ICT Industry as Clear specifications to
system
integrate e-Business DSI
integrator
into existing infrastructure

Specification

- 40% less cost gained by
standardised APIs

Table 9: Benefits for Business Registration
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Service

Service

Nature of costs

MAREG (GR)

Project
coordination
at
national
level €23.920
including legal and
security issues

Bolagsverket,
Tillväxtverket (SE),

ed
ov

pr

UPRC (GR)

Ap
Service

e-ID
interoperability,
Features
in
national
e-ID €750.000
system

by

EgovLab (SE)

Service

Quantification / specification
of the contribution /
counterpart

Names of stakeholders

EC

Type of value

Implementation of
the Service
Implementation of
Semantic
mapping,
€93.600
Implementation
of e-delivery node
Implementation of
the Service using
€83.200
e-ID
and
esignature

FORTH (GR)

Table 10: Costs for Business Registration

2.2.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
For all benefits created from the use of a Building Block, and all counter-parts required from to the
use of a BB: - explanation (in text) of how the BB creates the benefit (or cost). - matrix of: exchanged
value objects (vertical) X BBs (horizontal), in the cell mention a short keyword summing up the
explanation above.
Exchanged value
objects
…

Building Blocks
e-Signature
e.g. a short …
keyword
summing up
the
explanation
above
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e-IDentity

Semantics
…

e-Delivery
…

e-Document
…
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Simplify the
business and
Registration
processes by
using tools
similar to the
ones in the in
homeland
(citizen)

Use domestic Use
e-signature
e-ID
token

To reduce the
time and cost for
offering services
to
their
members
(Profession
Association,
Union
of
chambers)

Destination country
requirements that
are mapped to the
evidences
produced in the
country of origin

Destination
country
required
documents that
are mapped to
the equivalent
Documents of
the country of
origin

by
ed
ov

Familiar
process

Familiar terms

pr

Familiar
process

Ap

Increase the
satisfaction
(citizen)

Use
of
Domestic
eDelivery Service

EC

Online services
more up-to-date
and accurate as
compared to
previous manual
and paper-based
processes
(citizen)

Domestic

Familiar
process

Familiar
documents

Destination country
requirements that
are mapped to the
evidences
produced in the
country of origin

Destination
country
required
documents that
are mapped to
the equivalent
Documents of
the country of
origin

To
provide
increased quality
of services to
their members
(Profession
Association,
Union
of
chambers)

Destination country
requirements that
are mapped to the
evidences
produced in the
country of origin

Destination
country
required
documents that
are mapped to
the equivalent
Documents of
the country of
origin

To reduce the
time and cost for
offering services
to
their
customers
(Intermediaries)

Destination country
requirements that
are mapped to the
evidences
produced in the
country of origin

Destination
country
required
documents that
are mapped to
the equivalent
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Documents of
the country of
origin
Destination
country
Documents that
are mapped to
the country of
origin
equivalent
Documents

Easily validated Easily
validated Secure
information
information
communication

To minimize the Easily
peaks of the validated
workload
by information
using
specific
and predefined
functions
(Competent
Authorities)

Easily validated Easily
validated Secure
information
information
communication

ov

ed

by

Easily
validated
information

Easily validated
information

Easily validated
information

Ap

pr

Cost-effective
processes
(Competent
Authorities)

Destination country
requirements that
are mapped to the
evidences
produced in the
country of origin

EC

To
provide
increased quality
of services to
their Customers
(Intermediaries)

Satisfied citizens
and business
(Competent
Authorities)

Reduce of the Less mistakes
number
of interpretations
additional
documents
required

Cost-effective
Concrete
processes (ICT Specifications
industry)

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

To minimize the Concrete
peaks of the Specifications
workload
by
using
specific
and predefined
functions
(ICT
industry)

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Clear
Concrete
specifications to Specifications
integrate
eBusiness DSI into
existing
infrastructure

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications

Concrete
Specifications
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in Quick
secure Reduce of the
communication number
of
additional
documents
required
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(ICT industry)
Table 11: Contribution to BBs from Business Registration

2.2.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practices
For each "good idea" from the pilot that creates some value for anyone and you think can be reused/inspire
other pilots/domains:

EC

During the implementation of the pilot there were some good practices that help the mutual understanding of
the requirements, the systematic exchange of information and the escalation of the issues that were identified.

by

Initially a systematic method for capturing the requirements was used. This method facilitated the
identification of similar needs across domain and provided input for the specification of the building blocks that
were developed. This method discriminated and related the business goals, with the needs and the
requirements. Moreover key examples were presented allowing better understating of the business goals.

ov

ed

The Architecture and the specifications of the Building Blocks that fulfilled the requirements were described
using a wiki tool that hosted the views of the experts. The outcome was a consolidated team work that was
immediately available to everyone interested in the topics and the solutions that were proposed in the project.

pr

During the implementation a tool for organizing the issue management was used. This tool helped the
systematic handling of the challenges that arouse and facilitating the creation of a knowledge base for
identifying the proposed solutions to similar problems.

Ap

During the interoperability tests from operational point of view a wiki with restricted access was used to
publish the necessary information, contact details and reports. This was open to the partners of the project and
the people that were involved in the implementation of the pilot.

2.3 e-Confirmation
e-Confirmation enables EU citizens to demonstrate abroad in real time their current health
insurance and provides evidence to be entitled to health benefits in kind in a fellow member state
(MS). The only thing the citizen needs is an accepted national Portable Document (PD) (e.g.
passport).

2.3.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
e-Confirmation pilot serves interests of seven main stakeholders: citizens, health care provider (HCP), health
insurance organisation (HIO), Institutions of the Place of Stay (IoPoS), liaison body, industry as service providers
of e-Confirmation, industry as system integrator (Table.. ).

Stakeholder

Citizen

Expectations and needs of
stakeholders
Access to healthcare in a
fellow MS in identical way
as in homeland
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The way stakeholder needs are
satisfied

Value map icon

By using the national PD
citizen
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Stakeholder

Expectations and needs of
stakeholders

The way stakeholder needs are
satisfied

No advanced payment

By providing electronic
Provisional Replacement
Certificates (ePRC) (benefits in
kind)

No additional stress

No need to call HIO and or IoPoS
and or travel insurance

Value map icon

EC

Make sure that treatment
ePRC as payment guarantee
will be paid
Quick intake

by
ed

Cost effective process

Ap

pr

ov

Health Care
Provider (HCP)

Using domestic user-friendly user
interface (UI) including quick
response time 24/7

Servicing customers abroad

Data
up
loadable
in
XIS/Integrated an XIS (HCP’s
Information System)

healthcare
provider

All data validated and available
for digital invoicing
Full automatic service in real time
24/7

Providing a reliable and
Europe-wide
accepted
electronic document with a e-Delivery; e-Signature, safetylegal status that is equal to and security policy
the
European
Health
Insurance Card (EHIC)
Health
insurance
organisation
(HIO)

ePRC request and provision is
fully automatic; hence, there is
no need for telephone calls for
paper-based PRC
Cost-effective processes

health
insurance
organisation

No more paper-based requests
for reimbursement
Potency to replace EHIC in the
long run
No need to apply for EHIC

Satisfied customers

Institutions of Cost effective process
the Place of

No disputes about the level of
reimbursement
No need for providing paperbased PRC
IoPoS
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Stakeholder

Expectations and needs of
stakeholders

Stay (IoPoS)

The way stakeholder needs are
satisfied

Value map icon

Digital invoicing based on
validated ePRC data; hence, there
is no longer paper based
processes

EC

Reliable and Europe-wide
accepted
electronic
document with a legal e-Delivery; e-Signature, safetystatus that is equal to the and security policy
European Health Insurance
Card (EHIC)

by

Liaison body

Digital invoicing compliant to
SED’s EESSI

Cost-effective processes

Liaison body

ed

No more disputes

ov

Clear specifications to
Implementation guide
as implement e-Confirmation

pr

Industry
Service
Data exchange with a wide
providers of e- range of partners in Europe
e-Delivery gateway
Confirmation
in a secure and reliable
way

Ap

industry

Industry
as Clear specifications to
system
integrate e-Confirmation Clearly defined XML/XSD’s
integrator
into XIS

industry

Table 12: Stakeholders e-Confirmation

2.3.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and counterparts
Each stakeholder of the e-Confirmation pilot gains from a variety of benefits while giving out several value
objects in exchange (Table.. and …).

Stakeholder

Actual
benefits
stakeholder

for

Benefit Icon

Just showing domestic PD
Easiness

Citizens
No advanced payment
Less money
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Quantification / specification of
the benefit
No need to apply for an EHIC
(about 200 million in Europe)
- about 15 million times
emergency care provisions in EU
- about 10 million citizens cannot
show EHIC
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Stakeholder

Actual
benefits
stakeholder

for

Benefit Icon

Quantification / specification of
the benefit
- €6 million paid in advance

No additional stress
Less stress

Apply for PRC (3.7
applications annually)

million

ePRC

EC

Make sure that the
treatment will be paid

15 million times yearly

Payment
guarantee

ed

by

HCP

Less money

ov

Cost effective process

About 10 million times customer
cannot show EHIC

Cost effective processes
(no manually PRC to be
provided)

Service
abroad

3.7 million times request for PRC
by phone

Reduction of processing
paper based invoices

Less money

Ap

pr

Servicing customer abroad
(i.e. no EHIC needed)

HIO

> 35 million
submitted yearly

Satisfaction

Liaison body

Cost effective processes

Cost effective processes

Industry
as Clear
specification
to
Service
implement e-Confirmation
providers of eD3.8 Overall e-SENS business case

EHIC’s

being

Potential: 15 million EU citizens
being service by e-Confirmation

Satisfied customers

IoPoS

> 20 million paper based invoices
submitted for reimbursement

Less money

Less money

Specification

No
disputes
reimbursement

about

Potential: digital invoices for 15
million Europeans according to
national procedures
Potential: digital invoices for 15
million Europeans according to
national procedures, ready for
EESSI
Maintenance of specification and
standards as well as governance
structure
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Stakeholder
Confirmation

Actual
benefits
stakeholder

for

Benefit Icon

Wide range of partners to
be connected with

Industry
as Clear
specification
to
system
integrate e-Confirmation
integrator
into XIS

Quantification / specification of
the benefit

Network

Support existing and potential
customers (market position)

Specification

Hundreds of thousands potential
HCP’s

Names of stakeholders

Nature of costs

Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart

Project
coordination
on
domainand
2.300h/€180.000
national
levels
including legal and
security issues

ov

ed

Stakeholder

by

EC

Table 13: Benefits e-Confirmation

pr

NL: (CZ)

Ap

HIO’s

Service
provider
(Industry)

HCP’s

EE: (Haigekassa)

Releasing
ePRC,
mediating
HCP
450h/€12.000
request for NL
ePRC

EE: RIA

Implementing
Estonian gateway – 1.200h/€30.000
e-Delivery

NL: RINIS (Gateway)

Implementing
Dutch gateway (e- 1.500h/€115.000
Delivery

Technical
coordination
on
domainand
national level and
NL: VECOZO (Back office back
office
4.900h/€390.000
connections)
connections
(eDocuments,
eSignature;
International User
Interface)
EE: West Tallinn Hospital

Requesting ePRC

570h/€14.000

EE: East Tallinn Hospital

Requesting ePRC

520h/€13.000
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Stakeholder

IoPoS

Names of stakeholders

Nature of costs

Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart

EE: Medisoft
Practitioners)

(General

Requesting ePRC

430h/€11.000

NL:
Kruis/Achmea)

(Zilveren PM (no e-SENS
project partner)
(included in HIO’s
role)

EE: Haigekassa

Instituut No e-SENS project
partner

EC

Liaison body

NL:
Zorg
Nederland

(included in HIO’s
role)

by

EE: Haigekassa

Ap

pr

ov

Industry (as
system
EE: Medisoft and RIA
integrator)

ed

NL: No involvement
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Included in HCP
and
service
provider’s
role,
respectively

Table 14: Costs e-Confirmation
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Less
money

ID and
insurance
request

Specification

Less
money

ID and
insurance
request

Industry

Liaison body

by

EC

IoPoS

Healthcare

Less
money

ov
pr

Ap

citizen

Service
abroad

Less
money

ID and
insurance
request

ID and
insurance
request

Specification

ed

Specification

less
money

healthcare
provider

Less
stress

ePRC

Service
abroad

Payment
guarantee

Payment

health
insurance
organisation

Satisfaction

Figure 2: Value map of e-Confirmation

2.3.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
For the e-Confirmation pilot, exchanged value objects are underpinned by four building blocks: e-Signature,
Semantics, e-Delivery and e-Document (Table…)

Exchanged value
objects
Just showing
domestic PD
(citizen)
No advanced

Building Blocks
e-Signature
Contributes to
‘legal status’ of
ePRC (equal to
EHIC)
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Semantics

e-Delivery

e-Document

Real time
insurance
verification
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Exchanged value
objects

Building Blocks
e-Signature

Semantics

e-Delivery

e-Document

payment (citizen)
No additional stress
(citizen)
Make sure that
treatment will be
paid (HCP)

by

EC

Cost effective
process for HCP

ed

Servicing customer
abroad (HIO)
Satisfied customers

pr

Provides
evidence
concerning
authenticity

Ap

Cost effective
processes for HIO

ov

HIO)

Cost effective
processes for IoPoS

Evidence of
authenticity of
ePRC

Clear specifications
to integrate eConfirmation into
XIS (Industry)

ePRC dataset
unloadable in
HIS

Real time
insurance
verification

Full automatic
insurance
verification

Machine
understandable
descriptions
(unloadable in
own
administration)
ePRC
unloadable in
HIS
administration
and usable for
digital invoicing

Wide
range
of Prove
partners
to
be authenticity
connected
with documents
(service
provider/industry)

Machine
of understandable
descriptions

Standardized
communication
gateway in a
safe and reliable
way

Enables
business
services,
covering
document
lifecycle

Table 15: Contribution to BBs for e-Confirmation
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2.3.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practices
e-Confirmation (WP5.2.2) could be offered to HCP’s combined with Patient Summary/e-Prescription
(WP5.2.1), enabling a HCP during one transaction to get proof of entitlement and validated dataset
to enter PS and or to ePrescribe. The e-ID BB could/should be added.
e-Confirmation provides the bases for Inter State EESSI related cost claiming, enabling HCP to invoice
digitally (based on national standards) to IoPoS) and next to transfer national invoice standard into
SED/EESSI standard. National service providers could offer this (invoice) conversion on the national
level as well.

by

EC

e-Confirmation enables (if desired) international process redesign concerning interstate claim
settlement. Direct digital invoicing by HCP’s through national service providers to patient’s HIO
would easily be possible.

ed

2.4 European Account Preservation Order (EAPO)




enable creditors to obtain the preservation of bank accounts located in several Member
States thanks to a sole Court decision
facilitate the efficient recovery of debts by this ex-parte procedure enabling the identification
of debtor’s bank accounts in Member States and thus their preservation
reduce costs and delays for creditors to recover their debts.

Ap



pr

ov

European Account Preservation Order was introduced by the Regulation (EU) No 655/2014 of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 15 May 2014 establishing a European Account
Preservation Order procedure to facilitate cross-border debt recovery in civil and commercial
matters. There are three main goals of the EAPO procedure:

In a nutshell procedure for obtaining the Preservation Order is the following:
1. The creditor lodges the application to the competent court. The creditor can apply for the
Preservation Order in the following situations:
 before the creditor initiates proceedings in a Member State against the debtor on the
substance of the matter, or at any stage during such proceedings up until the issuing of
the judgment or the approval or conclusion of a court settlement;
 after the creditor has obtained in a Member State a judgment, court settlement or
authentic instrument which requires the debtor to pay the creditor’s claim.
2. The creditor may request the court, with which the application for the Preservation Order is
lodged, to request that the information authority of the Member State of enforcement
obtain the information necessary to allow the bank or banks and the debtor’s account or
accounts to be identified.
3. The court examines whether the conditions and requirements set out in this Regulation are
met. Where the creditor has not provided all the required information the court may, unless
the application is clearly inadmissible or unfounded, give the creditor the opportunity to
complete or rectify the application within a period of time to be specified by the court. If the
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5.

6.

by

7.

EC

4.

creditor fails to complete or rectify the application within that period, the application shall be
rejected.
Once the court considers that it has received all the relevant forms and information, it rules
on the Order which is sent to the creditor.
Where the Preservation Order was issued in a Member State other than the Member State
of enforcement, the Order shall be transmitted to the competent authority of the Member
State of enforcement (i.e. the “Bailiff”). Where the Preservation Order was issued in the MS
of enforcement, national law applies.
To implement the Preservation Order, the bank shall preserve the amount specified in the
Order.
Where the Order was issued in the Member State of enforcement, the bank or the
enforcement authority (i.e. Bailiffs) shall transmit a declaration concerning the preservation
of funds, which is sent to the court and creditor.

ov

ed

Where the Order was issued in a Member State other than the Member State of enforcement,
the declaration shall be transmitted to the enforcement authority, unless it was issued by that
same authority, which will be in charge of transmitting it to the court and creditor.

Ap

pr

8. The declaration by the bank, the Preservation Order, the application lodged by the creditor
are served on the debtor.

2.4.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
The Creditor, who intends to preserve the funds of the debtor, initiates the EAPO
procedure. This is a citizen or representative of legal person.
Creditor

According to the Regulation (EU) No 655/2014 the Preservation Order is issued by the
Court at the request of creditor.
Court

Third major target group of the EAPO procedure are the Enforcement authorities/Bailiffs,
whom implement the Preservation Order by requesting the Banks6 to preserve the amount
specified in the Order and transmit the relevant information to the Court and Creditor.

Bailiffs

The Debtor, whose funds were preserved by the bank and who can challenge the
proceedings.

Debtor

6

The Banks are out of the scope of the EAPO Pilot.
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Target Group

Needs and expectation











EC



by

Creditor/Applicant

ed




ov



To preserve funds in bank accounts located in several Member States (no need
to lodge several claims in different Member States and to analyse the National
laws)
To preserve the funds within a minimum of time and efficiently thanks to an
ex-parte procedure
To have quick, cheap and easy access to electronic procedure
To eliminate unnecessary exchange of documents between Court, Creditor,
Enforcement authority thanks to the standard forms provided by the EAPO
regulation available in all Member States
To receive the Order with a minimum of costs (included travel cost, costs of
legal practitioners )
To lodge an application form in mother language
To receive the Order in the mother language To have one sole application for
the Order available across Europe
Be able to apply for the Order at any time (24 h)
To easily and quickly identify the debtor’s bank accounts thanks to the Court’s
support,
To preserve the full amount of the debt

pr








To verify authentication of received documents
To process all communication of documents in an electronic way
To receive documents in the official language of the bank
To minimise cost and length of the procedure



To be quickly informed about the preservation of his funds by the service of
the declaration of the bank, the Preservation Order, the application lodged by
the creditor
To be sure that the funds will be preserved up to the amount of the debt
To have the possibility to revoke the Order and challenge the proceedings

Ap




To receive application for Order in standard format
To process full procedure in an electronic way
To receive application for Order in the official language of the court
To receive all needed information and documents electronically from the
Creditor and the Enforcement authority/Bailiff
To easily and quickly identify the debtor’s bank accounts
To have one range of standard forms to communication all over Europe
To minimise cost and length of the procedure

Court

Bailiff

Debtor




Table 16: Stakeholders EAPO

2.4.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and counterparts
While the EU’s internal market allows businesses to enter in cross-border trade and boost their
earnings, today around 1 million small businesses face problems with cross-border debts. Up to €600
million a year in debt is unnecessarily written off because businesses find it too daunting to pursue
expensive, confusing lawsuits in foreign countries. The European Account Preservation Order will
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help recovering debt across borders by preventing debtors from moving their assets to another
country while procedures to obtain and enforce a judgment on the merits are ongoing. It would thus
improve the prospects of successfully recovering cross-border debt and thus the security of crossborder business transactions7.
In a table below, there is a calculation of possible savings in travel costs after implementing
electronic EAPO procedure.

Value

Source

The number of firms in EU, which faces
problems with cross border debts

1 million

http://europa.eu/rapid/pressrelease_MEMO-14-342_pl.htm

The number of firms, which decide to
apply
for
a
European
Account
Preservation Order

10%

ed

by

EC

Name of data

€610

Travel costs saved a year

€61 million

Own calculations: travel = €500, hotel =
€60, food = €50 euro
Own calculations = 100.000
€610 euro average travel cost

firms x

Ap

pr

ov

Average Travel cost relate to complete the
procedure in a traditional way

Own assumptions.

Stakeholder

Actual benefit for stakeholder

Quantification / specification of
the benefit

Creditor/Applicant

The possibility to recover the debts

Creditor/Applicant

Cost saving regarding travel cost

Creditor/Applicant

Shorter time to complete the procedure than
in traditional way

approximately 3.6 million hours a
year saved (36 hours saved x
100.000 firms)

Creditor/Applicant

Thanks to a European Regulation, there is no
need to lodge applications in several
Members States and to analyse different
National laws

approximately 100 000 hours
saved (1 hour saved x 100 000
firms)

Creditor/Applicant

Possibility of completing the procedure by
persons with disabilities

the removal of barriers for
persons with disabilities

Creditor/Applicant

24 h access to e-service

better organisation of time

Court

Possibility of saving time for Court’s staff

7

€600 million
travel costs saved =
€61 million

Labour time costs saved

http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-14-342_pl.htm
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an amount of hours saved – lack
of accurate data

Court

Speed up the examination of the application
in the courts with electronic workflow of
documents

an amount of hours saved – lack
of accurate data

Court

Easier management (mainly to search) of
electronic
documents
and
better
management of the cases

an amount of hours saved – lack
of accurate data

Court

Stronger authentication of applicant in eservice

cost of investigation of
unauthorized application saved

Bailiff

Cost savings in executing procedure thanks
the electronic communication of acts and
standard forms

Bailiff

Time savings in executing procedure

ed

by

EC

Court

Possibility to reduce number of errors or
missing data in application thanks to control
rules implemented in electronic version of
application

pr

ov

Table 17: Benefits for EAPO

Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart

Creditor/Applicant

Waste of time because of difficulties in finding
the e-service

300 000 hours saved = 3 hours x
100 000 firms)

Creditor/Applicant

Costs of not accepting the electronic version
of the Order

Creditor/Applicant

Cost of translation of the Order to languages
accepted by the court, bank, bailiff, etc.

costs of printing and
confirmation of originality of
document - lack of accurate data
cost of translation of one the
Order by sworn translator =
approximately €30

Creditor/Applicant

Costs of filling the application for the Order in
the official language of the court

costs of translation - lack of
accurate data

Court

Costs of maintenance of e-service

maintenance costs - lack of
accurate data because of
construction of

Court

Cost of archiving documents in electronic
format

archiving costs - lack of accurate
data

Court

Problems with internal proceeding because of
electronic version of application

costs of printing the documents lack of accurate data

Bank

Problems with internal proceeding because of
electronic version of the Order

costs of printing the documents lack of accurate data

Bank

Costs of archiving documents in electronic
format

archiving costs - lack of accurate
data

Ap

Actual contribution / counterpart

Stakeholder

Table 18: Costs EAPO
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2.4.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
In below table the explanation was presented how the BBs create the benefits discovered in the
EAPO procedure.
Exchanged value
objects

Building Blocks
e-Signature

e-IDentity

Semantics

EC

Cost
saving
regarding travel

One pattern of
e-application

Faster delivery

Faster filling the
document

ed

by

Faster
identification

Possibility to
deliver the
electronic
application to
Court

ov

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application and
use
of
electronic
standard forms

pr

There is no need
to lodge several
applications
analyse National
law in different
Member States

Faster
verification

e-Document

Ap

The possibility to
complete the full
procedure
in
electronic way

e-Delivery

Reduce the risk of
errors occurring
of
sending,
addressing,
physical journey
of the document
to the recipient

Control
mechanism
of
proper addressing
to correct access
point and final
receiver.

24 h access to eservice

Possibility
to
deliver
the
application at any
time.

Possibility
of
saving time for
Court’s staff

Possibility
to
check
by
electronic
means
the
correctness of
signature
without physical
presence
of
applicant

Possibility
to
reduce number of
errors or missing
data
in
application
thanks to control
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Possibility
to
identify
by
electronic
means
the
person without
physical
presence
of
applicant

Electronic
delivery
application.

of

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application and
use
of
electronic
standard forms
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rules
implemented in
electronic version
of application

EC

Speed up the
examination
of
the application in
the courts with
electronic
workflow
of
documents

ed

of
e-

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application and
use
of
electronic
standard forms

Delivery
structured
document

of
e-

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application and
use
of
electronic
standard forms

pr

ov

Stronger
mechanism of
confirming
rights to sign
the documents.

Ap

Stronger
authentication of
applicant in eservice

by

Easier
management
(mainly to search)
of
electronic
documents

Delivery
structured
document

Table 19: Contributions to BBs from EAPO

2.4.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practices
Applications for a Preservation Order are submitted to the Court using a standard form, which is
quite long and complicated to fill in. The applicant should provide a lot of different information. As a
consequence, it is recommended to use an electronic form and a wizard as a way to lodge an
electronic application.
The wizards enable to prepare electronic documents in a user-friendly way. There is possibility to
implement different control mechanisms, which eliminate the risk of many formal errors like e.g. lack
of required information. It affects positively time of completing procedure. Moreover the applicant
can be supported by additional information – help, tips, etc. It could be a good practise also for other
procedure where application form is complicated.
The Dutch team prepared the animation, presented how the wizard of the EAPO application could
look like - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSYGNP8d4gA

2.5 Family law
This chapter describes the procedure for recognition of judgement in matrimonial matters regulated
by the Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 concerning jurisdiction and the
recognition and enforcement of judgments in matrimonial matters and the matters of parental
responsibility, repealing Regulation (EC) No 1347/2000. According to this regulation the competent
authority (court) of a Member State of origin shall, at the request of any interested party, issue a
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certificate using the standard form. This certificate is required to update the civil-status records of a
Member State on the basis of a judgment relating to divorce, legal separation or marriage annulment
given in another Member State, and against which no further appeal lies under the law of that
Member State. This regulation does not specify if the court must deliver the certificate to the
interested party who has made the request or to the civil status office in charge of the procedure.
Three different procedural options were therefore defined as a possible for the piloting:
1)
the competent authority (court) delivers the annex in electronic format to the interested
party; on its turn, the interested party then delivers it, electronically, to the competent civil status
officer who then proceeds with the update of the civil-status records;

EC

2)
the competent authority (court) delivers the annex in electronic format to both the
competent civil status officer and to the interested party who has made the request, the civil status
officer then proceeds with the update of the civil-status records;

ed

by

3)
the competent authority (court) delivers the annex in electronic format to the interested
party and upload the electronic document into a secure official electronic document repository; the
competent civil status officer, upon request of the interested party, download the annex from such
electronic repository and then proceeds with the update of the civil-status records.

pr

ov

Due to limitations in infrastructure of piloting countries the first scenario was chosen for further
proceeding in e-SENS project.

Ap

2.5.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
According to Council Regulation (EC) No 2201/2003 of 27 November 2003 the competent
authority (court) issues at the request of any interested party a certificate using the
standard form set out in Annex I (judgments in matrimonial matters). Competent Authority
(Court) is thus the major target group (end users) of the Matrimonial Matters scenario.
Interested Party/Applicant is the main actor of matrimonial matters procedure. He/she (in
person or through a lawyer) requires the certificate at the competent authority (court) and
afterwards delivers it, electronically, to the competent civil status officer who then
proceeds with the update of the civil-status records.
Third major target group of Matrimonial Matters Procedure is Civil Status Office. Civil status
officers proceed with the update of the civil-status records basing on received from
interested party/applicant application with certificate attached.

Competent
Authority
(Court)

Interested
Party/
Applicant

Civil Status
Office

To collect information about needs and expectation of stakeholders in Matrimonial Matters a
questionnaire was prepared and distributed among piloting countries. Based on experience gathered
in preparation for piloting and contact with stakeholders representatives of countries gave the
responses to the questionnaire regarding needs and expectations of stakeholders. The responses
were categorized according to the order from most important to least important and presented in
table below. Those that had the lowest score were rejected and not presented in Table 20.
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Target Group












To receive all needed information and documents
To receive certificate in accepted format
To receive certificate in the official language of the civil office
To receive certificate in electronic format

ed

by

EC



To receive application for certificate in accepted format
To receive application for certificate in electronic format
To receive application for certificate in the official language of the court
To have one pattern of application for certificate in court’s country
To receive all needed information and documents in application process of
certificate
To have one pattern of application for certificate across Europe

Ap

Civil Status Office





To receive the certificate with a minimum of costs (included travel cost)
To receive the certificate in format (paper or electronic) accepted by civil office
To receive the certificate with a minimum of time
To have a commonly agreed description of procedure (included requirements
and threats)
To receive the certificate in the language accepted by civil status office
To have one pattern of application for certificate across Europe
Be able to apply for certificate at any time (24 h)

ov

Competent Authority
(Court)






pr

Interested
Party/Applicant

Needs and expectation

Table 20: Stakeholders Family law case

2.5.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and counterparts
During a survey actual benefits and counterparts for stakeholders in the Matrimonial Matters
procedure were also collected. The responses were also categorized according to the order from
most important to least important and presented in table below. Those that had the lowest score
were rejected and not presented in below tables. For some of them calculation was prepared to
show potential benefit in numbers (see Appendix for further details and assumptions considered).

Stakeholder

Actual benefit for stakeholder

Quantification / specification of
the benefit
travel costs saved =

Interested
Party/Applicant

Cost saving regarding travel cost

Interested
Party/Applicant

Shorter settlement of the matter than in
traditional way

approximately 267 696 hours a
year saved (36 hours saved x 7
436 certificates)

Interested
Party/Applicant

Savings in time for the analysis of laws
relating to the necessary information to be
provided in the application thanks to pattern
of application

approximately 7 436 hours saved
(1 hour saved x 7 436 certificates)

Interested
Party/Applicant

Reduce the risk of errors occurring of sending,
addressing, physical journey of the document

lack of accurate data, it can cause
approximately two weeks of
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delay in proceeding of matter

Interested
Party/Applicant

Possibility of settling the matter by persons
with disabilities

the removal of barriers for
persons with disabilities

Interested
Party/Applicant

24 h access to e-service

better organisation of time

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Possibility of reducing the number of people
serving applicants in physical location of the
court

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Easier management (mainly to search) of
electronic documents

an amount of hours saved – lack
of accurate data

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Stronger authentication of applicant in eservice

cost of investigation of
unauthorized application saved

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Easier way of analysis the application thanks
to its pattern

3 718 hours saved a year = (0,5
hour saved x 7 436 application)

Easier way of analysis certificate thanks to
pattern of certificate

7 436 hours saved a year = (one
hour saved x 7 436 certificates)

EC

to the recipient (it concerns only countries
where it is possible to send the application by
traditional post – very limited number)

labour costs saved – lack of
information about number of
people serving applicants in court
an amount of hours saved – lack
of accurate data

Speed up the examination of the application
in the courts with electronic workflow of
documents

an amount of hours saved – lack
of accurate data

Civil Status Office

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

Possibility to reduce number of errors or
missing data in application thanks to control
rules implemented in electronic version of
application

Table 21: Benefits Family law case

Actual contribution / counterpart

Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart

Interested
Party/Applicant

Waste of time because of difficulties in finding
the e-service

22 308 hours saved = 3 hours x 7
436 certificates)

Interested
Party/Applicant

Cost of providing the certificate to competent
civil status office (not direct transfer of the
document from court to civil status office)

Lack of accurate data

Interested
Party/Applicant

Costs of not accepting the electronic version
of certificate

Interested
Party/Applicant

Cost of translation of certificate to official
language of civil status office

Interested
Party/Applicant

Costs of filling the application for certificate in
the official language of the court

Stakeholder
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costs of printing and
confirmation of originality of
document - lack of accurate data
cost of translation of one
certificate by sworn translator =
approximately 30 euro
costs of broker - lack of accurate
data
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maintenance costs - lack of
accurate data because of
construction of

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Cost of archiving documents in electronic
format

archiving costs - lack of accurate
data

Competent
(Court)

Authority

Problems with internal proceeding because of
electronic version of application

costs of printing the documents lack of accurate data

Civil Status Office

Problems with internal proceeding because of
electronic version of certificate

costs of printing the documents lack of accurate data

Civil Status Office

Costs of archiving documents in electronic
format

archiving costs - lack of accurate
data

Civil Status Office

Problems with internal proceeding due to the
release of the certificate in a language other
than national language of civil office

extra work-load in hours
concerning the verification of
document’s authenticity (IMI
system) - lack of accurate data

ed

by

EC

Costs of maintenance of e-service

ov

Table 22: Costs Family law case

pr

2.5.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation

Ap

In above table the explanation was presented how the BBs create the benefits discovered in
Matrimonial Matters procedure.
Exchanged value
objects

Building Blocks
e-Signature

e-IDentity

Cost
saving
regarding travel
cost

Shorter
settlement of the
matter than in
traditional way

Faster
verification

Faster
identification

Semantics

e-Delivery

e-Document

Possibility to
deliver the
electronic
application to
Competent
Authority (Court)

One pattern of
e-application

Faster delivery

Faster filling the
document

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application

Savings in time
for the analysis of
laws relating to
the
necessary
information to be
provided in the
application
thanks to pattern
of application
Reduce the risk of
errors occurring
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Control
mechanism

of
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proper addressing
to correct access
point and final
receiver.

24 h access to eservice

Possibility
to
deliver
the
application at any
time.
Electronic
delivery
application.

of

ed

by

Possibility
to
identify
by
electronic
means
the
person without
physical
presence
of
applicant

ov

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application

pr

Possibility
to
reduce number of
errors or missing
data
in
application
thanks to control
rules
implemented in
electronic version
of application

Possibility
to
check
by
electronic
means
the
correctness of
signature
without physical
presence
of
applicant

Ap

Possibility
of
reducing
the
number of people
serving applicants
in
physical
location of the
court

EC

of
sending,
addressing,
physical journey
of the document
to the recipient

Speed up the
examination
of
the application in
the courts with
electronic
workflow
of
documents

Delivery
structured
document

of
e-

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application

Easier
management
(mainly to search)
of
electronic
documents

Delivery
structured
document

of
e-

Published
pattern of edocument
of
application

Stronger
authentication of
applicant in eservice

Stronger
mechanism of
confirming
rights to sign
the documents.

Easier way of
analysis
the
application
thanks to its
pattern
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Published and
known pattern
of e-document
of application
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Published and
known pattern
of e-document
of certificate

Easier way of
analysis
certificate thanks
to pattern of
certificate
Table 23: Contributions to BBs from Family Law Case

2.5.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practices

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

One of the scenarios considered for pilot which unfortunately couldn’t be implemented in
Matrimonial Matters procedure because of lack of adequate infrastructure could be used as a
pattern of good practice. It was foreseen that the competent authority (court) delivers the annex in
electronic format to the interested party and upload the electronic document into a secure official
electronic document repository; the competent civil status officer, upon request of the interested
party, download the annex 1 from such electronic repository and then proceed to the update of the
civil-status records. This is nothing less than the realization of the once only principle. Going further
and taking into consideration e-confirmation use case from e-health it is possible to modify above
scenario and eliminate problems of civil status office mainly regarding problems of preceding the
case with certificate in foreign language. Civil status office now requires the translation made by
sworn translator from interested party/applicants what costs. In e-confirmation use case health
professional receives the e-confirmation document generated in real-time in its language what is
possible thanks to semantics and e-document BBs implemented in this use case. Matrimonial Matter
certificate has very simple structure with basic data so it is also possible in this use case to use
semantics and e-document BBs to provide the annex 1 from electronic repository in language of civil
status office and then proceed to the update of the civil-status records without need of translation.
This solution could be used in other domains wherever the document does not have a complex
structure.

Figure 3: Value Map Family Law Case
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2.6 VCD/ESPD

EC

The Virtual Company Dossier (VCD) offers simplification, transparency and electronic monitoring of supplier
qualifications in public procurement. It thereby addresses the demand for better interoperability in electronic
tendering. It provides a standardized method and an electronic document solution to support Contracting
Authorities and Economic Operators during the qualitative selection process in tendering procedures.
Participation in public tenders for any eligible Economic Operator means proof of fulfilment of the qualitative
selection criteria requested by the Contracting Authority. The burden of proof lies at the shoulders of the
Economic Operator, who has to collect evidences from different (national) sources and provide them to the
Contracting Authority, at their legally instructed forms. The VCD aims at assisting Economic Operators and
Contracting Authorities in their communication by providing a standardized structure to submit evidence that
can be used for both, national and transnational procurement procedures.

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

The transnational dimension of procurement procedures causes several difficulties for the involved parties. The
applied set of legal rules differs between the parties, hence qualitative selection criteria do not point at specific
evidences, some evidences might not exist in a country or they exist in a different form. Moreover, competent
issuing authorities are unknown across borders thus documents have to be legalized and translated by the
Economic Operator. The Virtual Company Dossier (VCD) aims at reducing some of these barriers by providing
an interoperable electronic document solution that supports the exchange of evidences. Its structure is defined
according to the qualitative selection criteria introduced by the European Procurement Directive 2004/18/EC
(Art. 45 – 50) but it also refers to corresponding national legislation. The VCD can be used by any Economic
Operator from the European Union to prove compliance with criteria when participating in public (panEuropean) tenders but it can also be used by Contracting Authorities for monitoring eligibility and suitability of
national and foreign candidates.

2.6.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
List of groups/types of stakeholders relevant to the pilot, including a short definition and their
expectations/needs

Target Group

Needs and expectation


Economic
Operator





Contracting
Authority

Value provided

Simplify the tendering procedures with 
public (pan-European) governmental
institutions.
Prove compliance with the selection
criteria for public (pan-European)
tenders (i.e. proof of fulfilment of the
selection criteria such as eligibility and
suitability).

Offer specialized services
that meet the needs elicited
in the different calls for
tender from national and
transnational governments
(i.e. Contracting Authorities).

Monitor supplier qualifications during 
the electronic tendering procedures.
Facilitate transparency when receiving
evidence from the Economic Actors
that they meet the qualitative selection
criteria (i.e. eligibility and suitability).

Award the tenders to the
best possible offers from
national and transitional
companies (i.e. Economic
Operators) that meet the
selection criteria.
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Receive clear and complete requests 
for issuing the evidences needed by the
Economic Operator for answering to a
national or transnational call for public
procurement.

Provide the fundamental
evidences that allow the
fulfilment of the qualitative
selection criteria by the
Economic Operator.



Receive clear and complete requests 
that allow reinforcing the evidences
needed by the Economic Operator for
answering
to
a
national
or 
transnational
call
for
public
procurement.

Strengthen the fundamental
evidences provided by the
Issuing Authorities.
Contribute to the generation
of the evidences that the
qualitative selection criteria
are met by the Economic
Operator.



Accurate and reliable electronic 
tendering mechanisms and procedures.
Simplify the tendering procedures with
public (pan-European) governmental
institutions.

EC

Issuing
Authority

pr

Ap



ov

ed
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Attestation,
Translation & Legal
Services

e-Tendering
Solution Provider

Enable easy processing of
qualification information (i.e.
evidences)
through
an
interoperable, standardized
electronic data format.

Table 24: Stakeholders VCD

2.6.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and costs
Actual benefits
Actual benefit for
stakeholder

Stakeholder



Economic
Operator

Reduced time and effort
for the preparation and
submission to a Call for
Tender.
Identify accurate and
suitable evidences to
prove compliance with
the requested criteria in
the tenders that are also
respecting national
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Benefit icon

Quantification and
specification of benefits


Easiness

(e.g. an amount of
hours saved,
amount of
customers
served...).
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procurement legislation.
Cost & Time
savings

Support the creation
and
submission
of
apple-cations
to
a
national
or
panEuropean
Call
for
Tender.
Increase the transparency (i.e. eligibility
and suitability) regarding
the
economic
operators’ qualifications
during
electronic
tendering procedures.
Simplify the monitoring
and evaluation of the
received qualifications.



(e.g. an amount of
hours saved,
amount of
customers
served...).



(e.g. an amount of
hours saved,
amount of
customers
served...).



(e.g. an amount of
hours saved,
amount of
customers
served...).

Better
Applications

Ap

Contracting
Authority

pr
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EC

Tender awarded





Reduce the complexity
that can arise from the
different national legal
frameworks.

Compliance

Transparency

Easiness

Issuing
Authority

Interoperability



Attestation,
Translation & Legal
Services

Improve the quality of
the submitted
qualifications during a
Call for Tender.
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reputation
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e-Tendering
Solution Provider



Better interoperability
between the different
national procurement
legislations.legal

Satisfaction

(e.g. an amount of
hours saved,
amount of
customers
served...).

Tender
Applications

Subscription

Ap

pr
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EC

Quality

Evidences

Table 25: Benefits VCD

Actual contribution / costs
Stakeholder

Actual contribution / costs



Economic
Operator

Adoption of the eTendering Solution.
Subscriptions to the eTendering Solution.

Quantification and
specification of the
contribution / costs

Contribution / costs
icon


(e.g. infrastructure
costs in number of
servers, extra workload in hours...)



(e.g. infrastructure
costs in number of
servers, extra workload in hours...)

Subscription

Adoption



Contracting
Authority

Adoption of the eTendering Solution.
Subscriptions to the eTendering Solution.

Subscription

Adoption
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Functional and
technical coordination
at national and panEuropean level.



(e.g. infrastructure
costs in number of
servers, extra workload in hours...)



(e.g. infrastructure
costs in number of
servers, extra workload in hours...)



(e.g. infrastructure
costs in number of
servers, extra workload in hours...)

Specifications

Issuing
Authority

Functional
and
technical coordination
at national level.

pr

Maintenance
and
development
costs
related to the eTendering Solution.
Functional
and
technical coordination
at pan-European level.

Ap



ov

Attestation,
Translation & Legal
Services

e-Tendering
Solution Provider

Coordination

ed

by



EC

Coordination



Maintenance

Coordination

Table 26: Costs VCD
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financial flow
process flow

Attestation,
Translation &
Legal Services

Quality

Better
reputation

EC

Time & Cost
Savings

Easiness

Subscription

by

Easiness Interoperability

e-Tendering
Solution Provider

Tender
Applications

Evidences

ov

Satisfaction

Issuing
Authority

ed

Economic
Operator

Better
reputation

Ap

pr

Compliance

Tender
awarded
tender

Better
Applications

Subscription

Satisfaction
Transparency

Contracting
Authority

Table 27: Value map VCD
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2.6.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
For all benefits created from the use of a Building Block, and all counter-parts required from to the use of a BB:
- explanation (in text) of how the BB creates the benefit (or cost). - matrix of: exchanged value objects (vertical)
X BBs (horizontal), in the cell mention a short keyword summing up the explanation above.

Building Blocks
e-Signature

e-IDentity

X

X

eDocument

X

X

ed
ov
pr

Ap

Identify accurate
and
suitable
evidences
to
prove compliance
with
the
requested
criteria in the
tenders that are
also respecting
national
procurement
legislation.

e-Delivery

by

Reduced
time
and effort for the
preparation and
submission to a
Call for Tender.

Semantics

EC

Exchanged value
objects

Support
the
creation
and
submission
of
applications to a
national or panEuropean Call for
Tender.
Increase
the
transparency (i.e.
eligibility
and
suitability) regarding
the
economic
operators’
qualifications
during electronic
tendering
procedures.
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X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Simplify
the
monitoring and
evaluation of the
received
qualifications.

X

X

Reduce the
complexity that
can arise from
the different
national legal
frameworks.

X

X

X

Improve the
quality of the
submitted
qualifications
during a Call for
Tender.

by

EC

X

X

X

X

pr

Ap

Better
interoperability
between the
different national
procurement
legislations.

ov

ed

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Adoption of the
e-Tendering
Solution.

X

X

Subscriptions to
the e-Tendering
Solution.

X

X

Functional and
technical
coordination at
national and panEuropean level.

X

X

X

Maintenance and
development
costs related to
the e-Tendering
Solution.

X

X

X

Table 28: Contributions to BBs from VCD
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2.7 e-Agriculture

by

EC

This chapter describes the value of the e-Agriculture pilot. Its present use and benefits and the potential it has.
This pilot is a STORK 2.0 pilot: It is one of the pilots that falls under Businesses dealing with public
administrations, the eGov4Business pilot. Business dealing in other countries should be able to take advantage
of on-line eGovernment services the same way that domestic businesses do. This requires that a business
person's credentials - both personal identity information and the powers to legally represent a business - be
made available to and be accepted by the foreign eGovernment Service Provider. STORK 2.0 has developed the
e-ID infrastructure to provide such cross-border interoperability. In this context the e-Agriculture pilot creates
cross border services for farmers that live in the border area of the Netherlands, Germany and Belgium. The
farmers have to use cross-border services under different member state legislation. By using the STORK e-ID
building block the farmers can get eGovernment services that are available and/or obligatory. Such as their
permits to use certain goods, to register farm animals or to apply for EU agricultural subsidies. The pilot
provides them with authentication/authorisation for these services. Using the e-ID instrument of the member
state where they are officially located. This pilot involves The Netherlands, Belgium and Germany.

ov

ed

In the e-SENS context the STORK 2.0 infrastructure is extended with an adapter to connect to the German eIDAS middleware that facilitates crossborder authentication with the German authentication means: ‘der neue
Personalausweis’. This expands the STORK circle of trust and is major step towards an e-IDAS compatible
infrastructure all over Europe.

Ap

pr

Agriculture still is an interesting part of the Dutch economy and farmers are getting more and internationally
involved.

2.7.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
The stakeholders of this pilot are very diverse. There are stakeholders directly involved in the pilot and others
that are indirectly involved. The pilot is based on access to applications. Once access is gained all kinds of
things can be done, so all kinds of stakeholders can be found. Underneath only the ones directly involved in the
pilot are mentioned.

List of stakeholders:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Farmers/consumer: Small business owners that want to avoid bureaucracy.
Governmental institutions, service providers, such as the RVO in the Netherlands, want to distribute
their services to all relations
European commission: to make sure the solution provided by STORK 2.0 is valid, legal and an
important step on the roadmap of the implementation of e-IDAS.
IT companies/suppliers (especially authentication providers) want to broaden the usage of the e-ID
instruments.

5. Intermediaries that provide administrative services to farmers.
Target Group

Farmer/applicant

Needs and expectation





To receive the certificate with a minimum of costs (included travel cost)
To receive the certificate in format (paper or electronic) accepted by civil office
To receive the certificate with a minimum of time
To have a commonly agreed description of procedure (included requirements
and threats)
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To receive the certificate in the language accepted by civil status office
To have one pattern of application for certificate across Europe
Be able to apply for certificate at any time (24 h)








To receive application for certificate in accepted format
To receive application for certificate in electronic format
To receive application for certificate in the official language of the court
To have one pattern of application for certificate in court’s country
To receive all needed information and documents in application process of
certificate
To have one pattern of application for certificate across Europe

IT company/supplier
of e-ID instruments






To receive new customers
To get more money to produce and exploit their instruments
To get brand value
To get marketing perspective

Intermediaries




To receive more customers, because services can be offered cross border
To receive more money, make more profit

by

ed

ov

Governmental
institution/
competent authority

EC





pr

Table 29: Stakeholders e-Agriculture

Ap

2.7.2 Step 2 – Observed benefits and counterparts
The next table will indicate the type of benefits stakeholders will encounter. These types are
recognisable by the icon. The benefit types and their specific content are described underneath the
icons. If quantification is possible it is stated in the last column of the table.

Stakeholder

Actual benefit for stakeholder

permit

Time

Legally

Farmers

Dutch Farmers

The farmers are interested in permits
to do their business. They can either
ask for these permits by sending long
explanatory letters and filling in forms,
or use the services offered by the
providers in Europe.
If they can use the services offered it
saves them time. Also the guarantee of
having a legal entity and legally sound
enquiry is greater when farmers use
the eservice of the provider by using
their e-ID.
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Quantification / specification of
the benefit
The solution involves about 800
farmers that:
-

-

Do not need to write
application letters
anymore (NL BE)
They do not need te have
separate e-ID keys for this
service, they can log in
with their national e-ID.

800 farmers can use
authentication to use over 150
services (NL, BE)

65

Only one e-ID necessary

EC

The Belgium and German farmers on
the border to the Netherlands can
already get permits from the
Netherlands by using a specific
agricultural Login and Password. With
Belgium and German
the advantages of the pilot they can
farmers
also use their legal National e-ID. For
German farmers on the Belgium
border, using Belgium services, the
situation is comparable with Dutch
farmers on the Belgium border.

Ap

pr

ov

ed
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BE: For Belgium, enabling Digital
services to Dutch farmers, instead
Trusted Labour
legal
of paper requests they receive the
The governmental institution knows Average of 0.5 hours per farmer
Governmental
who he is dealing with legally by using per permit
institution, service
the e-ID of the farmer. The institution
provider
The Governmental institutions do
knows they have a trusted party on the
not need to develop and maintain
other end of the line. It saves the
separate e-ID platforms (NL, BE).
Governmental institution labour if the
applicant is sending in their data
digitally

Money
IT providers

IT providers make money by offering IT providers build the solutions for
more services to the governmental cross border authentications
institutions and the Dutch e-ID
providers make more money because
they get paid by the user (farmer).

The Dutch intermediate parties or
intermediaries can supply services
The man in the middle deals with the to Dutch farmers for Belgium
administration of the farmer and they legislation.
can braoden their market by also
offering new services.
Money

Man in the Middle

Table 30: Benefits e-Agriculture
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Actual contribution/counterpart
Stakeholder

Actual contribution / counterpart

Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart
€0 for Belgium farmers because
the national e-ID can be reused.

Farmer

Uses the service

€30 per year for highest level of
authentication instrument for
Dutch farmers.

ed

by

EC

RVO. www.rvo.nl (part of the Ministry
€100.000 euro per site, via IT
of Economic Affairs), the Netherlands
companies, that are indirect
Government, service Department of Agriculture and Fishery, stakeholders. IT companies that
provider
http://lv.vlaanderen.be, Belgium
make the adaption do not
contribute in the sense that they
They adapt their services to make use
invest; they just gain.
of the STORK protocol

Ap

pr

ov

CREAIM, CSAM
IT companies, service
CREAIM has introduced a STORK
They adapt their e-ID service to make level 3 €100.000
provider e-ID
use of the STORK protocol
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Admin

Farmers

Legally
Money

EC

Intermediary

by

Time

Trusted

Labour

ed

Money

Permit

ov

IT companies

pr

RVO

LV vlaanderen

Ap

eService
ent
Legally

Legal
Time

Money
Intermediary

Money
Permit

European
Commission

Admin
Farmers

Figure 4: Value Map e-Agriculture

The value map indicates the value added to the different stakeholders. How the map should be read:
The farmer spends less time and obtains a legally proven permit more easily through the pilot than
relative to RVO. On the other hand use of the intermediary saves administration, for which he/or she
receives money. And so on for all the other lines and value map relations.
The shown picture is the map involving new access for Belgium and German farmers that need to use
RVO services. A comparable map can be drawn for Dutch and/or German farmers that need to use
the LV Vlaanderen services. That is why LV Vlaanderen is placed in the picture without any lines. One
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can imagine that as soon as German services use the e-ID building block a similar picture can be
drawn for Belgium and Dutch farmers in relation to the German services providers.
In order to keep the picture readable we have only visualised the first case.

2.7.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation

by

e-IDentity

The
e-ID
solution can
and will be
reused
for
signing
the
applications.

STORK protocol
delivered
the
specifications to
build and use eID cross border.
In the e-IDAS
legislation these
specifications
were
reused.
Therefore this
could be build
and exchanged
between
3
countries.
Delivering the
advantages as
mentioned
above.

Semantics

ed

e-Signature

Ap

pr

Crossborder
e-IDentity
usage

Building Blocks

ov

Exchanged
value objects

EC

The e-ID building block only provides access to other member state services. In this pilot the focus
was on just that topic. Other building blocks might be relevant but no special attention to them was
given.

e-Delivery

e-Document
The
applications
are
documents,
but there is no
explicit usage
of
eDocument
Building block

Table 32: Contributions to BBs e-Agriculture

2.7.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practices
Pattern: The pattern is to use the National e-ID instruments to link to the European standard e-ID
building block. This is the pattern that can be reused by all countries. Using the e-IDAS node for this
enables all countries to connect. The local e-ID number is generated by the local e-ID instrument,
with the mandates that are necessary on the Quality assurance level that was supplied by the user.
This results in a trust statement without content in the SAML XML statement that can be reused to
“open” the service. No exact number matching is necessary because the other party or service knows
the statement comes from a trusted party.
The pattern is based on using a circle of trust.
Business description: A party or person that wants to use any cross border/single market services
only needs to use 1 instrument to gain access to any service in Europe that is relevant for their tasks.
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Reuse by other domains: The farmer pilot has led to the attention of other governmental service
providers that are interested in reusing this implementation (using e-IDAS nodes/PEPS) to open up
the services of DUO (Registration and allowance board for students) and CJIB (fine registration and
administration). 72 Dutch communities will connect to and reuse the e-ID service in 2016. Because of
the STORK2 pilots 15 member states have gained access to 42 services with national e-ID solutions.
Potential: Dutch agriculture is also an export product. This means more and more Dutch agricultural
entrepreneurs will be dealing with European spread farms.
http://jelmermommers.nl/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2011/08/LEI-De-agrarische-sector-inNederland-naar-2020.pdf

EC

The pilot is already valuable for these types of entrepreneurs, if other member states open up their
services.
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Dutch government has over 500 websites offering even more services. So the solution can be used to
gain access for all of these websites and subsequent services (400 community websites, 12 provinces,
>7 Waterboards, 6 ministries and about >75 governmental institutions). All our governmental
institutions use the same e-ID solution.

pr

2.8 e-Tendering

Ap

The objective of e-SENS in the eProcurement domain is to take seamless cross-border
eProcurement to its next level, supporting the implementation of the new public
procurement directives (2014/24/EU, 2014/25/EU) and the continued standardisation of
public procurement processes.

Background: By April 2016 notices will have to be sent electronically for publication and electronic
access to tender documents will become mandatory. A year later, by March 2017 electronic
submission of offers will become mandatory for central purchasing bodies8, while by September 2018
it will become mandatory for all contracting authorities.

e-Tendering is a key part of the eProcurement piloting work package. The purpose of this scenario is
to facilitate the exchange of product/service and price information between an economic operator
and a European contracting authority as part of a tender in a public procurement procedure, and to
facilitate the exchange of this information after a contract has been awarded. The structured
information in the catalogue is used by the contracting authority to evaluate and compare the
offered products/services in an efficient and simple way.
That´s why an infrastructure is created: e-Delivery gateway software confines all registered bidders
and connect them across all MSs. Then, national tendering systems are connected to these software
gateways, so that they can send and receive tender information irrespective of the language and all
national format of that information. To achieve this seamless information exchange e-SENS uses
standards from the European Committee for Standardization which provides a semantic
8

Specialised bodies buying on behalf of other public buyers.
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interoperability framework for public procurement messages. With these standards embedded in the
information flow, organisations are able to understand each other's tender submissions. They can
extract information from different national formats translated and accepted based on their own
national standards and formats.9

2.8.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders needs and expectations
2.8.1.1 Contracting Authorities

ed

by

EC

Public sector bodies, such as government departments/offices, local and regional
authorities, health authorities, commercial and non-commercial state bodies are the
largest buyers in the world, and often required to engage in procurement processes.
Contracting
Authority
European Contracting Authorities (CA) are thus the major target group (end users) of
the e-Tendering scenario10.
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ov

In EU, over 250 000 CAs manage procurement budgets of different sizes and possessing very
different administrative capacities.11 Approximately 25 000 - 30 000 are responsible for tenders over
the EU threshold.12 The highly formalized process constrains CAs to follow complex procedures.
Simultaneously they have to guarantee transparency and equal access to all interested EOs.
Moreover, they have to comply with legal requirements different from their immediate needs based
on broader policy strategies such as respecting Green Procurement criteria or privileging SMEs.
In short, the e-Tendering pilot supports the CA by setting adequate process controls e.g. phases,
deadlines etc. to fulfil legislative requirements. The use case also provides practical tools (guidance,
9

In Denmark the two private companies, Inno:vasion and IBM Denmark have set up a gateway and connected
the Danish tendering system ETHICS to this gateway. This setup is part of a cross boarder configuration with
gateways and tendering solutions from other EU countries, where the basic infrastructure and system
interoperability is tested. A similar cross technologies and cross boarder set-up is on e-Invoice where IBM
Denmark have set-up a gateway running with both AS2 as well as AS4 to test and compare the two
technologies. As part of this IBM Denmark, together with the other pilot participants, are developing a backend configuration to ensure that the AS4 environment fulfil the needed business requirement. Finally IBM
Denmark is a central actor in working out a more detailed configuration and specification for the usage of AS4
according to the e-SENS and CEF requirements. This activity is run in close collaboration between e-SENS and
EU-CEF. In Germany, the procurement agency of the Federal Ministry of Interior in cooperation with
Governikus and the University of Koblenz has connected the federal German tendering system eVergabe. In the
Netherlands the Ministry of Economy has connected the dutch tendering system, TenderNed, to the Danish
gateway. And in Greece, the University of Pereus has set up a gateway now supporting the German tendering
system eVergabe. e-SENS cooperated with the European Committee for Standardization Business
Interoperability Interface Initiative and with the European Commission's directorate-general for Internal
Markets.
10

e-SENS Pilot Leaflets http://www.e-SENS.eu/real-life-piloting/e-procurement/, and direct interview of pilot
leader by WP3 team.
11

EC (n.y.a): EU public procurement legislation: Delivering results summary of evaluation report,
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/executive-summary_en.pdf
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warnings etc.) to assist the CAs during the procurement procedure and to avoid procedural mistakes.
The CA gets help to create tender documents (Call for tender), tender criteria and specify the
products (catalogue template). The interaction with EOs is improved for example in a process step
like ‘questions and answers’. Moreover the submitted contents as a set of itemised, comparable data
structures rather than traditional free-text documents support the automation of the process. The eTendering pilot guides the CA through the tendering steps from the preparation of notice to the
award of the contract:

Send answers
to all questions

EC

Send updates
and all
documents

Send rejection
/ invitation

Award contract

by

Publish notice

Send
procurement
project
documents

ov

2.8.1.2 Economic Operators

ed

Table 1. e-Tendering process steps from the CA’s perspective

Ap

pr

For Economic Operators (EO) it is important to be aware of interesting public
procurement business opportunities published by CAs and to receive up-to-date tender
documents. In practice, most public procurement is done locally within a MS using
Economic
Operator
traditional ways of communication, mainly even paper. EOs from different MSs are
interested in bidding for these contracts. Currently, only 5% of the European business opportunities
can be readily accessed by business outside the MS where the tender is originated.
The current lack of standardization of documents and templates used in available e-Tendering
solutions does not allow the potential efficiency gains of e-Tendering to be fully exploited. In
particular, the pilot should make it possible for an EO to work online or to download structured
documents onto its own independent tender response preparation system.
The e-Tendering pilot enables the switch to fully electronic communication for the procurement
process. The use cases are expected to reduce the administrative burden and enable EOs to
complete their bid preparations more rapidly and in a structured way:

Register

Request
procurement
project
documents

Search
notices

Subscribe
interest

Ask
questions

Submit
qualification

Submit
tender

Table 2. e-Tendering process steps from the EO’s perspective
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2.8.1.3 ICT industry
IT tendering system providers (part of the ICT industry) currently provide the systems
and services and acting as intermediaries between the CAs and the EOs.
In recent years, the CAs largely dispense with in-house developments. Instead, they buy
established solutions developed by private providers (ICT industry). These platforms or
portals offer different solution scopes and business models. A study classified eProcurement service
providers in 4 main categories based on their business model.13
ICT industry

by

EC

Basically, there are either notification portals without additional functionalities like TED as well as
procurement platforms that map the entire tendering process electronically. The service offering is
characterized by various heterogeneous solution and incompatible bidder tools (e.g. web browser or
decided bidder clients).
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Excursus: Practice shows that there are various, public and private platforms and providers that differ
in functionality, technical solutions and costs. This market fragmentation is deployed across EU and
sometimes even within a single MS. For example, in Germany, there are 10 private platforms, 18
public platforms at the federal state level and 2 public platforms at the federal level.14 These
platforms usually don´t have a single point of access and are not interoperable - a persistent theme in
low acceptance. The existence of a wide variety of systems also leads to increased cost for EOs.

The integration of the e-Tendering service can be an expensive effort, but is a good long term
solution building on de-facto standards in the field. The adoption of the BBs enables better service
provisioning to their existing customers, and exposes them to new EO.

2.8.1.4 Policy makers
The policy makers in the EU are issuing requirements and policy regulations to use
eProcurement in their respective fields. They are the enablers of the European Digital
Single Market, via the new public procurement directives (2014/24/EU, 2014/25/EU)
Policy makers
requiring, for instance, a digital format for public procurement. They want to improve
the potential socio-economic impacts15 of the diffusion of eProcurement and simultaneously the
reputation of EU.

13

See Appendix III - This classification focuses on service providers and exclude the IT vendors providing the
technology solutions powering the eProcurement system. Cattaneo, G. (2012): The case of e-procurement: no
more excuse, URL: http://www.econ.uniurb.it/Eiburs-TAIPS_Conference_2012/session%203.3/Cattaneo.pdf
14

DStGB (2013/04/16): Zahlreiche Anbieter und Vergabeplattformen, URL: http://www.dstgbvis.de/dstgb_vis/EVergabe/Zahlreiche%20Anbieter%20und%20Vergabeplattformen%20zum%20Thema%20%E2%80%9EeVergabe
%E2%80%9C/
15

Such as low carbon society.
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As far as possible, they seek to remove legal challenges and administrative barriers to participation in
cross-border tenders, to ensure equal treatment, especially a greater access for SMEs. Moreover
they want to remove scope for discriminatory purchasing by ensuring transparency. Transparency
also helps to prevent corruption and reduce risk of cronyism.

2.8.2 Step 2 - Observed benefits and counterparts

EC

It is widely recognised that eProcurement can generate significant savings for both EOs and CAs: The
European Commission has estimated that every 5% saved on public procurement expenditure could
return about €100 billion to the public purse.16

by

Italy: Emilia Romagna's agency Intercent ER is the reference point for 90% of local agencies. In 2008 it
delivers efficiency benefits of €67.5 million and time savings of 45 man-years.

ov

ed

Austria: In 2008 the Federal Procurement Agency reported savings of €178 million against a
procurement volume of €830 million. Benefits seem to significantly outweigh the annual maintenance
costs of €5 million, which are less than 3% of the savings.

pr

Germany: The Bundesministerium des Innern (internal aﬀairs) in Bonn started in 2000 with a project
that resulted in e-Vergabe. According to Marc Schmidt the savings are €2.25 billion annually.

Ap

Wales: Three years after it was launched, the Welsh e-procurement program delivered benefits of
£58 million (December 2011).
Norway: The Ehandel platform is helping CAs to achieve 20-40% reductions in the time taken to
handle orders, receipt of goods and invoicing and delivering price savings in the region of 2-10%.
France: The French central purchasing body estimates that the progressive switch to e-procurement
reduced the administrative burden by 10% for the legal services involved (as less legal control was
required when e-procurement is used).17
Netherlands: TenderNed, the Dutch government´s online tendering system, generates a reduction in
administrative burdens of €36 million per annum for EOs and €1 million per annum for CAs.18
In practice, there are currently two platforms at EU level available: the eProcurement platform 'eTendering' based on EC directives where contracting authorities and economic operators can
perform their daily eProcurement activities. Allowing access to a call for tenders related
documentation such as contractual documentation, technical specifications, annexes, questions and
answers. That platform represents an extension to Tenders Electronic Daily (TED) the online version
of the 'Supplement to the Official Journal of the European Union' (OJEU).

16

DBResearch (2011): E-Procurement,
PROD/PROD0000000000269867.PDF
17

URL:

http://www.dbresearch.de/PROD/DBR_INTERNET_DR-

EC (2010): Evaluation of the 2004 action plan for electronic public procurement,
http://register.consilium.europa.eu/doc/srv?l=EN&f=ST%2015215%202010%20ADD%201

URL:

18

TenderNed (2015/07/08): TenderNed levert lastenverlichting van 37 miljoen euro per jaar op URL:
https://www.tenderned.nl/tenderned-levert-lastenverlichting-van-37-miljoen-euro-jaar-op
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All contracts from the public sector which are valued above a certain threshold must be published in
the OJEU.19 If submitted electronically, notices can be published on TED within five days of being sent
instead of the former twelve days. In 2010 the total expenditure on works, goods and services by the
public sector was estimated at €2.406 billion while the amount advertised in the OJEU was estimated
at €447 billion.20 Meaning that only about 19% of these contracts are available electronically, the
new public procurement directives require that these contracts are all available in digital format.21

EC

Contracts below the thresholds are outside the scope of the full obligations and are governed by the
national legislation of each MS. The estimated value of these contracts appears to vary widely across
the EU but in total amount to 2% of EU GDP. Furthermore, the below EU threshold procurement
represents important business opportunities for SMEs across EU. But the visibility of opportunities
below the thresholds is poor, as these specific tender notices are not certain to be available in any
central source.
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by

Often the business case and benefits are not yet fully understood or uncertain. This section attempts
to show how e-SENS can contribute to eliminate the major barriers22 to cross-border public
procurement.
Compliance to the new public procurement directives (2014/24/EU, 2014/25/EU)
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pr
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The CAs wants to provide conformity, simplified and easy to use process by providing not only the
EOs with a user-friendly technology but also their staff. It also increases consistency, and achieves
value for money through return on investment and further savings. The IT tendering system
providers keep their software updated in terms of legal requirements. Especially for smaller awarding
bodies, which must serve only a few procedures a year, it is helpful because it minimize the effort of
constant adaptions in a changing regulatory environment. Across Europe about 350 000 person-days
are spent annually on managing complaints and litigation for CAs.23 Assuming a conservative best
case scenario, the annual spent could be lowered to 175 000 person-days.24
Increase in competition
The CAs want to obtain the best value for money by maximising the transparency of its tender
procedures and improving its visibility and reportability. An easy and equal access for EOs given by
the e-Tendering pilot leads to more competition. And more competition leads to better quality and
lower prizes for the CAs.

19

The current thresholds are given in Appendix III -

20

PWC
(2013):
Public
procurement:
costs
we
pay
for
corruption
URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/documents/anti-fraud-policy/research-and-studies/pwc_olaf_study_en.pdf In
OECD countries on average, general public procurement spending represented 29% of total general public
expenditures (or 13% of GDP).
21

OECD (2013): Government at a glance 2013, OECD Publishing, URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/gov_glance2013-en
22

See therefore the Appendix III -

23

PWC
(2011):
Public
procurement
in
Europe,
URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/cost-effectiveness_en.pdf
24

When switching to full e-Procurement. See Appendix III -
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The award notice published in TED record the number of bids submitted. These numbers can be
interpreted as indicators of the strength of competition. Most tenders advertised in EU context
receive between 4 and 6 bids (with an average of 5.4 bids).25 The averages vary from procedure to
procedure: Open and restricted procedures get more bids than the negotiated procedure. Moreover,
framework agreements and joint purchasing attract also more bids. An increasing number of bids
received by CAs drives competition, innovation and value-for-money in procurement. For example, in
France the number of bids raised from 1–2 to 10–20.26
Price reduction in value of awarded contracts

by

EC

Several case studies show that e-Tendering increases the number of bids and that price is reduced
around 20%.27 For example, a Portuguese study compared the best bids for public works contracted
in 2009 (using paper-based systems) and 2010 (using eProcurement). It concluded that a cost
reduction of 18% had been achieved in 2010, due to the increase in competition generated by
eProcurement.28 Another study conducted by BME29 reports a price reduction of between 5-14.5%.

ov

ed

In contrast to that another study shows that it is interesting to underline that the difference between
the lowest bid and the actual purchase price increases. This may be related to the fact that the higher
number of bidders does not necessarily lead to an increase in economic bids. Obviously, increased
affordable, but not high-quality bids are submitted.30
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Assuming a conservative overall price reduction of 2-5% and a best case scenario of online availability
of the total expenditure on works, goods and services, the public sector may save between €48-120
billion per annum.31
For the EO, the increase in competition may be a disadvantage, because it is accompanied by lower
prizes. The competitive pressure may also be an advantage in the medium run, because the pressure
to innovate and to identify certain market niches increases.
Corruption prevention
At least as important as the number of bidder is the corruption prevention through the introduction
of electronic purchasing systems. Two mechanisms explain this effect: On the one hand an increasing
number of potential suppliers counteracts the formation of cartels. The more bidders on the market,
the harder it is to involve all in anti-competitive collusion.

25

One in five tenders receives only one bid.

26

ADB (2013): eProcurement handbook, URL: http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/institutionaldocument/34064/files/e-government-procurement-handbook.pdf
27

Ricou, M. (2007): eProcurement in the Portuguese Public Administration, 4
Conference, Lisbon.

th

Ministerial eGovernment

28

Contracted by 50 Portuguese public hospitals. EC (2010): DG market services working document; URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/docs/2010/e-procurement/synthesis_en.pdf
29

Bundesverband Materialwirtschaft, Einkauf und Logistik.

30

Laux, D. (2010):Wirksamkeit der Nutzung von E-Vergabe im Beschaffungsmanagement der öffentlichen
Verwaltung, URL: http://www.uni-kassel.de/upress/online/frei/978-3-89958-864-4.volltext.frei.pdf
31

For more information see Appendix III -
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On the other hand, the electronic standardized processes prevent against corrupt behaviour.
Meaning, the electronically encrypted tenders cannot be opened undetected before the expiry for
submission of tenders. Any attempt to view the tenders prematurely would be documented. In
addition, manipulation of already opened tenders becomes impossible, while it is relatively easy on a
paper-based tender.
The principle is similar for the tender evaluation. Because fully electronic tenders can be evaluated
automatically, requiring that the evaluation formulas must be defined before tenders are opened. So
also the manipulative alteration of evaluation patterns are counteracted.

EC

Each interaction step, running via an electronic platform, is documented respectively logged. For
example, errors such as the accidental omission of an EO in the process step ‘question and answers’
are technically impossible. An objection by an EO, e.g. because of not getting any documents, can be
completely eliminated with appropriate systems.
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A study conducted by PWC finds that the direct public loss encountered in corrupt and grey cases
amounts to 18% of the overall project budgets concerned, of which 13% can be attributed to
corruption.32 Optimal transparency in the entire public procurement process and maximal public
availability of procurement information can lower these costs. Assuming 2-4% corruption reduction,
there are possible savings of €48-96 billions.

pr

Minimising the cost and complexity of managing the tender process (e.g. total overhead,
advertising and archiving costs)

Ap

The organization of public procurement administration varies from MS to MS.33 As for many other
government processes, aggregation and rationalization of purchasing processes can be identified as a
trend in recent years. There are more and more MSs with a centralized or semi-centralized structure
where a few institutions are responsible for the main procurement functions. But there are also
some MSs with a decentralized structure. Across EU, we can assume that almost all MSs have a
national eProcurement platform or an eProcurement portal in place.
The digitalization of tendering procedures is becoming more common-place. Although the enabling
technology is now widely available, an initial take-up of e-Tendering has been slow. According to
Eurostat, the percentage of EOs submitting a tender in an e-Tendering system to CAs has risen from
11-13% between 2009 and 2010. By simplifying and standardizing different local tendering
procedures and documents to reduce risk and improve interoperability, tender response transfer and
processing can be minimized for both CAs and EOs. A more unified process with reduced
documentary requirements e.g. "European Single Procurement Document" minimize the costs and
complexity of managing the tender process.

32

PWC
(2013):
Public
procurement:
costs
we
pay
for
corruption
URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/documents/anti-fraud-policy/research-and-studies/pwc_olaf_study_en.pdf
33

A table regarding the public procurement structure is given in Appendix III - See also for breakdown of total
value of contracts awarded by type of authority: OECD (2007): Central Public Procurement Structures and
Capacity
in
Member
States
of
the
European
Union,
URL:
http://www.oecdilibrary.org/docserver/download/5kml60qdqq0n.pdf?expires=1449528863&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=
6C40911D7F3AE4C1C94BCA5323B766E4
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In addition to the simplification and standardization of administrative processes and the associated
time savings, e-Tendering can lower especially the costs of administration. Extensive procurement
procedures produce easily tender documents that fill multiple file folders. Moreover, an even simple
process can quickly be confronted with hundreds of questions by EOs whose answers need to be sent
via postal services in a paper-based procedure. Of course, what is sent via postal services must be
duplicated before. In the case of ordinary DIN A-4 sheets this expenditure may still be manageable.
But think of large plan drawings which can cause production costs per piece up to €20.

EC

The awarding documentation and the storage of paper-based tenders require many dozens meters
of shelf space. Storing the same amount of data electronically is inherently manageable. Many CAs
are forced to rent buildings or at least rooms to archive all procurement files with all written offers,
e.g. in Germany usually are required to keep at least 5 years.
Overcome cross-border gaps in postage costs and transit time

ed
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All MSs charge a significant amount more for deliveries abroad. The biggest gaps between crossborder-prices and domestic prices are mainly in the new EU MSs.34 The transit time for postal items
to arrive from the time of dispatch at their final destination
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Most western and southern MSs meet the next-day target in 90% of cases. For example, Poland and
Romania fall a long way below the European average of, although Poland has made progress in the
last 2 years. Bulgaria's performance did not improve in 2013 [50.70%]. In the e-Tendering use case
there is no need to rely on third party delivery of documents.

Excursus: Sending a file folder within Germany with a contractually guaranteed delivery time, it can
cost around €40 only for the courier service. The delivery to other MSs is much more complicated. For
example, a Munich-based EO that wants to bid on a tender in Salzburg have to spend €70 and have to
expect a multi-day delivery time. For a tender in Zagreb which is not further away than Cologne, the
postage costs are already at €100.35

A full electronic delivery is also associated with significant ecological release. Despite the criticism of
the power consumption of the Internet connection: It is energetically still more inexpensive to send
electronically than transport kilos of paper back and forth.36
The entire paper sent to the CA is archived by only one EO. For everyone else it is worthless in the
moment in which the contract will be awarded to another EO. This giant waste of paper can be
completely eliminated.
The distribution of paper-based documents is not only about postage costs, but also about the
preparation of the tender documents. This includes the provision of infrastructure, consumption of
paper and toner and also the packaging materials. A reduction in cost of paper, postage,
34

Who
joined
after
2004.
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/scoreboard/performance_per_policy_area/postal_services/index_en.ht
m
35

Noch, R. (2014): E-Vergabe in der Praxis, De Gruyter.

36

Noch, R. (2014): E-Vergabe in der Praxis, De Gruyter.
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printing/copying and stationery such as envelopes, letterheads, address labels and pre-printed return
envelopes is reduced by almost 100% when using an electronic solution.
Process costs are typically determined through techniques such as process mapping. A contrast can
be made with best practices such as the cases listed at the beginning of this section to determine the
level of potential savings. Extrapolating the saving in administrative burden of TenderNed, the Dutch
eProcurement system to the EU-28 MSs, e-Tendering can deliver estimated savings of €1.081 million
per annum for EOs and €30 million per annum for CAs across EU.37
Enables re-use of information and integration with back-end systems
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Submitting a tender across EU borders can be a cumbersome task. Multitude of e-Tendering
platforms exist across EU. The 2010 e-government benchmark survey identified over 230 active eprocurement platforms and portals, each requiring that EOs undergo separate registration
procedures, learn the specific rules or possibly even the language, fulfil lots of criteria and provide
the same evidence over and over again. Cross-border barriers like qualifications which are not
recognized varying requirements for e-signatures and selective electronic tools can make it almost
impossible to readily submit a tender across the EU border. After all this investment of time and
effort chances of winning the contract can still be low.
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Furthermore, the increased use of structured content could pave the way for significant further
efficiency gains in e-Tendering, especially via re-use of information. The e-Tendering use case
promote increasing re-use of information to prepare its tender responses while including the
capability to share and re-use information across systems (e.g. qualification information/Virtual
Company Dossiers, eCatalogues/Price Schedules, and responses to other structured qualification and
tender requirements).38
Enhanced user satisfaction
In the conventional way, the search for suitable tender on multitude platforms was a timeconsuming endeavor. The streamlining of the interface is the biggest differentiator when it comes to
ease of use. The e-Tendering pilot deals with the issue of a plurality of interfaces and the related
problems. The EOs are able to work in the same application environment each time making the
tender editing significantly clearer (learning effects). There are efficiency benefits in terms of reduced
need for training, and less risk of error.39
Minimising risk of omissions and errors in submissions
Approximately 15% of the qualifications are unfortunately excluded from the tendering procedure
because the EOs undermines formal errors.40 This may be a missing signature in the tender or the
particular problem in all procurement procedures: the compliance with the submission deadlines.
37

Extrapolated regarding to the population of each MS.

38

EC
(n.y.b):
PartI
High
Level
Report,
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/eprocurement/conferences/121214_etendering-expert-group-draft-report-part1_en.pdf
39

URL:

Illustrated in Appendix III -

40

Beschaffungsamt (2013): Mehr als nur Beschaffung, mehr als nur rein Amt, URL:
http://www.bescha.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/Publikationen/Broschueren/allgemeine%20informations
broschuere_bescha.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2
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The EO have to ensure that his tender is sent in time but that is often fraught with risks. There could
be a delay occurred by the postal service or the private courier. In the use case of the e-Tendering
pilot the transmission time and the reception time falls almost together. When uploading files, there
is always a feedback channel: The receiving server reports the complete transmission of the
document. Therefore, the EO can be sure that his tender is actually arrived, if the EO receives an
acknowledgment. There may be opportunities to reduce overall staffing costs respectively redirect
staff resources to more valuable tasks. Assuming 163.058 41 tenders a year across Europe, an average
of 5.4 bids and an exclusion of 15%: the opportunity costs are 2.113.231 person-days for the EOs,
and that´s only for the tenders above the threshold.

ed

by

EC

Around 30% (opportunity costs of 633.969 person-days) of the exclusions result from the fact that
the required tender documents are incomplete (e.g. a missing self-declaration).42 In an automated
procedure, if the tender documents are incomplete due to empty fields, the system is able to deliver
immediate feedback to EO, while a printed tender document must be checked manually for
completeness.
Enable a cross-border ‘passport’ e-Signature

Ap

pr

ov

The benefits of standardization also include the ability to cope with the different forms of certificates
and attestations frequently requested for cross-border tenders.43 One of the main issues in crossborder tendering are local digital signatures or e-IDs to ensure authenticity and non-repudiation.
There are some MSs allowing foreign EOs to work with login and password, although it is less secure.
But the use of digital signatures varies widely between MS, while problems with the mutual
recognition of digital certificates remain. If the CA requires that the tender response includes an eSignature, the EO should be able to use its own national certificate and the common signature
software using in any other business domains. The EOs own national certificate should be seen as a
cross-border "passport" signature accepted by CAs whatever the MS of origin of the certificate and
without any further consideration on security levels.
Formerly, the CA defined what kind of signature was accepted in its procedure. EOs had to accept
this form, otherwise it would lead to exclusion from the procedure. Assuming a registration
procedure on different eProcurement platforms in 4 different MS44 there is a need to request 4

41

In 2010 PWC (2013): Public procurement: costs we pay for corruption URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/anti_fraud/documents/anti-fraud-policy/research-and-studies/pwc_olaf_study_en.pdf
42

Beschaffungsamt (2013): Mehr als nur Beschaffung, mehr als nur rein Amt, URL:
http://www.bescha.bund.de/SharedDocs/Downloads/Publikationen/Broschueren/allgemeine%20informations
broschuere_bescha.pdf?__blob=publicationFile&v=2
43

e-CERTIS therefore exist to understand and identify other MS documents that match certificates and
evidence documents that are required locally.
44

An analysis of average distances between CAs and EOs confirms that relatively small geographical distances
are typical in public procurement. These distances also seem to be related to the size of national markets: the
smaller the MS the shorter the distance. The average distance, for example, is 60 km for Belgium, 170 km for
Poland and 190 km for France. EC (2011): Evaluation report – Impact and effectiveness of EU public
procurement
legislation,
URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/er853_1_en.pdf
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different signature cards (€100 per card).45 The corresponding software must be installed for each
computer (including support for €100). In addition, a card reader is required for each workplace (€5080).46 Moreover, a training for the employees is required (one person-day or respectively €320),
too.47 The opportunity costs for only one cross-border "passport" signature are €1.755 for an average
EO. Assuming 2.000.00048 EOs, there are savings of €3.510.000.000 for the bidders across EU.
Easier identity lifecycle management

EC

The EO is not the only party that benefits from an easier identiy lifecycle management. The CA have
also costs in terms of identity lifecycle management such as identity proofing, credential creation etc.
A study, regarding the costs of identity lifecycle management, estimate an effort per user per year
between 124.439-1248.16 minutes and €0-600.49Assuming the arithmetic average, there are possible
opportunity costs of €900 and time savings of 2.059 minutes (4.2 person-days) per CA per annum.50

ov

ed

by

In most cases the CAs outsource these process fields to service providers such as Trusted Third
Parties. In these cases we can assume that the license costs will be lower for the CA. And the ICT
industry also benefits from that case. Overall, eProcurement creates significant demand for more
advanced IT solutions and services. IT tendering service providers have the opportunity to access
new markets by offering solutions across EU. Market researchers foresee an annual growth of the
software market of over 10%.51

pr

Opening-up tender procedures to a broader range of EOs, especially SMEs

Ap

SMEs are considered the backbone of the European economy. There are approximately 20.8 million
SMEs across EU representing 99.8% of all enterprises and produce more than a half of European
GDP.52 But the barriers of cross-border tendering are a constant issue: large volumes and broad
45

The calculation is simplified. In addition, a separate personalized card must be requested for each authorized
signatory.
46

Noch, R. (2014): E-Vergabe in der Praxis, De Gruyter.

47

EUR 585 for one signature card; EUR 2.340 for 4 signature cards. Laux, D. (2010):Wirksamkeit der Nutzung
von E-Vergabe im Beschaffungsmanagement der öffentlichen Verwaltung, URL: http://www.unikassel.de/upress/online/frei/978-3-89958-864-4.volltext.frei.pdf
48

The average number of registered EOs (for a sample of 67 platforms) was 11 000 per platform, summed up
nearly 600.000. Assuming 2.000.000 EOs by extrapolating to 230 active platforms (2.149.253 EOs) across EU. EC
(2011): Evaluation report – Impact and effectiveness of EU public procurement legislation, URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/er853_1_en.pdf
49

See therefore Appendix III - Based on Kurowski, S. (2015): Economic issues of federated identity management
– an estimation of the costs of identity lifecycle management in inter-organisational information exchange
using transaction cost theory, Open Identity Summit 2015, Hühnerlein, D. (Ed.), Lecture notes in informatics
(LNI), Gesellschaft für Informatik, Bonn, pp. 85-100; excluding SETA, central contact for security events and
auditing.
50

Assuming the same scenario as shown in the EO case above (4 different tokens vs. one national token).

51

Gatewit (2012): E-Procurement savings in Europe, URL: http://www.academia.edu/1813541/Eprocurement_savings
52

PWC (2014): SMEs' access to public procurement markets and aggregation of demand in the EU, URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/smes-access-andaggregation-of-demand_en.pdf
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capabilities required restricted access to certain contracts, disproportionately high technical and
financial qualification levels, etc.

EC

There are several studies discussing that for the SME sector, long lock-in periods have been proven as
a disadvantage, because the capacity of these companies are restricted. In order to make procedures
faster and more efficient, time limits for participation in eProcurement procedures are kept shorter
than in a traditional way.53 Because of this time limit reduction EOs can take part in more tendering
procedures and therefore increase their chance to be awarded. This means also more competition.
But it has to be mentioned that SMEs are not the EOs that are frequently engaging in cross-border
public procurement and increased competition in a particular market works to shy away foreign
competitors.54 It should be underlined also that SMEs raised some concerns about the subsequent
time available to prepare their bids.
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ed

by

Under the new EU directives the CAs will be encouraged to award several contracts to multiple small
businesses, rather than a single contract to a large company. By breaking down tenders into smaller
lots, contracts may be more accessible. Otherwise, it still allows larger EOs to take advantage of their
economies of scale. In some MSs there are concerns that framework agreements may close
particular markets to competition for significant periods of time and that the size of the contracts
may put them well beyond the ability of SMEs to bid for them. Between 2006 and 2009 the number
of framework contracts has increased by almost a factor of four.55

Enable monitoring

Ap

pr

Furthermore, the CAs are invited to look to the most economically advantageous tender (MEAT) and
not simply price. However, it may be wondered if SMEs are likely to be the decisive driving force
behind market integration.

In order to promote steady progress towards the objective of full eProcurement in the EU, it should
be possible for the policy makers to monitor both the take-up that has been achieved and its
economic impact. Furthermore, they should be able to address outstanding issues and give
recommendations regarding business statistics, using standard EU formats to gather, aggregate and
share information. The ICT industry should provide both CAs and EOs with business intelligence and
monitoring tools to plan and execute procurement procedures in the most cost-effective manner.
Actual benefits
Quantification
/
specification of the benefit

Stakeholder Actual benefit for stakeholder

CA

53

Compliance to the new public
procurement directives (2014/24/EU,
2014/25/EU) requiring a digital format

Compliance

Less managing complaints
and litigation: annual savings
of 175.000 person-days

Directive 2014/24/EU

54

Philipsen, N.; Weishaar, S.; Xu, G. (2016): Market integration: The EU experience and implications for
regulatory reform in China, China-EU Law Series 2, Springer Verlag Berlin.
55

EC (n.y.a): EU public procurement legislation: Delivering results summary of evaluation report, URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/executive-summary_en.pdf
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Minimizing the effort of constant
adoptions in changing regulatory
environment, especially for smaller CAs

Increase in competition

by

CA

ov

ed

Better price and quality from
increased competition on bid,
use of economically most
advantageous offer

Increase in
competition

Better price Better quality

pr

CA

Constant
adoption

EC

CA

This benefit could be
measured by conducting
surveys with the affected
ITC’s. They could be asked to
rate their effort into
adopting
to
regulatory
changes and their time spent
solving these kinds of issues.
Also it could be ask how
often they had to change
their process since a specific
date.
e.g. in France, number of
bids raised from 1–2 to 10–
20
Annual savings of €48-120
billion

Corruption prevention

EO

Savings of €48-96 billions

Ap

CA

Corruption
prevention

Minimising risk of omissions and errors
in submissions
Minimising
risk of errors

EO

Enable cross-border
Signature

‘passport‘

eCross-border
signature

Easier identity lifecycle management
CA
Easier lifecycle
management

Easier and lighter procurement process
in digital
easier
process

CA

Minimising total overhead costs
(advertising and archiving costs paper,
postage,
printing/copying
and
stationary)
Overcome cross-border gaps in postage
costs and transit time

Minimising
TOC

Overcome
postage gaps
Minimising
workload of staff
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Annual savings of 2.113.231
person-days
Savings of €1.755 per EO,
Savings of €3.510.000.000
for the bidders across EU
Savings of €900 and 2 059
minutes (4.2 person-days)
per CA per annum
Savings of €30 million per
annum
e.g. Italy: efficiency benefits
of €67.5 million and time
savings of 45 man-years
Germany:
annually

€2,25

billion

Austria: savings of €178
million
Wales:
million

benefits

of

£58
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Reducing in workload of staff

France:
administrative
burden by 10% for the legal
services
Netherland: Savings of €1
million per annum

EO

Savings of 1.081 million per
annum

Easier and lighter procurement process
in digital, reduced administrative burden

per

More
participation

ed

by

participation

Additional business opportunities from
better
visibility
and
up-to-date
information

Business
opportunity

ITC

Ap

pr

EO

Improve
EOs
procedure

ov

EO

EC

Easier
process

Better service and visibility for
their current customers (CA
and EO)

More
customers

Better
reputation

New market from interested EO and CA
ITC
New market

ITC

PM

Mitigate risk of not integrating with pan
EU solutions (compliance and business
threat)

Compliance

Enable Digital Single Market
and improve image of EU
EU market
reputation

Netherland: Savings of €36
million per annum
This benefit could be
measured by conducting
surveys, however this seems
rather strong subjective and
therefore hard to measure.
This benefit could be measured
by comparing information
offers pre and post of e-SENS.

This benefit could be
measured by conducting
surveys with the effected
customers. Service may be a
more subjective category
while visibility can be clearly
measured with pre/post
comparisons.
Annual growth of the
software market of over 10%
This benefit can hardly be
measured. It would be most
likely that a comparison in
different solutions pre and
post e-SENS could bring this
benefit to daylight.

DSM

This benefit can be measured
through
surveys
and
comparisons.

Enable
monitoring

This benefit cannot really be
measured. It’s possible to
outline the drastic positive
changes e-SENS is making.

Enable a better monitoring
PM

Table 33: Value propositions for stakeholders in e-Tendering
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Actual contribution/counterpart
The most significant contributions from all stakeholders to a successful e-Tendering scenario are






Stakeholder

Ap

pr

ov



ed



by

EC



Continued investment in time and resources to connect the existing systems, particularly
from the ICT industry. These costs cannot easily be assessed systematically as they vary in
nature according to the technical specificities of each system.
Organisational, legal and technical commitment and efforts to agree on standards, semantics
and syntax. That was a major issue in the past but is progressively easier to solve thanks to
past experience and an increasing user base.
Increasing the volume of public eProcurements, and e-Tendering in particular, to create and
maintain a new attractive market. Satisfied Economic Operators (businesses) could become
the new (paying) cornerstone of a new business model in the field.
Leveraging the existing communities and their infrastructure, including BBs, towards a
common goal.
Training initiatives should be launched to ensure appropriate theoretical and practical
education to CA's users, EO's users and related 3rd parties. Each MS should provide support
to the CA's and EO's users on operational legal, administrative and technical matters. Such
support should be delivered, in line with the transition plan, through a network of distributed
competent centres in order to provide local assistance to CAs and EOs with special focus on
SMEs.
There is a need of up-to-date, reliable and comparable information to track developments
and measure the impact of change. This information is relevant to actors at EU, national or
regional level who are involved in the development, management or use of e-Tendering
capacity. This data should automatically be generated by the platforms and shared, to
different levels of aggregation, by those interested.

Actual contribution / counterpart

Time and resources to
Especially ICT, but
connect
the
existing
also EO, CA and PM
systems

PM, ICT, EO, CA

Integration
funds

Organisational, legal and
technical commitment
Commitment

EO

Increasing the volume of
public eProcurements
Business
opportunity
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Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart
This counterpart cannot be
assessed easily. It would need
sophisticated research, complex
surveys and a great amount of
time to measure these changes eSENS is causing.
This counterpart can only be
measured over surveys. However,
this is a very subjective
counterpart, thus cannot be
measured easily.
This counterpart can be measured
over the number of public
eProcurement over a certain
85

period of time.
Leveraging the existing
communities and their
infrastructure

PM

This counterpart can be measured
over the numbers of investment
into
the
infrastructure
of
communities as well as the
financial support.

BBs

Training initiatives
CA, EO

EC

Training

by

Need
of
up-to-date,
reliable and comparable
information

ed

PM, ICT, EO, CA

This counterpart can be measured
of their pure numbers on
investments for training as well
the frequency training is needed,
in comparison to before and after
e-Tendering is used.
This counterpart can probably not
be measured.

Monitoring

ov

Table 34: Actual counterparts/contributions in e-Tendering

financial flow

Ap

pr

process flow

More
participation

Specification

ID request

Industry as serv.
provider

Service
abroad

e-Delivery
gateway

Less
money

DSM

Increase in
competition

Specification

Industry as serv.
provider

Contracting
authority

Service
abroad

Payment
ePRC

Less
Business
stress opportunity

Economic
Operator

ID request

Figure 5: Value Map e-Tendering
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2.8.3 Step 3 - Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
The vision of e-SENS is to establish an e-Tendering procedure - standardised by the BBs e-Delivery, eDocuments and e-Signature - for all stakeholder of the public sector procurement that is easy to use,
delivers transaction savings, creating new business opportunities, ensure interoperability between
national e-Tendering systems and a better functioning of the Digital European Single Market.
There are some benefits described in the section above which can be mapped to single BBs as
illustrated in the following table:
value

EC
e-Delivery

Savings of €1.755 per
EO,
Savings
of
€3.510.000.000 for the
bidders across EU

e-Document

by

e-Signature

ov

Enable crossborder signature

Building Blocks

ed

Exchanged
objects

pr

Ap

Easier lifecycle
management

Savings of €900 and
2059 minutes (4,2
person-days) per CA
per
annum;
Extrapolated
to
25.000-30.000
CAs
across EU: Savings of
€22.500.00027.000.000
and
105.000-126.000
person-days
Opportunity costs of
633.969 person-days

Minimising
risk of errors

Opportunity
€1.479.262

costs

of

Minimising risk
of omission

Table 35: Breaking down to BBs - e-Tendering

2.8.4 Step 4 – Patterns of good practices
A good pattern for other pilots is described in detail in the sections about enabling a cross-border ‘passport’
signature and about an easier lifecycle management. One of the main issues in cross-border tendering are

local digital signatures or e-IDs to ensure authenticity and non-repudiation. The EOs own national
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certificate should be seen as a cross-border "passport" signature accepted by CAs whatever the MS
of origin of the certificate and without any further consideration on security levels. The opportunity
costs for only one cross-border "passport" signature than four are €1.755 for an average EO.
Assuming 2.000.00056 EOs, there are savings of €3.510.000.000 for the bidders across EU.
But the EO is not the only party to benefit from that. The CA have also costs in terms of identity
lifecycle management such as identity proofing, credential creation etc. There are possible
opportunity costs of €900 and time savings of 2.059 minutes (4.2 person-days) per CA per annum.57
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by

EC

In most cases the CAs outsource these process fields to service providers such as Trusted Third
Parties. In these cases we can assume that the license costs will be lower for the CA. And the ICT
industry also benefits from that case. Market researchers foresee an annual growth of the software
market of over 10%.58

56

The average number of registered EOs (for a sample of 67 platforms) was 11 000 per platform, summed up
nearly 600.000. Assuming 2.000.000 EOs by extrapolating to 230 active platforms (2.149.253 EOs) across EU. EC
(2011): Evaluation report – Impact and effectiveness of EU public procurement legislation, URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/modernising_rules/er853_1_en.pdf
57

Assuming the same scenario as shown in the EO case above (4 different tokens vs. one national token).

58

Gatewit (2012): E-Procurement savings in Europe, URL: http://www.academia.edu/1813541/Eprocurement_savings
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EC
by
ed
ov
pr
Ap
Figure 6: Ideal pattern e-Tendering

2.9 e-Invoicing
The objective of e-SENS in the eProcurement domain is to take seamless cross-border eProcurement
to its next level, supporting the implementation of the new directives (2006/112/EC, 2006/115/EC,
2010/45/EU, 2014/55/EU) and the continued standardisation of public procurement processes.
Electronic invoicing is the automated process of issuing, sending, receiving and processing invoice
data by electronic means. Creating efficiency and cost reductions, e-Invoicing can also unleash
significant resources for further value-added tasks and innovations. Since 2005, many EU Member
States have started to make e-Invoicing mandatory to the public sector, increasing adoption at the
national level.
e-Invoices are produced in a wide range of formats and according to many different standards. This
hinders the smooth transfer of an e-Invoice from one place to another. The use in cross-border
transactions within the EU is difficult because of the variation in national rules which govern the
validity and acceptability of e-Invoices in legal, financial and administrative terms. There are also
concerns about the security of e-Invoicing systems and the potential for misrepresentation in fraud.
D3.8 Overall e-SENS business case
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Background: In 2010 the Commission adopted the Communication, 'Reaping the benefits of eInvoicing for Europe'. It identifies a set of actions to support the uptake of e-Invoicing by ensuring
legal certainty and promoting the development of interoperable e-Invoicing. The Directive
2010/45/EU on the common system of value added tax as regards the rules on invoicing sets out new
VAT rules regarding e-Invoicing and removes obstacles to the uptake of e-Invoicing by creating equal
treatment between paper and e-Invoices, while also ensuring that no additional requirements are
imposed on paper invoices.59

by

EC

The main purpose of the pilot is to establish an e-Invoicing standard which is expected to improve
interoperability between different, mainly national, e-Invoicing systems. It aims to eliminate legal
uncertainty, excessive complexity, and additional operating costs for EOs who currently have to use
different e-Invoices formats across EU. It will also help to boost the uptake of e-Invoicing in Europe
which remains very low, accounting for only 4-15% of all invoices exchanged.

ed

e-Invoicing pilot

Ap

pr

ov

e-Invoicing is also a key part of the eProcurement pilot work package. The purpose of this scenario is
to demonstrate the electronic exchange and handling of invoices between several stakeholders
within the public procurement procedure. The stakeholders are in this purpose mainly the CAs and
EOs. The creditor/invoice issuer sends an invoice message to the debtor/invoicee, indicating the
products, quantities, and agreed prices for products and/or services the seller has provided the
buyer. The e-Invoice support information that is in line with the document purpose as a control
document that enables the buyer to operate a process where the invoice is reviewed and accepted
or rejected by comparing it to existing information (e.g. project codes, responsible employees). In the
pilot case it is possible to include attachments with the invoice, either as embedded binary objects or
as external links (URI), for example to provide timesheets, usage reports or other relevant
information for reviewing the invoice.
In short, the CA's e-Invoice workflow system receives an e-Invoice from the EO. It uses the customer
reference element in the invoice to identify the person who made the purchase. The workflow
notifies the purchaser that an invoice is received. The purchaser inspects the e-Invoice and verifies
the amounts. The purchaser approves the invoice and the invoice is processed for payment.

2.9.1 Step 1 - Stakeholders of the Pilot: their needs and expectations
2.9.1.1 Contracting Authorities

Contracting
Authority

Public sector bodies, such as government departments/offices, local and regional
authorities, health authorities, commercial and non-commercial state bodies are the
largest buyers in the world, and often required to engage in procurement processes.
European Contracting Authorities (CA) are thus a major target group (end users) of the

59

EC (2016):
eInovicing, URL:
procurement/e-invoicing/index_en.htm
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e-Invoicing scenario. With at least 10% of the total market invoice volume (paper and electronic), the
public sector belongs to the “top 3 industries”.60 So, many governments and public sector entities are
streamlining procurement processes and are in need of interoperable solutions. A standardized
invoice can be used by procuring agencies as step towards automation of procurement. The flexibility
of the specifications allows the buyers to gradually automate and structure invoice/ordering, based
on a cost/benefit approach.

2.9.1.2 Economic Operators

ed

by

EC

45-65% of all Economic Operators (EOs) in a MS are suppliers to the public sector and
send invoices to it.61 So, for all EOs it is important to be able to handle the invoices
quickly. For that incoming as well as outgoing invoices have to be always accurate, easy
Economic
Operator
to handle and secure. EOs are free to issue electronic invoices subject to acceptance by
the recipient. However, it can be expected that e-Invoicing will become obligatory in public
procurement.
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EOs are generally free to store invoices where – for example in a different EU country - and how they
like paper or electronic. In some circumstances, EOs will outsource their invoicing operations to a
third party. Especially SMEs have to replace paper invoices with electronic ones. On one side, they
have to follow the requirements of their customers, but, in addition, demand completely new and
easy to use solutions. These SMEs are demanding very smart solutions, but do not want to pay
(much) for it. They are expecting out-of-the-box-solutions.
The pilot should make it possible for an EO to send and receive electronic invoices without the
necessary to work on them manually afterwards. So the costs savings can be reinvested to drive
innovation and support market growth.

2.9.1.3 ICT industry
IT invoice service providers (part of the ICT industry) currently provide the systems and
services and acting as intermediaries between the CAs and the EOs. These services offer
different solution scopes and business models which enables the CA and EO’s to let the
ICT industry
ICT industry handle the invoices. Hundreds of e-Invoicing network operators offer their
services, many of them interconnected with other providers. In 2014, about 600 network operators
were active across EU. There are still many operators focusing on e-Invoicing as pure players,
whereas a majority has already enhanced the support for further messages and process
automation.62 The chance to address thousands of SMEs pushes the providers to an innovative,
attractive and value added offering.

60

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
61

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
62

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
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2.9.1.4 Policy makers
The policy makers in the EU are issuing requirements and policy regulations to use
eProcurement in their respective fields. They are the enablers of the European Digital
Single Market, via the new directives (2006/112/EC, 2006/115/EC, 2010/45/EU,
Policy makers
2014/55/EU) requiring, for instance, a digital format for public procurement. They want
to improve the potential socio-economic impacts63 of the diffusion of eProcurement and
simultaneously the reputation of EU.

EC

As far as possible, they seek to remove legal challenges and administrative barriers to handling crossborder invoices, to ensure equal treatment, especially a greater access for SMEs.

by

An e-Invoice represents a legal claim for payment. The invoice must comply with the commercial and
fiscal requirements of the country where the supplier is registered. That’s why cross border
interoperability is nearly impossible without common practices and recommendations

ed

2.9.2 Step 2 - Observed benefits and counterparts

Internal cost pressure,
Process innovation and automation,
Quality improvement and
Public sector initiatives (to reduce fraud and to optimise their own invoice processes).

Ap






pr

ov

In most MSs suppliers and buyers may still use e-Invoicing on a voluntary base. The major motives for
replacing paper invoices are often:64

It is widely recognised that eProcurement can generate significant savings for both EOs and CAs.
More and more EOs are investigating how much they can save by adopting e-Invoicing. The
electronic mapping of the entire invoice procedure has already been implemented in MSs such as
Denmark, Austria, Sweden, Finland or Portugal. For example, each year Danish taxpayers save €150
million and local EOs reduce costs by €50 million thanks to e-Invoicing. But there are still some MSs
such as Slovenia, Croatia or Czech Republic which are new to the field and have to set up a new
infrastructure whereas the other MSs only have to adopt new components for enabling cross-border
e-Invoicing. In conclusion, with different degrees of integration and automation, different time and
cost savings are produced.
The adoption of e-Invoicing in public procurement alone across the EU could generate savings of up
to €40 billion.65 A report conducted by Billentis (2014) highlights that electronic and automated
invoice processes can result in savings of 60-80% compared to traditional paper based processing.66

63

Such as low carbon society.

64

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
65

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
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For illustration, the Commissioner for Internal Market and Services Michel Barnier said:
"Ensuring that public administrations in the EU are modern and efficient is a priority for the
European Commission. Switching to eProcurement, and particularly to e-Invoicing, can bring
significant savings and make life easier both for the governments and for the thousands of
businesses active in the Internal Market. Switching from paper to fully automated invoicing
can cut the costs of receiving an invoice from €30-50 to €1."67
Often the business case and benefits are not yet fully understood or uncertain. This section attempts
to show how e-SENS can contribute to eliminate the major barriers68 to cross-border e-Invoicing.

EC

For the CA as well as EO, there are a few combined benefits, like the real-time delivery of invoices, a
better document information management and an improved cash flow. When everything is handled
electronically it’s of course faster and more manageable than a pile of papers coming in every day.

by

Compliance to the new public procurement directives

Ap

pr

ov

ed

Across EU, many different formats and standards for electronic orders and invoices exist. One of the
major benefits is that the technical and legal requirements can be outsourced to network operators.
Especially, the complexity regarding VAT compliant processing (and optional archiving) can be
outsourced. This value-added tax can vary between different MSs69. The rules and regulations behind
this VAT are rather complex. With the e-Invoice pilot, the whole process gets easier for the EOs:
there is no media break anymore and the cash flow is improved greatly. Regarding in depth-analysis
of Politecnico di Milano, the cost savings are €4-12 per invoice in case of VAT compliant.70 Assuming
a total amount of 17 billion invoices (Business and Government), there are cost savings of €68-204
billion.71
Minimized manual invoicing handling through a simplified and approval electronic procedure
The pilot can be used as basis for restructuring of in-house processes of orders and invoices. Finland
gave an example of the great cost reduction potentials that e-Invoicing can have. In 2008 the Finnish
State Treasury and some Finnish companies contrasted the costs of a manual invoice handling

66

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
67

EC (2016): E-invoicing: European Parliament backs Commission proposal to eliminate barriers to cross-border
public procurement, URL: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-14-62_en.htm
68

See therefore the Appendix II.

69

For further information see EC (2015): VAT Rates Applied in the Member States of the European Union, URL:
http://ec.europa.eu/taxation_customs/resources/documents/taxation/vat/how_vat_works/rates/vat_rates_e
n.pdf
70

Politecnico di Milano, Alessandro Perego, Presentation “Process Optimization and Saving Potential with eInvoicing” at the EXPP Summit in Munich/Germany
71

Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
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against a fully automated invoice handling72. The costs per one invoice would change from €47.35
total (outbound and incoming) to €14.10 total.
Minimising the cost and complexity of managing the invoicing process (e.g. total overhead and
archiving costs) and overcome cross-border gaps in postage costs and transit time
When it comes down to e-Invoicing, the benefits mostly refer to savings in either cost, time or both.
Significant saving can be realized by the CAs and EOs by automating and streamlining in-house
processing.

by

EC

Only a relatively small fraction (1-5%) of all invoices is sent and paid abroad. The larger MSs in
particular are much more focused on the domestic markets. For example, in Germany, there are 7
billion domestic payment fund transfers compared with just 16 million cross-border transactions to
EU countries (<0.3%). In small MSs like Luxembourg, the share of cross-border invoices is above
30%.73

pr

ov

ed

Nevertheless, the time frame between issue date and payment received date might be reduced
resulting from further improvement in regard of invoice processing. For the CA’s, using e-Invoice is
coupled with a minimized risk of bottlenecks. If payments can be done within minutes, instead of
days or weeks, there is not much waiting time left, which can lead to unproductive time. So, there is
the potential of a faster retrieval of money from customers by reducing the time an invoice or
payment is in the post.

Ap

A study conducted by Billentis (2014) 74 break down the saving by switching from paper to electronic
invoices. When talking about the total overhead costs there are cost savings of €3.90 per invoice
(€23.8 billion for the EU market) for printing, sending, envelope, and €1.10 per invoice (€18.7 billion
for the EU market) for receiving. In the e-Invoicing pilot, there is no longer need for sending the
payment reminders on paper. So, there are savings of €0.10 per invoice (€1.7 billion for the EU
market). For the archiving itself, there is a cost saving of €1.40 per invoice (€23.8 billion for the EU
market). There are also savings in the field of remittance cash management: €1.50 per invoice (€25.5
billion for the EU market).
Since all stakeholders have an environmental responsibility, a completely electronic invoice process
is the best solution. With no paper produced, there are reduced energy costs for transportation,
therefore generated carbon savings which could save up to 1 million tonnes of CO2 emissions per
annum in the EU75.
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Kommerskollegium
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e-invoicing
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Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
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Billentis (2014): e-Invoicing / eBilling - Key stakeholders as game changers, Koch, B., URL:
http://www.ricoh.nl/Images/billentis_2014_t_76-76133.pdf
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EC (2010): COMMUNICATION FROM THE COMMISSION TO THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT, THE COUNCIL, THE
EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE AND THE COMMITTEE OF THE REGIONS Reaping the benefits
of
electronic
invoicing
for
Europe,
URL:
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Allow a permanent control of the O/I status (Ordered/Processed/Dispatched/Delivered;
Issued/Payed)
When receiving an electronic order in the EOs ordering system the EO is able to send a correct order
response electronically to the CA. The order response will provide the EO with information about
when and what is delivered. The EO will save time in contacting the CA by phone or mail. The EO has
also the possibility to match the response to the order and can take a decision if they will accept
before the EO invests time in retrieving the products and sending the goods to the buyer.
Improved invoice processing through automated matching of invoice against orders and
minimising risk of errors

Ap

pr

ov

ed

by

EC

The integrity of the content and the traceability of discrepancies are one of the fundamental
advantages of e-Invoicing. By receiving a standardized order electronically the supplier can reuse the
information to create an electronic invoice. When the supplier do the order-invoice process
automatically the invoice's quality is substantially improved. The buyer benefits from an automatic
pre-match process76 which make it possible to automatically process the invoice without any manual
labor involvement, which in turn reduces possible errors, mistakes or misunderstandings created
during the registration process. An incorrect delivery incurs cost for both the buyer and the supplier.
The suppliers can benefit from a faster payment and the environment benefits with less paper
consumption and less unnecessary transportation of goods. Linking to picking and invoicing can be
improved significantly based on increased order quality, restructuring of invoice dispute resolution
and shorter payment cycles. There are cost savings in the field of dispute managing of €0.50 per
invoice (€8.5 billion for the EU market). A quicker and cheaper processing as the information in
electronic invoices can be fed directly into a company's payment and accounting systems is one of
the main benefits added by the pilot.
The goal of interoperability is to allow for the presentation and processing of information in a
consistent manner between business systems, regardless of their technology, application or
platform. Full interoperability includes the ability to interoperate on three distinct levels: in terms of
the content of the invoice (semantics), the format or language used (syntax), and the method of
transmission.77
Semantic interoperability implies that the electronic invoice contains a certain amount of required
information, and that the precise meaning of the exchanged information is preserved and
understood in an unambiguous manner, independently of the way in which it is physically

76

In detail: The supplier sends an invoice to a Contracting Authority (CA) pertaining to the purchase of goods
using an access point. The access point provides access to the network used to exchange e-procurement
information with the suppliers customers, contracting authorities (CA) and private buyers. The e-Invoice
workflow system of the CA receives the e-Invoice from the supplier. It uses the customer reference element
(order number) to identify which order it refers to as well as the person who made the purchase. The
purchaser creates a delivery acceptance. The invoice workflow system the progresses to match the invoice with
the order that was previously done for the goods received. If the ordered products/amount matches the
purchaser does not have to approve the invoice and an invoice reject message is issued. If the ordered
products and amount stated in the invoice match the corresponded invoice, the invoice is accepted and
processed for payment.
77

See
therefore
DIRECTIVE
content/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:32014L0055
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Better monitoring and follow-up of contracts

EC

represented or transmitted. Syntactic interoperability implies that the data elements of an electronic
invoice are presented in a format which can be exchanged directly between the sender and recipient
and processed automatically. Syntactic interoperability can be ensured in one of two ways, namely
through the use of a common syntax or by means of mapping between different syntaxes. The
benefits of electronic invoicing are maximised when the generation, sending, transmission, reception
and processing of an invoice can be fully automated. For this reason, only machine-readable invoices
which can be processed automatically and digitally by the recipient should be considered to be
compliant with the European standard on electronic invoicing. By entering codification, there are
cost savings of €3 per invoice (€51 billion for the EU market). The invoice content facilitates
automatic validation of legal and tax values, tax accounting and payment. The validation matching
generates also cost savings of €3.80 per invoice (€64.6 billion for the EU market).
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ed
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The e-Invoicing pilot can make it easier to capture information and measure what the CAs do
towards e.g. products and services marked with environmental, social responsibility or ecological
labels. The improved quality on data in the procurement system by capturing information can be
used in the segmentation of the product and services for the CAs in order to provide improved
tenders next time. Therefore, e-Invoices can support the auditing process by providing sufficient
information for the identification of the relevant parties, the product and/or services traded and for
connecting the invoice to its settlement and to relevant documents such as contracts and orders.

Ap

New market from interested EO and CA
Not just the costs are a benefit of e-Invoicing, there are also benefits for the ITC’s. The market for eInvoice service providers is continuously growing. The number of e-Invoices transferred directly or
via service providers raised from less than 500 (2006) to almost 2000 (2014) over the last few years. 78
Furthermore the number of e-Invoicing network operators is also rapidly growing. From about 350
operators (2008) to 650 operators (2014)79. Until 2016, there are nearly 700 operators expected. The
e-Invoices (B2G, B2B) increased about 3% from 2013 to 2014 in the ESSPA (European E-Invoicing
Service Providers Association).80
Achieving mass market adoption by getting SMEs on board
Due to the fragmented invoice situation, even large organizations did not achieve satisfactory
electronic volumes just with their large trading partners. However, there is a limited but sharply
increasing number of SMEs issuing and receiving electronic invoices. According to Eurostat, 99.8% of
European Businesses are SMEs. They represent 2/3 of all employees in the private sector. Although
larger organizations are the primary promoters of E-In-voicing, SMEs play a key role as the trading
partners of larger businesses. Meanwhile, in the most advanced MSs, the SME segment is also
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Basware (2014): European e-invoicing service providers processed nearly 1 billion e-invoices, according to
EESPA survey, URL: http://www.basware.com/about-us/news/european-e-invoicing-service-providersprocessed-nearly-1-billion-e-invoices-according-to-eespa
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mature for e-Invoicing. Despite a high number of appropriate and efficient e-Invoicing solutions and
services, there is still much work to be done to prepare the field in this segment.
The following table shows the mentioned points which were just discussed in a more compact
overview.

Actual benefit for stakeholder

Quantification / specification of
the benefit

CA/EO

Compliance to the new
public
procurement
directives (2006/112/EC, Compliance
2006/115/EC,
2010/45/EU, 2014/55/EU) requiring a
digital format
VAT compliant

Politecnico di Milano: Cost savings
of €4-12 per invoice in case of
VAT compliant; cost savings of
€68-204 billion for EU market

CA/EO

Minimized
manual
invoicing
handling
through a simplified and
approval
electronic
procedure

ed

by

EC

Stakeholder

ov

Savings of 60-80% compared to
traditional
paper
based
processing

Ap

pr

Easier
process

Minimizing
total
overhead costs (paper,
postage, printing/copying

Minimising
TOC

and stationary)
CA/EO

Overcome cross-border
gaps in postage costs and
transit time
Reducing in workload
of staff

CA/EO

Minimising archiving
costs

CA/EO

Allow a permanent
control of the O/I status

Overcome
postage gaps

Cost savings of €1.10 per invoice
(€18.7 billion for the EU market)
for receiving
Cost savings of €0.10 per invoice
(€1.7 billion for the EU market)
for payment reminders

Minimising
workload of staff

Cost savings of €1.50 per invoice
(€25.5 billion for the EU market)
for remittance cash management

Minimising
archiving costs

Cost saving of €1.40 per invoice
(€23.8 billion for the EU market)
for archiving

Better
control
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e.g. Denmark: Cost savings of
€150 million; local EOs reduce
costs by €50 million
Cost savings of €3.90 per invoice
(€23.8 billion for the EU market)
for printing, sending, envelope

This benefit can be measured
through surveys and comparisons.
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Better quality

Enable
monitoring

ed

PM/CA/EO

Better
monitoring
and follow-up
of contracts

Easier
process

by

CA

Minimising
risk of errors

EC

Improved invoice
processing through
automated matching of
invoice against orders
and minimizing risk of
errors

Cost savings €0.50 per invoice
(€8.5 billion for the EU market)
for dispute managing

ov

pr

New market

Ap
PM/EO

Achieving mass market
adoption by getting
SMEs on board

More
participation

Environmental
responsibility

All

Cost savings of €3.80 per invoice
(€64.6 billion for the EU market)
for validation matching

This benefit can be measured
through surveys and comparisons.

Number of E-Invoicing network
operators
is
continuously
increasing from 350 in 2008, to
700 in 2016

New
market
for
interested EO and CA

ITC

Cost savings of €3 per invoice
(€51 billion for the EU market) for
entering codification

Environmental
responsibility

e-Invoices increased about 3%
from 2013 to 2014
This benefit can be measured
through surveys and comparisons.
Reductions of 1 million tonnes
CO2 emission per annum in the EU

Table 36: Actual benefits - e-Invoicing

Wherever there are benefits, there are counterparts. For the CAs as well as the EOs the main
counterparts are the same and not uncommon nor unexpected. The most significant contributions
from all stakeholders to a successful e-Invoicing scenario are:


Continued investment in time and resources to connect the existing systems, particularly
from the ICT industry. These costs cannot easily be assessed systematically as they vary in
nature according to the technical specificities of each system.
o According to studies carried out by the MSs, the potential savings are of several
orders of magnitude larger than the implementation costs and the initial investment
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Ap

pr



ov

ed

by



EC



can be amortised within a very short period of time (1 to 2 years maximum, in many
cases even shorter).81
o Under the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF), EU funding is available to support eInvoicing activities. Every year, call for grants are launched to select projects which
can use EU money to set-up, upgrade and deploy e-Invoicing solutions. For 2015, up
to €7 million is being made available for EU applicants.82
Organisational, legal and technical commitment and efforts to agree on standards, semantics
and syntax. That was a major issue in the past but is progressively easier to solve thanks to
past experience and an increasing user base.
Leveraging the existing communities and their infrastructure, including BBs, towards a
common goal.
There is a need of up-to-date, reliable and comparable information to track developments
and measure the impact of change. This information is relevant to actors at EU, national or
regional level who are involved in the development, management or use of e-Tendering
capacity. This data should automatically be generated by the platforms and shared, to
different levels of aggregation, by those interested.
Training initiatives should be launched to ensure appropriate theoretical and practical
education to CAs users, EOs users and related 3rd parties. Each MS should provide support to
the CAs and EOs users on operational legal, administrative and technical matters. Such
support should be delivered, in line with the transition plan, through a network of distributed
competent centres in order to provide local assistance to CAs and EOs with special focus on
SMEs.
o If the process is changed to e-Invoice for good, the process owners have to redefine
the process. If a process is done since years and only capable of handling paper
based invoices, this process can’t simply just handle e-Invoices as well. With
changings in processes, there is almost every time a change in the manner of
working necessary. If workers have done their invoice process since 30 years with
paper based invoices, their employer can’t simply expect them to shift to e-Invoices
without proper training. Trainings also means of information.
o In 2015 a survey was conducted and one of the findings was that 90% of the
respondents not using e-Invoicing are simply not familiar with the topic83. This shows
in order to use an electronic solution over a paper based, regardless of how good this
solution might be, the employee that have to work with that new solution have to be

81

EC (2016): E-invoicing: European Parliament backs Commission proposal to eliminate barriers to cross-border
public procurement, URL: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_STATEMENT-14-62_en.htm
82

EC (2016):
eInovicing, URL:
procurement/e-invoicing/index_en.htm

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/public-procurement/e-
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Traxpay (2015/7/15): Preparing for 2018: Germany, Sweden, and the EU E-Invoicing Directive, URL:
http://traxpay.com/2015/07/preparing-for-2018-germany-sweden-and-the-eu-e-invoicing-directive/
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informed, trained and supported. Only then a new solution doesn’t fails because of
his own workers.
The following table shows the mentioned points which were just discussed in a more compact
overview.
Actual contribution/counterpart

EC

Time and resources to
connect the existing
systems

Integration
funds

pr

Organisational, legal and
technical commitment
Commitment

Ap

PM, ICT, EO, CA

ov

ed

Especially ICT, but
also EO, CA and PM

Actual contribution / counterpart

by

Stakeholder

EO

Increasing the volume of
public eProcurements
Business
opportunity

PM

Leveraging the existing
communities and their
infrastructure

BBs

Training initiatives
CA, EO
Training

PM, ICT, EO, CA

Need of up-to-date,
reliable and comparable
information

Quantification / specification of
the contribution / counterpart
This counterpart cannot be
assessed easily. It would need
sophisticated research, complex
surveys and a great amount of
time to measure these changes eSENS is causing.
This counterpart can only be
measured over surveys. However,
this is a very subjective
counterpart, thus cannot be
measured easily.
This counterpart can be measured
over the number of public
eProcurement over a certain
period of time.
This counterpart can be measured
over the numbers of investment
into the infrastructure of
communities as well as the
financial support.
This counterpart can be measured
of their pure numbers on
investments for training as well
the frequency training is needed,
in comparison to before and after
e-Tendering is used.
This counterpart can probably not
be measured.

Monitoring

Table 37: Actual contribution/counterpart - e-Invoicing
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financial flow
process flow

Policy makers

Compliance

Compliance

by

EC

Compliance

ed

ICT

Payment

More
customers

Contracting
authority

Ap

Less
money

pr

ov

Payment

More
customers

Less
money
Easier
Process

Economic
Operator

Figure 7: Value Map e-Invoicing

2.9.3 Step 3 – Contribution of the Building Blocks to value creation
The vision of e-SENS is to establish an e-Invoicing procedure - standardised by the BBs e-Delivery, eDocuments - for all stakeholder of the public sector procurement that is easy to use, delivers
transaction savings, creating new business opportunities, ensure interoperability and a better
functioning of the Digital European Single Market.
There are some benefits described in the section above which can be mapped to single BBs as
illustrated in the following table:
Exchanged
objects

Minimising
Overcome
TOC
postage gaps

value

Building Blocks
e-Delivery

e-Document

Cost savings of €3.90 per invoice …
(€23.8 billion for the EU market) for
printing, sending, envelope
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Cost savings of €1.10 per invoice
(€18.7 billion for the EU market) for
receiving
Cost savings of €0.10 per invoice (€1.7
billion for the EU market) for payment
reminders
Cost savings of €1.50 per invoice
(€25.5 billion for the EU market) for
remittance cash management

EC

Cost saving of €1.40 per invoice
(€23.8 billion for the EU market) for
archiving

ed

by

Minimising
archiving costs

pr
Ap

Easier
process

ov

Minimising
risk of errors

Cost savings €0.50 per invoice (€8.5
billion for the EU market) for dispute
managing
Cost savings of €3.00 per invoice
(€51 billion for the EU market) for
entering codification
Cost savings of €3.80 per invoice
(€64.6 billion for the EU market) for
validation matching

Table 38: Contribution to BBs from e-Invoicing
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3 Overall Business Case
3.1 Introduction

EC

The aim of e-SENS is to facilitate the deployment of cross-border digital public services through
generic and re-usable technical components. These components or high-level building blocks (HBB84)
for e-ID, e-Documents, e-Delivery and e-Signatures, provide the foundation for cross-border
administrative services and transactions between public administrative bodies, or between them and
European citizens and businesses.

ed

by

The building blocks are implemented in pilots where actual transactions can take place. This is
expected to unlock the potential of cross-border services and strengthen the functioning of the
Digital Single Market in Europe. However, for this to happen a good understanding of the multi-actor
business case is required. Public authorities will not invest in generic digital infrastructures if the
benefits and costs, for themselves, businesses and citizens, are either too small or too uncertain.

Ap

pr

ov

In this chapter we focus on the economic evaluation of the e-SENS building blocks and the overall
business case. This means that some figures on costs and benefits received from the pilots will be reevaluated where appropriate (due to different assumptions on market size). This entails an economic
cost-benefit analysis of the contributions of the building blocks to the cross-border administrative
services that make use of them. The generic character of the building blocks means that they can
facilitate many cross-border administrative services in different domains like health, justice,
agriculture, tendering and therefore can potentially create a huge benefit. It is, however, not easy to
make the business case for these building blocks as the overall evaluation raises several issues, such
as






how to identify and quantify the actual benefit of an administrative service for involved
stakeholders?
how to attribute these benefits to a particular building block?
how to determine the costs of deploying a building block?
how and where to obtain reliable financial data regarding costs and benefits?
how to identify the range and scope of services that the building blocks can facilitate?

As a short reference the e-SENS building blocks are briefly described in Błąd! Nie można odnaleźć
źródła odwołania. below.
e-ID
e-Identity’s goal is to establish cross-border recognition and validation of national electronic
identity schemes to support the requirements of e-Government applications in different domains.
Thus e-SENS permits businesses, citizens and government employees to use their present national

84

Throughout this chapter we will use the short term ‘building blocks’ to indicate the High level Building Blocks
e-ID, e-Signature, e-Documents and e-Delivery.
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e-ID solutions when accessing public administration services in other EU countries.
e-Signature
e-Signature aims to provide cross-border interoperable components for a secure electronic
signature infrastructure in different domains. The main purpose of such a signature is to bind an eDocument to an entity. The building block consists of e-Signature Creation and Verification
services as a core architecture framework.
e-Delivery

EC

e-Delivery has the aim of establishing a common transport infrastructure suited to the
requirements of cross-border communication between e-Government applications in different
domains. It enables the secure exchange of business data between organisations and citizens
using existing national, sectorial or commercial messaging infrastructures.

by

e-Documents

ov

ed

The e-Document building block is a container component used to wrap business content and
handle electronic documents. It supports different types of e-documents: structured,
unstructured, images, binary sequences and other.

pr

Table 39: Short description of the e-SENS (high-level) building blocks

Ap

We will base the e-SENS business case on the business case elements from the e-SENS pilots and
other LSP pilots as discussed in the previous chapter. The benefits and cost data from the pilots are
complemented with data from external reports on business case elements for European cross-border
e-services. The economic valuation of business case elements for cross-border services and building
blocks shows a large variation, indicating that exact quantification is hard or almost impossible. Also,
in several reports, the economic valuation of elements of the Single Digital Market tends to be quite
high, well over 100B€ per year, but actual substantiation for these high numbers is questionable.
In this chapter we therefore focus on the e-SENS building blocks and pilots and seek substantiation
for the benefits and costs of these building blocks. We will show that benefits accruing to hundreds
of millions of euros per year for the EU-28 are quite possible. Since we take a limited number of
cross-border e-services into account, and much more services can be enabled by the building blocks,
we can assume that the benefits of additional services will only add to the business case.

3.1.1 Approach for overall business case
The development of an overall business case for a building block is not an easy task. The actual value
of the building blocks is indirect and manifests itself through the benefits of cross-border services
that make use of the building blocks. For the business case we need to identify and preferably
quantify the benefits of these services, and the value of the contributions of the building blocks to
the services. We base the quantification of service benefits and building block contributions on
business case elements obtained from e-SENS and LSP pilots. This data is supplemented with
business case insights from reports on other cross-border services and pilots, which are collected in
desk research.
In Figure 8 below the approach is visualized. The building blocks can power all kinds of services that
create different benefits for the stakeholders involved. The benefits can be direct and measurable
such as cost reductions in euros or savings in time when using a (new) service. The benefits can also
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be more indirect, for example e-Tendering can create a more competitive market that results in
more bids and a lower price of the winning bid, and thereby creating cost savings for contracting
authorities. Here we focus on direct benefits.

Figure 8: Approach for calculating the overall e-SENS business case

Examples of direct benefits85
Costs reductions and time savings


Cost-reductions due to more efficient processes. For example, changing from a paper based
process to an online process.
 Time-savings due to more efficient processes. For example, electronic processes require less
manpower than traditional paper based services.
Improved service quality



Higher intrinsic quality of service provisioning (less mistakes, errors etc.),
Less effort from citizens, businesses or authorities to make use of a service. For example,
time savings when using a service in comparison to the old situation.
Other benefits



85

Less fraud or avoided damage. For example, due to stronger mechanisms for ID verification.
Improved policy. For example, increased competition due to improved e-tendering services.

Ecorys, Research en Consulting (2007) [in dutch]. Handreiking voor kosten-batenanalyse voor ICT projecten.
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In our analysis we focus on the quantification of benefits that either result in cost reductions or time
savings. Other types of benefits, i.e. improved service quality, or improved policy or less fraud, will
contribute positively to the business case. These benefits are mentioned as qualitative benefits with
their respective building block business cases but not further quantified.
In Błąd! Nie można odnaleźć źródła odwołania. we list the selection of e-SENS and LSP pilots
domains included in the analysis.
e-SENS and LSP pilots
Business Registration (2.2)

e-Confirmation (2.3)

European Account Preservation Order (2.4)

Family Law (2.5)

Virtual Company Dossier (2.6)

e-Agriculture (STORK 2.0 pilot) (2.7)

e-Tendering (2.8)

ed

e-Invoicing (2.9)

by

EC

Activity Registration (2.1)

ov

Table 40: Overview of e-SENS pilots included in the business case
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Stakeholders
In the different e-SENS pilots and in practice many different stakeholders are involved in using or
providing cross-border services. For the sake of an overall business case we reduced these specific
stakeholders to three main generic stakeholders: citizens/businesses as users of services, authorities
as users of services, and authorities or others as service providers. e-SENS permits businesses,
citizens and authorities to use their own national e-solutions, such as their national e-ID, to access
public administration services in other EU countries. Therefore, in the business case we include only
benefits and costs that result from cross-border access. For example, when considering e-Tendering,
we look at the benefits of cross-border e-Tendering enabled by e-SENS building blocks.
To develop the business cases per building block we followed a five step process:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Collect benefit data from the business case elements for e-SENS pilots described in Chapter 2,
Identify and quantify the contributions of individual building blocks to benefits per stakeholder,
Identify the costs for implementing and operating a building block,
Supplement data from e-SENS pilots with findings from desk research on business cases for
cross-border public services,
5. Make the overall business case for the building block.
We start with the business case elements from the e-SENS pilots. These elements list the observed
benefits and costs of the pilot for the involved stakeholders. Here we focus on the benefits that can
be quantified, either in euros or in time (hours). We also mention the key qualitative benefits of
building blocks for the different stakeholders.
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3.2 Cost analysis for Service Providers and business case assumptions
3.2.1 Cost analysis for service providers
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In this section we consider the costs for implementing and operating the building blocks. The
architecture for cross-border administrative services enabled by e-SENS shows central infrastructure
providers that operate NCPs and gateways, and authorities that act as service providers. Here we
consider the costs of implementing and operating the building blocks for central infrastructure
providers and the costs for authorities to make their services available for cross-border use. The
latter costs are by and large dictated by the e-IDAS directive that requires the availability of, among
others, the e-SENS building block functionalities. For this the service providers will likely connect to
the central infra provider. To estimate the costs for service providers we use a report from Ecorys86
that calculates the expected costs for authorities in the Netherlands to be compliant with e-IDAS as
service providers. To obtain the cost on EU-28 level we extrapolated the Dutch costs according to the
population of EU-28.

Operational
costs (per year)

Ap

pr

Implementation
€65.6 million
costs

€19.2 million

e-Signature

e-Delivery

e-Document

€65.6 million

€90.0 million

€66.8 million

€19.2 million

€26.4 million

€19.6 million

ov

e-ID

Table 41: Building block costs for service providers (EU-28) (million euro)

To estimate the costs for central infra providers we use calculations from a report from the European
Commission87. The cost estimates are based on pilot experiences from LSPs, and interviews with infra
service providers, about the costs for deploying the building blocks as part of particular cross-border
services. Here we assume that these building blocks only need to be implemented once as they are
generic and can be used by multiple cross-border services. The operational costs are set at 20%88 of
the implementation costs.

86

Ecorys, (2013) [in Dutch with English summary] Financiële gevolgen Europese verordening elektronische
identiteiten en vertrouwensdiensten voor medeoverheden.
87

European Commission (2013), Study on Analysis of the Needs for Cross-Border Services and Assessment of
the Organisational, Legal, Technical and Semantic Barriers.
88

20% is a standard rate for operational costs (see, Ecorys, Research en Consulting (2007) [in dutch].
Handreiking voor kosten-batenanalyse voor ICT projecten).
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e-ID

e-Signature

e-Delivery

e-Document

Implementation
costs

€1.17 million

€1.17 million

€1.51 million

€1.19 million

Operational
costs (per year)

€0.23 million

€0.23 million

€0.32 million

€0.24 million

EC

Table 42: Building blocks costs for central infra providers (EU-28) (million euro)
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3.2.2 Business case assumptions

ed

In the benefits calculations of the business cases we use many estimates from e-SENS pilots’ business
case elements from Chapter 2. In this chapter, we refer to chapter 2 for the sources of these
estimates. Whenever we use new or different sources, these will be mentioned in the footnotes.

pr

ov

In the business case calculations, we will assume that time savings for businesses and authorities can
be monetized on the basis of an average rate hourly cost. For a public official in EU this is estimated
at €25.78 in 201289. With harmonised inflation in EU (HICP90) at about 5% in total between 2012-2016
we will use 1,05*€25.78 = €27.07 as the average rate hourly cost.

Ap

Finally, the uptake of services and the capture of benefits will follow a growth path as more services
will become available and more users will be involved. We assume that uptake will be at 20% in 2016
and linearly grow to 100% in 2018. We choose 2018 as all contracting authorities will have to accept
electronic invoices that comply with the European norm by November 2018 according to Directive
2014/55/EU91.

3.3 Business case e-ID building block
In this section we consider the business case for the e-SENS e-ID building block. The business case is
divided into three sections: a quantitative analysis of the e-ID benefits, a qualitative analysis of the eID benefits, and finally the resulting business case.

3.3.1 Quantitative analysis of benefits
First we look at the measurable benefits that can be quantified in euro’s or time, typically cost
savings induced by more efficient or secure processes. The observed benefits from several e-SENS
pilots are listed and divided over the involved stakeholders: citizen / business and authorities.
89

European Commission (2013). Study on Analysis of the Needs for Cross-Border Services and Assessment of
the Organisational, Legal, Technical and Semantic Barriers. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/final-report-study-analysis-needs-cross-border-services-and-assessment-organisational-legal
90

http://www.inflation.eu/inflation-rates/europe/historic-inflation/hicp-inflation-europe.aspx

91

http://ec.europa.eu/growth/single-market/public-procurement/e-procurement/e-invoicing/index_en.htm
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3.3.1.1 Quantitative benefits e-ID for Citizen / Business
The main observed benefits from e-ID for businesses and professionals come from e-Tendering and
Activity registration. The authentication and signing of documents in cross-border tenders using the
e-ID and e-Signature building blocks provide a per company saving of €1.755. With 177.00092 crossborder tenderers this amounts to approximately 310M€ in savings of which we attribute 50% to the
e-ID building block, i.e. €155 million. In Activity Registration the building blocks make administrative
processes simpler and less medical certificates are required. With 100.000 certificates less, and a cost
of €105 per certificate, this amounts to €10.5 million, of which we attribute 50% to the e-ID building
block, i.e. €5.25 million.
Calculation

Benefit BB

€155.317.500

In total €310.635.000 cost Enable cross-border e-Tendering:
enable
savings (€1755 per business signature
cross-border ‘passport‘
* 177.000 businesses) of
e-Signature
which 100% due to e-ID

€5.250.000

In total €10.500.000 cost
savings
(100.000
certification emissions *
€10593 per emission) of
which 50% is due to e-ID

Benefit pilot

€160.567.500

Assures the quality of
the identification data
provided
by
the
applicant
to
the
Medical College

Activity
Registration:
simpler
steps
for
Medical
Licensing
administrative
proceedings
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Total gain (€)

Table 43: Benefits of e-ID for Citizen / Business in €

The largest benefit in time savings for businesses is observed for European Account Preservation
Order (EAPO). The electronic EAPO procedure saves businesses a lot of time, 36 hours, which with
100.000 businesses amounts to 3.6 million hours saved, of which 25% is attributed to e-ID.
Total
gain Calculation
(hours)

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

95.040

In total 288.000 hours saved Use of domestic e-ID
(18.000 business registrations
* 18 hours) of which 33.33% is
due to e-ID

Business Registration:
use of national e-ID and
Signature in other MS

5.940

In total 18.000 hours saved (1 Reduce number of Business Registration:
hour * 18.000 customers) of required documents
less disputes
which 33% is due to e-ID

92

European Commission (2013). Study on Analysis of the Needs for Cross-Border Services and Assessment of
the Organisational, Legal, Technical and Semantic Barriers. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/final-report-study-analysis-needs-cross-border-services-and-assessment-organisational-legal
93

https://www.medicalcouncil.ie/Registration-Applications/Fees/Fees.html
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In total 3.600.000 hours saved Faster identification
(36 hours * 100.000 firms) of
which 25% can be attributed
to e-ID

European
Account
Preservation
Order
(EAPO): shorter time to
complete
EAPO
procedure in electronic
way

66.924

In total 267.696 hours saved Faster identification
(36 hour * 7.436 certificates a
year) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-ID

Family Law: faster
settlement for citizen
than in traditional way

1.067.904

hours

EC

900.000

by

Table 44: Benefits e-ID for Citizen / Business in hours
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3.3.1.2 Quantitative benefits e-ID for Authorities

gain Calculation

€267.300

Ap

Total
(€)

pr

ov

The observed benefits for authorities from e-ID relate to Business Registration. As businesses can use
their own domestic systems and qualifications there are less costs for translations. The benefit is
calculated on a conservative estimate of the number of 18.000 business registrations.
Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

In total €810.000 cost savings Reduce of the number Business Registration:
(18.000 business registrations of
additional satisfied citizens and
* €15 per page translation documents required
business
costs * 3 pages per
registration) of which 33% is
due to e-ID

€267.300
Table 45: Benefits e-ID for Authorities in €

Likewise, handling time for applications for Business Registration will be less and create time savings.
Total
gain Calculation
(hours)

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

4.500

In total 18.000 hours saved (1 Easily
validated Business Registration:
hr per customer * 18.000 information
cost effective processes
customers) of which 25% is
and
no
manual
due to e-ID
validations needed

4.500

hours
Table 46: Benefits e-ID for Authorities in hours
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3.3.2 Qualitative analysis of benefits
Next we list some of the observed qualitative benefits, those benefits that cannot be easily
quantified in euros or time. These qualitative benefits typically relate to increased quality and
usability of services. The observed qualitative benefits from several e-SENS pilots are listed and
divided over the involved stakeholders: citizen / business, authorities, and service providers.

3.3.2.1 Qualitative benefits e-ID for Citizen / Business

EC

ov



by



The use of a domestic e-ID, during Business Registration, simplifies the processes.
An electronic identity makes faster identification possible since It is possible to complete the
full procedure in the electronic way, in EAPO and Family Law
e-ID will lead to a reduction in time and effort for the preparation and submission to a Call
for Tender, in e-Tendering
An electronic identity helps to identify accurate and suitable evidences to prove compliance
with the requested criteria in the tenders, in e-Tendering

ed
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3.3.2.2 Qualitative benefits e-ID for Authorities
e-ID saves time on checking the status of professionals/entrepreneurs, during Activity
Registration, since it provides the necessary identity attributes
An electronic identity is a stronger mechanism of confirming the identity of the applicant, for
Activity Registration, assuring the quality of the identified data
e-ID provides automatic mechanism of confirming the identity of the application, for Activity
Registration which will reduce the number of errors or missing data in application
e-ID provides, during Business Registration, easily validated information which will lead to
more cost-effective processes and a mineralization in the peaks of workload
e-ID makes it possible to identify by electronic means without the physical presence of the
applicant, which will result in a reducing number of people serving applicants in the physical
location of the court, in EAPO and Family Law
e-ID supports the creation and submission of applications Call for Tender and it increases
transparency regarding the economic operators' qualifications, in e-Tendering
e-ID simplifies the monitoring and evaluation of received qualifications and it reduces
complexity from different national legal frameworks in e-Tendering

3.3.2.3 Qualitative benefits e-ID for Service Providers


e-ID makes 24 hour access to e-service possible, for Activity Registration, since it is possible
to provide the identity attributed of the applicant at any time
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An electronic identity offers a stronger mechanism of confirming the identity of the
applicant, for Activity Registration. It provides evidence for authenticity and therefore there
is additional security and trust
e-ID consists of concrete specifications which will lead, during Business Registration, to costeffective processes, a mineralization in the peaks of the workload and easy integration of eBusiness DSI into existing infrastructure
e-ID improves the quality of the submitted qualifications and it supports the interoperability
between different national procurement legislations in e-Tendering

3.3.3 Summary: business case e-ID

EC
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The business case for the e-ID building block can now be made. We use the quantified benefits from
the previous subsections and take the costs for implementing and operating the building block from
section 3.2.
Benefits

Authorities

ov

Citizen/business

1.067.904

Ap

pr

€160.6
million

Hours

Costs

€28.9
million

4.500

€189.5
million

Total

Service Providers
€0.27
million

implementation
costs

€66.7
million

€0.12
million

operational costs

€19.5
million

€0.39
million

€86.2
million

Table 47: Business case e-ID

The return on investment (ROI) is expressed as payback period about 1.5 year for e-ID.
€250,000,000
€200,000,000
€150,000,000
€100,000,000
€50,000,000
€0
-€50,000,000
-€100,000,000
01/01/2016

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

Total savings
Figure 9: Payback period e-ID
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3.4 Business case e-Signature
In this section we consider the business case for the e-SENS e-Signature building block. The business
case is divided into three sections: a quantitative analysis of the e-Signature benefits, a qualitative
analysis of the e-Signature benefits, and finally the resulting business case.

3.4.1 Quantitative analysis of benefits

EC

First we look at the measurable benefits that can be quantified in euro’s or time, typically cost
savings induced by more efficient or secure processes. The observed benefits from several e-SENS
pilots are listed and divided over the involved stakeholders: citizen / business and authorities.
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3.4.1.1 Quantitative benefits e-Signature for Citizen / Business
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The two main observed contributions of the e-Signature building relate to e-Confirmation and to eTendering. To be eligible for cross-border care and reimbursement from domestic health insurance, a
so called EHIC must be carried. With e-SENS building blocks that enable e-Confirmation these cards
are no longer needed. This results in an annual cost saving of €350 million as no new cards, currently
€35 million per year, have to be issued. For e-Tendering the availability of e-Signature simplifies
cross-border electronic signing of documents. With a conservative estimate of 177.000 cross border
tenders per year and an average cost saving per company of €1.755 this amounts to €155.3 million.
Total gain (€)

Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

€5.250.000

In total €10.500.000 cost
savings (100.000 certification
emissions * €105 per emission)
of which 50% can be attributed
to e-Signature

Assures the trust of Activity
Registration:
the
Medical simpler
administrative
Licensing application processes
form

€175.000.000

In total €350.000.000 cost Contributes to legal e-Confirmation: no need
savings (35.000.000 EHICS status of ePRC (EHIC) to apply for EHIC
submitted yearly * €10 per
EHIC) of which 50% is due to eSignature

€20.000.000

In total a reduction of Provides evidence
€20,000,000 for replacing concerning
paper based invoices of which authenticity
50% can be attributed to eSignature

€155.317.500

In total €155.317.500 cost Enable cross-border e-Tendering:
enable
savings (€1.755 per business * signature
cross-border ‘passport‘ e177.000 businesses) of which
Signature
100% due to e-Signature

e-Confirmation:
no
manual PRC to be
provided,
reduction
paper based invoices

€355.567.500
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Table 48: Benefits e-Signature for Citizen / Business in €

The main contribution to time savings of the e-Signature building block relates to a much simpler
process in applying for EAPO. It is estimated that an average business saves 36 hours. With 100.000
businesses applying yearly this amounts to 3.6M hours of which 25%, i.e. 900.000 hours can be
attributed to the e-Signature building block.
Calculation

Benefit BB

95.040

In total 288.000 hours saved Use domestic
(18.000
business signature token
registrations * 18 hours) of
which 33.33% is due to eSignature

900.000

In total 3.600.000 hours Faster verification
saved (36 hours * 100.000
firms) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-Signature

66.924

In total 267.696 hours saved Faster verification
(36 hour * 7.436 certificates
a year) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-Signature

154.167

In total 154.167 hours saved Provides evidence e-Confirmation:
(3.700.000 requests for PRC concerning
manual PRC to
by phone * approximately 5 authenticity
provided
minutes per call) which is
50% due to e-Signature

1.216.131

hours

Benefit pilot
e- Business Registration: use
of national e-ID and
Signature in other MS
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Total gain (hours)

European
Account
Preservation
Order
(EAPO): shorter time to
complete
EAPO
procedure in electronic
way
Family
Law:
faster
settlement for citizen
than in traditional way
no
be

Table 49: Benefits e-Signature for Citizen / Business in hours

3.4.1.2 Quantitative benefits e-Signature for Authorities
The main benefit from e-Signature for authorities is related to savings for Contracting Authorities
(CAs) with e-Tendering. The building block simplifies proofing processes which amounts to €900 per
year per contracting authority and with 27.750 contracting authorities this amounts to nearly €25
million in total.
Total gain (€)

Calculation

€24.975.000

In total €24.975.000 cost Simplifying identity e-Tendering:
savings (€900 per contracting proofing, credential identity
authority per year * 27.750 creation etc.
management
CAs) for which 100% can be
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Benefit pilot
easier
lifecycle
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attributed to e-Signature
€24.975.000
Table 50: Benefits e-Signature for Authorities in €

Total gain (hours)

Calculation

Benefit pilot

4.500

In total 18.000 hours saved Easily
validated
(1 hr per customer * 18.000 information
customers) of which 25% is
due to e-Signature

Business
Registration:
cost effective processes
and
no
manual
validations needed

943.708

In total 943.708 hours saved Simplifying identity e-Tendering:
(4.2 person days per CA * proofing, credential identity
27.750 CAs) which is 100% creation etc.
management
due to e-Signature

948.208

hours

easier
lifecycle

Ap

pr

ov
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Benefit BB

EC

With regards to time savings the main benefit is again with simplified processes that require less
person hours to deal with. With an estimate saving of 4.2 days per contracting authority this implies
over 943.000 saved hours in total.

Table 51: Benefits e-Signature for Authorities in hours

3.4.2 Qualitative analysis of benefits
Second we look at some of the qualitative benefits, those benefits that cannot be quantified in Euro’s
or time. These qualitative benefits typically relate to increased quality and usability of services. The
observed qualitative benefits from several e-SENS pilots are listed and divided over the involved
stakeholders: citizen / business, authorities, and service providers.

3.4.2.1 Qualitative benefits e-Signature for Citizen / Business





The domestic e-signature token, during Business Registration, will simplify the processes
e-Signature contributes to the legal status of ePRC, in e-Confirmation, which allows showing
of the domestic PD, does not require advance payment and will not result in additional stress
An electronic signature makes faster verification possible since It is possible to complete the
full procedure in the electronic way, in EAPO and Family Law
e-Signature will lead to a reduction in time and effort for the preparation and submission to a
Call for Tender, in e-Tendering
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3.4.2.2 Qualitative benefits e-Signature for Authorities
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An electronic signature offers a stronger mechanism of confirming the trust of the signed
application which will assure the quality of the identified data
e-Signature reduces the number of errors or missing data in application, during Activity
Registration, by using automatic mechanism of confirming the trust of signed applications
e-Signature provides easily validated information, for Business Registration, which will lead
to cost-effective processes, and minimization in the peaks of the workload
e-Signature contributes to the legal status of ePRC, in e-Confirmation, which makes sure that
the treatment will be paid
e-Signature makes it possible to check the correctness of signature by electronic means
without the physical presence of the applicant, which will result in a reducing number of
people serving applicants in the physical location of the court, in EAPO and Family Law
e-Signature allows stronger authentication of application, in EAPO and Family Law, by strong
mechanism of confirming rights to sign the document
e-Signature supports the creation and submission of applications Call for Tender, in eTendering
e-Signature simplifies the monitoring and evaluation of received qualifications in eTendering

pr



3.4.2.3 Qualitative benefits e-Signature for Service Providers








e-Signature enables 24 hour access to e-service since it is possible to sign the application,
during Activity Registration, at any time
e-Signature offers a stronger mechanism of confirming the trust of the signed application,
during Activity Registration. It provides evidence regarding the signing process which will
lead to additional security and trust
e-Signature has concrete specifications, for Business Registration, which leads to costeffective processes, a minimization in the peaks of the workload, and easy integration of the
e-Business DSI into existing infrastructure
e-Signature provides evidence concerning authenticity which will lead to more cost effective
processes in e-Confirmation
e-Signature improves the quality of the submitted qualifications and it supports the
interoperability between different national procurement legislations in e-Tendering

3.4.3 Summary: business case e-Signature
The business case for the e-ID building block can now be made. We use the quantified benefits from
the previous subsections and take the costs for implementing and operating the building block from
section 3.2.
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Benefits

Costs
Citizen/business

Authorities
€355.6
million

Hours

€26.9
million

995.040

948,208

€382.5
million

Total

Service Providers
€25.0
million

implementation
costs

€66.7
million

€25.7
million

operational costs

€19.5
million

€50.6
million

€86.2
million

EC

Table 52: Business case e-Signature

The return on investment (ROI) expressed as the payback period is for e-Signature less than 1 year.

by

€800,000,000

ed

€600,000,000
€400,000,000

ov

€200,000,000

Ap

-€200,000,000
01/01/2016

pr

€0

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

Total savings

Figure 10: Savings with e-Signature

3.5 Business case e-Delivery
In this section we consider the business case for e-SENS e-Delivery building block. The business case
is divided into three sections: a quantitative analysis of the e-Delivery benefits, a qualitative analysis
of the e-Delivery benefits, and the costs made by service providers to implement and support the eDelivery building block.

3.5.1 Quantitative analysis of benefits
First we look at the measurable benefits that can be quantified in Euro’s or time, typically cost
savings induced by more efficient or secure processes. The observed benefits from several e-SENS
pilots are listed and divided over the involved stakeholders: citizen / business, authorities, and
service providers.

3.5.1.1 Quantitative benefits e-Delivery for Citizen / Business
The largest savings made by e-Delivery is by its contribution to e-Invoicing, where all paper invoices
are replaced by electronic invoices. Total amount of invoices in Europe is 33 billion, of which 17
billion invoices go to the consumer and 16 billion invoices go to business and government. According
to Billentis (2013) 13% of the invoices to consumers are sent electronically, compared to 20% of the
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invoices to businesses and governments94. Billentis (2013) estimates an increase in electronic bills of
20% for consumer and an increase of 29% for business and government. Billentis (2013) also explains
that about 1 to 5% of all the invoices are sent cross-border. With huge differences between
countries.

Amount of electronic invoices in Amount of paper invoices
2016
in 2016

Consumer

17.000.000.000

3.818.880.000

13.181.120.000

Business
and
government

16.000.000.000

6.869.404.800

9.130.595.200

by

EC

Total invoices sent

22.311.715.200

ed

Table 53: Amount of paper invoices in Europe in 2016
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Based on the numbers provided by Billentis (2013) we assume that 2% (between 1 and 5%) of the
paper invoices concern cross-border invoices. This would mean that there are 446.234.304 crossborder paper invoices. Since 10% of the invoices concern invoices from the public sector, there are in
total 44.623.430 public cross-border invoices, 44.6 million round. In the report of Billentis (2013) is
calculated that an electronic invoice will save €6.40 per invoice. The savings are calculated as follows:
€3.90 is saved due to not sending of invoices in envelopes; €0.10 is saved since clients process the
electronic invoices automatically which reduces the amount of payment reminders; automatic
payment remittance saves €3.00 and €0.80 is saved since archiving is automated. So €6.40 cost
savings per invoice and 44.600.000 cross-border paper invoices in 2016 will lead to saving a total of
€285.440.000. e-Delivery is completely responsible for the possibility to electronic deliver invoices
and therefore it makes paper invoices unnecessary. However, these cost savings are for both citizens
/ businesses and authorities. Therefore, the total savings are divided into two, and the total cost
savings of e-Delivery for citizen / business is, in regard of e-Invoicing, €142.720.000.
e-Delivery also plays a large part in the cost savings made possible by the European Account
Preservation Order (EAPO). There are about 1 million firms in the EU that face problems with crossborder debts. About 10% of them apply for a European Account Preservation Order, thus 100.000
firms. e-Delivery enables firms to submit an electronic application of an EAPO to the court. This will
save firms cost since it is not necessary to travel to the court anymore. The travel cost savings per
firm is approximately €610 consisting of €500 for travel, €60 for a hotel, and €50 for food. This will
lead to total cost savings of €61.000.000 (€610 travel costs saved per firm and about 100.000 firms
applying for EAPO). e-Delivery is only partly responsible for these savings, it contributes together
with e-Document. Therefore, the total savings are divided by two and the amount saved by eDelivery with its contribution to EAPO is €30.500.000.

94

Billentis (2013): E-Invoicing / E-Billing The catalyst for AR/AP automation,
http://www.ricoh.be/nl/Images/Billentis%20e-Invoicing%20Market%20Report%202013_t_61-57721.pdf
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Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

€540.000

In total €540.000 gain (18.000
business registrations * €30
per
paper
documents'
exchange) of which 100% can
be attributed to e-Delivery

Document exchange Business
Registration:
without additional quick
secure
costs
for communication
intermediary
services
or
registered mail

€30.500.000

In total €61.000.000 travel cost Possibility to deliver European
Account
savings in Europe of which 50% the
electronic Preservation
Order
can be attributed to e-Delivery application
to (EAPO): cost savings
Competent
regarding travel not being
Authority (Court)
necessary anymore

€2.267.980

In total €4.535.960 cost Possibility to deliver Family Law: cost savings
savings in Europe of which 50% the
electronic regarding travel not being
can be attributed to e-Delivery application
to necessary anymore
Competent
Authority (Court)

€1.479.262

In
total
€1.479.262 Possibility
opportunity cost of which electronic
100% can be attributed to e- submissions
Delivery

€142.720.000

In total €285.440.000 cost Electronic invoicing e-Invoicing: minimising
savings (€6,4 saving per invoice makes
paper total overhead costs
* 44.600.000 cross-border invoices unnecessary
paper invoices) of which 100%
can be attributed to e-Delivery
and 50% to citizen / business
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EC

Total gain (€)

of e-Tendering: minimising
risk of omissions and
errors in submissions

€177.507.242
Table 54: Benefits e-Delivery for Citizen / Business in €

Most of the time saved by e-Delivery can be contributed to the European Account Preservation
Order. There are about 1 million firms in the EU that face problems with cross-border debts. About
10% of them apply for a European Account Preservation Order, thus 100.000 firms. With e-Delivery
there is a faster delivery of certificates to the court which makes it possible to complete the full
procedure in an electronic way faster. One firm saves approximately 36 hours due to this electronic
process. In total there will be 3.6 million hours saved: 100.000 firms applying for EAPO multiplied
with 36 hours saved per firm. However, e-Delivery is one of the four building blocks that makes this
time saving possible and therefore the total amount is divided by four. This means that e-Delivery
specific saves 900.000 hours due to its contribution in EAPO.
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Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

95.040

In total 288.000 hours saved Use of Domestic e- Business Registration: use
(18.000
business Delivery Service
of national e-ID and
registrations * 18 hours) of
Signature in other MS
which 33.33% is due to eDelivery

5.940

In total 18.000 hours saved Quick
secure Business
Registration:
(1 hour * 18.000 business communication
less disputes
registrations) of which 33% is
due to e-Delivery

900.000

In total 3.600.000 hours
saved (36 hours * 100.000
firms) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-Delivery

66.924

In total 267.696 hours saved
(36 hour * 7.436 certificates
a year) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-Delivery

EC

Total gain (hours)

1.067.904
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Faster delivery of European
Account
certificates
to Preservation
Order
Competent
(EAPO): possibility to
Authority (Court)
complete
the
full
procedure in electronic
way
Faster delivery of Family
law:
shorter
certificates
to settlement of the matter
Competent
Authority (Court)

hours

Table 55: Benefits e-Delivery for Citizen / Business in hours

3.5.1.2 Quantitative benefits e-Delivery for Authorities
In the previous chapter is established that e-Delivery will save, in regard of e-Invoicing, about
€285.440.000 (€6.40 cost savings per invoice and 44.600.000 cross-border paper invoices in 2016).
While e-Delivery is completely responsible for the possibility to electronic deliver invoices these cost
savings are both for citizens / businesses and authorities. Therefore, the total savings are divided into
two, and the total cost savings of e-Delivery for authorities is €142.720.000.
In addition, for authorities, e-Delivery enables quick and secure communication for the cross-border
business registration. In a study carried out for the European Commission (2013) it is mentioned that
there are about 18.000 cross-border business registrations (register of a new legal entity)95. With eDelivery it is not needed for competent authorities to request the translation of specific documents
and information. Since translation is not needed it will easily save €15 per document that previously
needed translation. We do not have any numbers about how many pages are needed for the
registration of a business cross border we will assume that at least 3 pages are needed. In total there

95

European Commission (2013). Study on Analysis of the Needs for Cross-Border Services and Assessment of
the Organisational, Legal, Technical and Semantic Barriers. URL: https://ec.europa.eu/digital-singlemarket/en/news/final-report-study-analysis-needs-cross-border-services-and-assessment-organisational-legal
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will be cost savings of €810.000, since there are 18.000 cross border business registrations needing
each at least 3 pages to register and €15 saved per page.
Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

€142.720.000

In total €285.440.000 cost Electronic invoicing e-Invoicing: minimising
savings (€6.4 saving per invoice makes
paper total overhead costs
* 44.600.000 cross-border invoices unnecessary
paper invoices) of which 100%
can be attributed to e-Delivery
and 50% to authorities

€267.300

In total €810.000 cost savings Quick
secure Business
(18.000 business registrations communication
satisfied
* €15 per page translation
business
costs * 3 pages per
registration) of which 33% is
due to e-Delivery

Registration:
citizens and

ed

by

EC

Total gain (€)

ov

€142.987.300

pr

Table 56: Benefits e-Delivery for Authorities in €

Ap

There is not enough information available to be able to give a quantitative estimation of how much
time is saved for authorities thanks to the e-Delivery building block.

3.5.2 Qualitative analysis of benefits
Second we look at some of the qualitative benefits, those benefits that cannot be quantified in Euro’s
or time. These qualitative benefits typically relate to increased quality and usability of services. The
observed qualitative benefits from several e-SENS pilots are listed and divided over the involved
stakeholders: citizen / business, authorities, and service providers.

3.5.2.1 Qualitative benefits e-Delivery for Citizen / Business
The electronic delivery of a documents creates a much more efficient and effective process, which
will lead to time savings for citizens and businesses. The risk of something going wrong during the
delivery is much smaller when it is send electronically then when it is sent physically. Electronic
delivery also makes 24-hour services possible since it can be delivered at any point in time, almost
instant. A few examples of concrete qualitative benefits are:



The use of a national e-Delivery service in another Member State, during business
registration, will save time and it will increase satisfaction since it is a familiar process.
e-Delivery enables real time insurance verification, during e-Confirmation, which will lead to
cost savings, reduction of advanced payments, no additional stress, more satisfied citizens
and cost effective processes.
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Electronic delivery, in EAPO and Family Law, will lead to less risk of errors occurring in
sending and addressing of an electronic document compared to sending a physical
document.
Electronic delivery, in EAPO and Family Law, makes it possible to deliver the application at
any time to the court.
e-Delivery contributes, with VCD, to a reduction in the amount of time and effort spend on
the preparation and submission to a Call for Tender.

EC

3.5.2.2 Qualitative benefits e-Delivery for Authorities
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e-Delivery will provide, during Business Registration, quick and secure communication which
will minimize the peaks of the workload since there is better exploitation of the personnel,
they will spend less time on sending and receiving documents.
The electronic delivery of applications, in EAPO and Family Law, will reduce the number of
people serving applications in a physical location of the court.
The delivery of a structured document, in EAPO and Family Law, will speed up the
examination of applications and allows for easier management.
e-Delivery contributes, with VCD, to simplifying the monitoring and evaluation of the
received qualifications.

Ap



by

The main benefit of e-Delivery for authorities is that it enables easier management and examination
of all kind of submissions. This will lead to a reduction in workload and it will save time for the
authorities. Some examples of concrete benefits, observed in the e-SENS pilots, are:

3.5.2.3 Qualitative benefits e-Delivery for Service Providers
For service providers the main benefit of the e-Delivery building block is the standardized way it
provides to deliver documents. This will lead to cost-effective processes and better interoperability
with partners and national legislations. A few concrete examples of the benefits of e-Delivery for
service providers are:





e-Delivery will provide, for Business Registration, concrete specifications which will lead to
cost-effective processes, and easy integration of e-Business DSI into existing infrastructure
which will save costs.
e-Delivery will provide, for e-Confirmation, a standardized communication gateway in a safe
and reliable way and allow a wide range of partners to be connected.
e-Delivery contributes, within VCD, to the interoperability between different national
procurement legislations.
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3.5.3 Summary: business case e-Delivery
The business case for the e-Delivery building block can now be made. We use the quantified benefits
from the previous subsections and take the costs for implementing and operating the building block
from section 3.2.
Benefits
Citizen/business

€143
million

€27.1
million

€0
million

EC

1.000.980

€177.5
million

€204.6
million

Total

by

Hours

Authorities

Costs
Service Providers
Implementation
costs
Operational costs

€143.0
million

€90.0
million
€26.4
million
€116.4
million

ed

Table 57: Business case e-Delivery

€300,000,000

pr

€400,000,000

Ap

€500,000,000

ov

The return on investment (ROI) expressed as the payback period is for e-Delivery about 1.25 year.

€200,000,000
€100,000,000
€0
-€100,000,000
-€200,000,000
01/01/2016

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

01/01/2019

Total savings
Figure 11: Payback period e-Delivery

3.6 Business case e-Document
In this section we consider the business case for e-SENS e-Document building block. The business
case is divided into three sections: a quantitative analysis of the e-Document benefits, a qualitative
analysis of the e-Document benefits, and the costs made by service providers to implement and
support the e-Document building block.

3.6.1 Quantitative analysis of benefits
First we look at the measurable benefits that can be quantified in Euro’s or time, typically cost
savings induced by more efficient or secure processes. The observed benefits from several e-SENS
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pilots are listed and divided over the involved stakeholders: citizen / business, authorities, and
service providers.

3.6.1.1 Quantitative benefits e-Document for Citizen / Business

EC

As outlined in 2.4.1.1 total cost savings of €61.000.000 (€610 travel costs saved per firm and about
100.000 firms applying for EAPO) can be realized with EAPO, of which 50% is accounted for by eDocument, accumulating to a total gain of €30,5 million for e-Document. Similarly, €2.27 million can
be saved on family law procedures. In both cases, cost savings stem from a reduction in traveling
expenses.
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According to Billentis (2013) standardizing documents through e-Document leads to reduced
archiving costs of €1.40 per invoice, which for 44.6 million cross-border invoices accounts for a total
gain over €62 million. Also, error reduction through automatic matching of invoices to orders due to
standardized processing with e-Document saves €6.30 per invoice, €3 for entering codification, €2.80
for validation and matching, and €0.50 for dispute management. This accounts for €281 million in
total savings. Since these savings are divided between citizens/businesses and authorities, only half is
attributed to either, accounting for total gains of €31 million and €140 million, respectively. In total
e-Document realizes nearly €204 million for citizens and businesses.
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Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

€30.500.000

In total €61.000.000 cost One pattern of e- European
Account
savings in Europe of which 50% application
Preservation
Order
can be attributed to e(EAPO): cost savings
Document
regarding travel not being
necessary anymore

€2.267.980

In total €4.535.960 cost One pattern of e- Family Law: cost savings
savings in Europe of which 50% application
regarding travel not being
can be attributed to enecessary anymore
Document

€31.220.000

In total €62.440.000 cost Minimising archiving e-Invoicing: minimising
savings (€1.4 saving per invoice costs
archiving costs with a
* 44.600.000 cross-border
uniform and structured
paper invoices) of which 100%
document
can be attributed to eDocument and 50% to citizen /
business

€140.490.000

In total €280.980.000 cost
savings (€6.3 saving per invoice
* 44.600.000 cross-border
paper invoices) of which 100%
can be attributed to eDocument and 50% to citizen /
business
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Total gain (€)

Automated
e-Invoicing:
improved
matching of invoice invoice processing
against orders and
minimising risk of
errors

€204.477.980
Table 58: Benefits e-Document for Citizen / Business in €

As shown in 2.4.1.1. EAPO can save a total of 3.6 million hours as 100.000 firms can now
electronically apply for EAPO which will save each of them 36 hours. e-Document is one of the
building blocks that contribute to the electronic EAPO procedure. It makes faster delivery of
certificated to the court possible. e-Document account for 25% of the gain, accumulating to a total
gain of 900.000 hours. In addition, these 100.000 firms also save time due to the standardized way of
applying to EAPO in a different Member State. It is not needed to analyse the national law in
different Member States, saving those firms at least 1 hour each. This gain is completely realized by
e-Document and adds to a total gain of 100.000 hours saved.
In Family Law the electronic procedure will result in a much more efficient process saving time for
the persons requesting a certificate. This electronic procedure will lead to a shorter settlement of the
matter, than in the traditional procedure. It will save on each certificate requested approximately 36
hours. Since there are about 7.436 certificates being requested in year it sums up to a total gain of
276.696 hours. This gain can only partly be allocated to e-Document, only 25%, which results in a
total gain of 66.924 hours in Family Law for e-Document.
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Total gain (hours)

Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

5.940

In total 18.000 hours saved Reduce number of Business
Registration:
(1 hour * 18.000 customers) required documents less disputes
of which 33% is due to eDocument

900.000

In total 3.600.000 hours
saved (3.6 hours * 100.000
firms) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-Document

100.000

In total 100.000 hours saved Published pattern of European
Account
(1 hour * 100.000 firms) of e-document
of Preservation
Order
which
100%
can
be application
(EAPO): there is no need
attributed to e-Document
to analyse national law in
different Member States

66.924

In total 267.696 hours saved Faster filling
(36 hour * 7.436 certificates document
a year) of which 25% can be
attributed to e-Document

the Family
law:
shorter
settlement of the matter

7.436

1.080.300
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Faster delivery of European
Account
certificates
to Preservation
Order
Competent
(EAPO): possibility to
Authority (Court)
complete
the
full
procedure in electronic
way

In total 7.436 hours saved (1 Published pattern of Family law: necessary
hour * 7.436 certificates) of e-document
of information
regarding
which
100%
can
be application
laws is provided in the
attributed to e-Document
application
hours
Table 59: Benefits e-Document for Citizen / Business in hours

3.6.1.2 Quantitative benefits e-Document for Authorities
While e-Invoicing has benefits for citizens and businesses it also has benefits for the authorities.
Authorities will save with electronic invoices 50% of the total benefits of €62.4 million. This gain is
the result of less archiving costs and a total saving of €31.1 million can be assigned to e-Document. In
addition, authorities also benefit from the minimised risk of errors thanks to automated matching of
invoice against orders. The total saving is € 281 million of which 50% can be assigned to the
authorities, leaving a total gain of €140.5 million to e-Delivery.
Some of the benefits of e-Document relate to Business Registration. As businesses can use their own
domestic systems and qualifications there are less costs for translations. e-Document limits the
number of additional documents required. The benefit is calculated on a conservative estimate of
the number of 18.000 business registrations. In 2.4.1.2 is explained that there are 18.000 crossborder business registrations. Authorities save €15 per document for not needing translation
anymore, and it is estimated that there will be about 3 document needed for a registration. eDocument is accountable for 33% of the total gain which leaves a gain of €267.300 for e-Document.
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Total gain (€)

Calculation

Benefit BB

Benefit pilot

€267.300

In total €810.000 cost savings
(18.000 business registrations
* €15 per page translation
costs * 3 pages per
registration) of which 33% is
due to e-Document

Reduce
of
the Business
number
of satisfied
additional
business
documents required

€31.220.000

In total €62.440.000 cost Minimising archiving e-Invoicing: minimising
savings (€1.4 saving per invoice costs
archiving costs with a
* 44.600.000 cross-border
uniform and structured
paper invoices) of which 100%
document
can be attributed to eDocument and 50% to
authorities

€140.490.000

In total €280.980.000 cost
savings (€6.3 saving per invoice
* 44.600.000 cross-border
paper invoices) of which 100%
can be attributed to eDocument and 50% to
authorities

€171.977.300

Automated
e-Invoicing:
improved
matching of invoice invoice processing
against orders and
minimising risk of
errors
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Registration:
citizens and

Table 60: Benefits e-Document for Authorities in €

The electronic process, in Family Law, will save time for authorities while analysing the 7.436
applications and certificates. Due to a standardized application form the authorities will save about
half an hour analysing the application, which results in a save of 3.718 hours because of e-Document.
The authorities will save an additional hour on analysing the certificates, which results in 7.436 hours
saved thanks to e-Document.
Total gain (hours)

Calculation

4.500

In total 18.000 hours saved Easily
validated
(1 hr per customer * 18.000 information
customers) of which 25% is
due to e-Document

3.718

In total 3.718 hours saved Published pattern of Family law: easier way of
(0.5 hour * 7436 certificates) e-document
of analysing the application
of which 100% can be application
thanks to the pattern
attributed to e-Document

7.436

In total 7.436 hours saved (1 Published pattern of Family law: easier way of
hour * 7.436 certificates) of e-document
of analysing the certificate
which
100%
can
be application
thanks to the pattern of
attributed to e-Document
certificate
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Benefit BB

Benefit pilot
Business
Registration:
cost effective processes
and
no
manual
validations needed
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15.654

hours
Table 61: Benefits e-Document for Authorities in hours

3.6.2 Qualitative analysis of benefits

EC

Second we look at some of the qualitative benefits, which cannot be quantified in Euro’s or time.
These qualitative benefits typically relate to increased quality and usability of services. The observed
qualitative benefits from several e-SENS pilots are listed and divided over the involved stakeholders:
citizen / business, authorities, and service providers.

by

3.6.2.1 Qualitative benefits e-Document for Citizen / Business

e-Document enables, for Business Registration, the required documents of the destination
country to be mapped to the equivalent documents of the country of origin, which results in
up-to-date and accurate online services, reduction in time and costs, increase in satisfaction,
and increased quality of services.
e-Document makes it possible, for Business Registration, to upload the ePRC dataset in the
Hospital Information System, which will lead to more cost effective processes.
e-Document contributes, with VCD, to reducing the amount of time and effort spend on
preparation and submission to a Call for Tender.
An electronic document makes it easier, with VCD, to identify accurate and suitable
evidences to prove compliance with the requested criteria in the tenders.
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For citizens and businesses, the e-Document building block will result mostly in a more efficient
process that is easier and saves time. Some concrete examples from the e-SENS pilots benefits are:

3.6.2.2 Qualitative benefits e-Document for Authorities
e-Document will result for authorities in less time spend on solving errors and understanding
national framework or regulations. They can spend their resources on other services which will result
in an increase of quality. Examples of specific benefits of e-Document to authorities are:






e-Document enables, for Business Registration, the required documents of the destination
country to be mapped to the equivalent documents of the country of origin, which results in
a reduction in time and costs, and increased quality of services.
Electronic documents make information, for Business Registration, more easily validated
which will lead to cost-effective processes and it will minimize the peaks of the workload.
Electronic documents will, for Business Registration, reduce the number of additional
documents requires which till lead to more satisfied citizens and businesses.
A published pattern of e-document of application makes it possible, for EAPO and Family
Law, to reduce the number of errors in applications, speed up the examination of the
application in the court, and provides easier management.
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e-Document supports, with VCD, the creation and submission of applications to a Call for
Tender, it increases transparency regarding economic operators' qualifications, it simplifies
monitoring and evaluation and it reduces the complexity of different national legal
frameworks.

3.6.2.3 Qualitative benefits e-Document for Service Providers
Service providers benefit since e-Documents provide them with a standardized format which enables
interoperability and integration. Some concrete benefits of e-Document to service providers are:
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e-Document consists of concrete specifications which will lead, for Business Registration, to
more cost-effective processes and it provides a clear specification to integrate e-Business DSI
into existing infrastructure.
Electronic documents enable, for e-Confirmation, business services that cover the document
lifecycle and it allows a wide range of partners to be connected.
e-Document leads, with VCD, to better interoperability between different national
procurement legislation.

ed
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3.6.3 Summary: business case e-Document
The business case for the e-Document building block can now be made. We use the quantified
benefits from the previous subsections and take the costs for implementing and operating the
building block from section 3.2.
Benefits
Citizen/business

Authorities
€204.5
million

Hours

1.005.940

Total

€27.2
million
€231.7
million

€172
million
4,500

€0.12
million
€172.1
million

Costs
Service Providers
Implementation
costs
Operational costs

€66.8
million
€19.6
million
€86.3
million

Table 62: Business case e-Document

The return on investment (ROI) expressed as the payback period is for e-Document a bit more than 1
year.
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€800,000,000
€600,000,000
€400,000,000
€200,000,000
€0

01/01/2017

01/01/2018

EC

-€200,000,000
01/01/2016

01/01/2019
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Total savings

Figure 12: Payback period e-Document
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3.7 Conclusions and overall business case
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In the previous sections we have elaborated on the business cases of the e-SENS building blocks. We
focus on their contribution to benefits of cross-border administrative e-services in the domains
covered by the e-SENS pilots. This is different from the business case of national e-services
implementations. On the cost side we have taken into account the additional cost for making eservices available cross-border, i.e. available to users from other EU member states.
Below the overall business cases for the e-SENS building blocks are summarized in an info graphic.
The overall impression is that the building blocks can deliver hundreds of millions of euros in savings
for citizens, businesses and authorities. Part of the benefits are directly material, resulting from
electronic processes that make the use of paper, cards and postage obsolete. Other benefits result
from less labour costs for businesses and authorities as a result of more efficient processes.
As discussed, we looked especially at directly quantifiable benefits like cost reductions and time
savings. Many other benefits have been listed as qualitative benefits, for example improved quality
of service (intrinsic or better usability), fraud reduction, increased competition from cross-border eTendering etc. These benefits add positively to the overall business case.
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Conclusion
This deliverable on an integrated use case for the e-SENS BBs is a first step to understand and help
design a coherent and integrated ecosystem of actors and assets for technical interoperability of
administrative procedures across domains and borders in Europe.
It collects qualitative figures, quantitative approximations and other supportive material from related
business cases, but does not permit to draw a coherent conclusion or describe an integrated
ecosystem at this stage.

the important potential gain in efficiency for delivering existing cross-border public services
using more appropriate technologies, quickly amounting to hundreds of millions of euros in
savings at the scale of the EU;
the potential existence of new attractive markets, that need to be designed and developed in
the local domains with the existing economic actors
the key role of the ICT industry as a technical enabler and provider of integration services in
all domains, to both public and private clients and the numerous underlying business
opportunities that justify a long term commitment and investment on their hand.
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Some common denominators of the highlighted value propositions relate to:

It is clear that piloting activities are a key success factor to demonstrate the technical feasibility of
the integrated single digital market, and that business concerns were often too often long forgotten
in this endeavour. Scaling up these experimental use cases now requires additional marketing and
communication efforts to reach a critical mass of users, and the present document will give even
more supportive arguments in its next version. Simple means are available to the EU, the MS and the
industry to foster a wider adoption of the BBs, from plain regulatory requirement (as in
eProcurement), to local commitment to actively join and contribute to more mature domains such as
e-Tendering, e-Confirmation, PSCs and the other related domains.
The savings in time, maintenance, coordination and infrastructure are estimated at hundreds of
million euros for the entire Single Market. It was estimated by the “Business Registration Pilot” that
the costs could be reduced up to 40% by providing standardised APIs and IT functions, while the cost
gains from reducing paper document exchanges is estimated at €30/document and translation costs
gains at €15/document. The EAPO pilot estimated that the travel costs for experts’ business trips to
other Member States to coordinate could be reduced with €61 million and the recovery of cross
border debt could actually provide additional resources to SMEs (estimated at €600 million). The
travel costs for parties involved in law disputes across borders could be reduced with €4.5 million
and almost 7.500 hours less work for the courts and administrations to analyse certificates, according
to the family law pilot. The e-Agriculture pilot estimated that digital certificates for farmers could
save 400 hours a year in time needed to complete the application. The public sector may save
between €48-120 billion per annum according to the e-Tendering pilot. Furthermore, managing less
complaints and litigations will result in annual savings of 175.000 person/days and the savings from a
quicker digital process are estimated at €30 million a year totalling the benefits for bidders in the EU
to €3.510 million. More effective and easier tendering is also expected to result in much more
competition and hence better price/quality.
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The benefits are for the citizens but also for the companies and public spending. Cost savings
compared to the tradition paper document flow are estimated at €23 billion across the EU since
digitalisation and true e-services are 60-80% more efficient (according to the e-Invoicing pilot
estimations). Dispute management resulting from cross border interactions could also be reduced
with €8 billion (again according to the e-Invoicing pilot).

EC

In the next stage of the present work on the e-SENS BBs business case will investigate further the
stakeholders, the value proposition of each pilot and the aggregated set of building blocks that was
defined in this document (Chapter 3). Pilots and Building Blocks need a “critical” mass to be used in
society. Technical maturity is not sufficient; the potential acceptation in society is a better indicator.
Part of the acceptation depends on the business proposition of the building blocks. The result of this
task will be how to build a compelling business case for further investment.
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With the extension of the e-SENS project, more information from pilots will become available and
should enable a more accurate investigation of the costs related to implementing and operating the
necessary infrastructure. Other key findings should enable a finer assessment of the potential
benefits enabled by an integrated ecosystem in the field. They should motivate National (MS) policy
makers of new domains and National IT infrastructure managers not readily involved, to join the
effort of interoperability across administrations domains; the private sector, to engage in BBs
operations and implementation; and provide the EC with more tangible arguments for funding
related and similar initiatives.

Ap

The value maps produced by each pilot are an important stage of the analysis of the pilots where all
stakeholders and respective interactions among them are placed in a systematic way. This task will
be conducted per each e-SENS and large scale pilot in order to depict its most important actors and
links among them. Methodologically, the work will be based on the value network map notation
that supports discussing visually the creation of value in a network of actors. This notation builds on
Value Network Analysis work of Verna Allee to consider a business model as a web of complex
dynamic exchanges96, the work of BoardOfInnovation97 to simplify and abstract the essence of most
common tangible and intangible goods exchanged, and the work of Jaap Gordijn98 providing a formal
notation coping with the necessary counterparts expected for any business transaction and
supporting economic valuation, analysis and financial simulations. This deliverable aims at building
an integrated business case for technical interoperability of administrative procedures across
domains and borders in Europe. This business case is required to help to convince more stakeholders
to participate in the related initiatives (e-SENS Pilots, CEF, and others) and gather a critical mass of
interested parties using pilots and Building Blocks which will evolve into an integrated ecosystem.
Each benefit derived by the pilot and attributed to the stakeholder is underpinned by one or several
Building Block(s). In the context of e-SENS terminology, the following BBs will be considered: eSignature, e-IDentity, Semantics, e-Delivery, and e-Document. This task will shed light on how each

96

Verna Allee. The Future of Knowledge: Increasing Prosperity through Value Networks, ButterworthHeinemann 2003, ISBN 978-0750675918, http://www.valuenetworksandcollaboration.com/analysis.html
97

Nick De Mey and Philippe De Ridder, 16 blocks to visualize your business model,
http://www.boardofinnovation.com/business-model-templates-tools/, original in 2009, revised in 2013.
98

Jaap Gordijn, Pascal van Eck and Roel Wieringa. Requirements Engineering Techniques for e-Services. In D
Georgakopoulos and M.P. Papazoglou editors, Service-Oriented Computing, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 2009.
http://e3value.few.vu.nl/docs/bibtex/pdf/GordijnRETechniques2008.pdf
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BB enables generation of value in each pilot. Respective explanation will be given per each
intersection between BB and respective benefit of the pilot.
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Table 63: Contributors to this deliverable
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Appendix I - Template to collect business case related
information in various perspectives
The following template has been provided to the interested parties (WP5, WP6 and external experts)
to structure their inputs on business case elements, along with a supporting slide deck.
From your perspective (BB, pilot, domain, local ecosystem,…) a free-form feedback is desired that
details the following elements:
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1. What are the expected benefits and target groups?
Typically administrations, data providers, IT integrators, service providers, Business clients,
Civilian clients, etc.
Be as specific as possible while being short.
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2. How the value is created: “who gets what, in exchange for what”?
To structure this analysis of the value creation in a complex system, the business
model/value network map notation (detailed in section Value Network Notation, p. 138)
was proposed, along with a graphical template.
3. What is the effective value, value in use?
Trying to find figures that testify of the value generated from the usage of the BB, and
describing how these benefits have been assessed. Typical analysis means vary from
comparison ex ante and ex post measures, or gathering feedback from participants.
4. What are the effective costs (of implementation, development, maintenance...)?
Preferably including hidden and indirect HR (or consultancy) cost as it has been highlighted
as a major unknown factor in WP3 work on (dual) financial model.
5. What were the major difficulties met?
6. Open thoughts on potential for cross-domain integration.
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Appendix II - Value Network Map
The value network map notation supports discussing visually the creation of value in a network of
actors. Typical business model formulation approaches that focus on a single company, such as the
Business Model Canvas of Alexander Osterwalder99, are less adapted to grasp the stakes of many
revenue streams of interest to multiple partners relating to different transactions.
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The notation below builds on Value Network Analysis work of Verna Allee to consider a business
model as web of complex dynamic exchanges100, the work of BoardOfInnovation to simplify and
abstract the essence of most common tangible and intangible goods exchanged101, and the work of
Jaap Gordijn providing a formal notation coping with the necessary counterpart expected for any
business transaction102.
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The interested reader can buy a physical kit of magnets with the core elements of this notation at
http://www.boardofinnovation.com/business-model-kit/. Kindly note this work is a direct extension
to BoardOfInnovation101 work, with authorization.
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18 building blocks are proposed to visualize the key elements of a business case. To give more insight
in how this works, we give a brief overview of the different building blocks. Using a common, visual
language enables you to easily communicate business models to different audiences, to learn from
successful models in other industries, and to quickly generate new variations and business models of
the future.
These building blocks identify first a set of stakeholders involved in the ecosystem, then a set of
objects of economic value they are willing to trade with each other, the value objects.

99

Alexander Osterwalder and Yves Pigneur, Business Model Generation: A Handbook for Visionaries, Game
Changers, and Challengers, Wiley 2010, ISBN 9780470876411, http://businessmodelgeneration.com/
100

Verna Allee. The Future of Knowledge: Increasing Prosperity through Value Networks, ButterworthHeinemann 2003, ISBN 978-0750675918, http://www.valuenetworksandcollaboration.com/analysis.html
101

Nick De Mey and Philippe De Ridder, 16 blocks to visualize your business model,
http://www.boardofinnovation.com/business-model-templates-tools/, original in 2009, revised in 2013.
102

Jaap Gordijn, Pascal van Eck and Roel Wieringa. Requirements Engineering Techniques for e-Services. In D
Georgakopoulos and M.P. Papazoglou editors, Service-Oriented Computing, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 2009.
http://e3value.few.vu.nl/docs/bibtex/pdf/GordijnRETechniques2008.pdf
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1. YOUR ORGANIZATION

Ap

This is where your business model starts to get
shape. Place this block in the centre and build
your model around it.
2. THE COMPANY
The second most important block is the
company. In most models this will be the actor
that offers a product or service.
3. THE CONSUMER
The one that receives the product and gives
something in return, is the consumer. In B2B
models, the client is a company and will
therefore be illustrated with the previous
company. The general company-client relation
is the same in both business systems.
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4. SUPPLIER
Although we prefer not to include much of the
secondary stakeholders, sometimes it is
relevant to show how the supplier side of a
business system works. This icon can also be
used for service suppliers like web or
marketing agencies.
5. NON-PROFIT
Unions or charity organizations are not
focused on making money but often they do
have an impact on your organization. If
relevant you can add this player to the system.
6. GOVERNMENT
Many companies do not like the involvement
of a government on their business model,
except when they have some money to offer.
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7. PRODUCT

8. SERVICE
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The first, most straightforward offer to clients
is an actual product, ranging from basic
commodities up to finished goods. A BMW car
is one example, but today also digital products
can be included.

A first way to upgrade your business model is
to offer a service next to the product. BMW in
this case will not only sell you a car, but will
include maintenance and other services
around the product. Of course, a lot of
companies offer only services without
product.
9. EXPERIENCE
The two concepts of product and service are
commonly applied throughout our economy.
In the last years, several companies have
moved a step further by offering an
experience to customers. BMW does not sell a
car with a service in this case, but a driving
experience.
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10. MONEY
The typical currency that clients pay with, is
money – which is critical to company’s
revenue models. This is in contrast to
exchange. The building blocks make a
differentiation between two types of money.
This first icon represents the normal value of a
good, including profit.
11. LESS MONEY
This second icon represents money as well,
but less than the normal amount covering cost
and profit of what is offered. Usually this
transaction implies that other revenue
streams are added to the traditional business
model.
12. REPUTATION
Today, the next upgrade to reputation can
only be found in a few sectors. In these cases,
‘reputation’ selling can be described as the
most essential brand experience. If you take
the example of BMW, then you could say that
some people don’t see their BMW as a driving
experience but as the core values and
reputation of the brand as such. Hereby,
customers are able to shape their own identity
with that of the company. Typically reputation
will be placed in the top of Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs, which makes this type of transaction
extremely valuable to companies.
140

13. EXPOSURE/ATTENTION

16. RIGHT

Active exposure or attention is the next step
in the evolution of currency. People are not
only offering their own attention, but also that
of their peers in their social environment. For
some businesses the spreading of their ideas
and brand values becomes more important
than the immediate return in money. Of
course, companies can’t just rely on active
exposure, so their business model should
include more players and other transactions.
Many start-ups and even big web 2.0
companies are still struggling with this. There
is a lot of exposure and value offered to
clients, but there is no sustainable business
model to capture that value in revenues and
profit.

Ownership rights, IP and even the right to
emit CO2 are items that stakeholders can
exchange between each other. This must be
one of the most abstract blocks but is
necessary to illustrate the innovativeness of
several models.
17. QUALITY OF LIFE
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In less for-profits domains, such as public or
social services, the quality of life refers to the
general well-being of individuals and societies.
It includes a wide range of concerns, such as
health, employment, education, recreation
time, social belonging and more.
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14. CREDITS
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(Virtual) credit systems are on the rise.
Therefor we have to add them to the business
model blocks as well. Loyalty cards and similar
are also covered

18. RISK MITIGATION
In the context of ICT and trusted services of all
kinds, the ability to transfer part of the risk to
another party is key in many business
transactions, often as a corollary to trust or
data quality.

15. DATA
Information is one of the key items that is
being transferred in modern business models.
Depending on the context a mixture of
‘information’ related items (content, data,
knowledge, articles,..) are being used in
relation
to
this
block.
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Appendix III - The e-Tendering remarks
Concerns about e-Tendering
A questionnaire survey on e-Tendering reveals that the major concerns of using e-Tendering
solutions are about: 103
security and confidentiality of tender returns
leaking of restricted information
authenticating tender documents and tender submission

EC





ed

receiving fewer tenders, especially from SMEs,
potential litigation,
the legality and security of e-Tendering solutions or about
high costs to acquire solutions compared to the perceived benefits.
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For those which have not yet adopted any e-Tendering solution, they often haven concerns about:104
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Those which already have solutions readily available to them but often still have low internal
adoption levels is mainly due to the following facts:105
low commitment from authority management
limited interest in operations if the management not clearly pave the way to drive adoption
or
lack of change management, training or other support.

EU procurement thresholds
The thresholds are as follows:





Public work contracts: €5.186.000
Public supply/service contracts: €207.000
Public supply/service contracts of the highest or higher federal authorities: €134.000
Public supply/service contracts in the sectors of transport, water and energy (utilities) and in
the fields of defence and security: €414.000

103

HKPC
(2000):
Report
for
questionnaire
survey
http://www.devb.gov.hk/filemanager/en/content_195/ReportonQSurvey.pdf
104

on

etendering,

EC
(n.y.b):
Part
I
High
Level
Report,
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/publicprocurement/docs/eprocurement/conferences/121214_etendering-expert-group-draft-report-part1_en.pdf
105

URL:
URL:

Ib.
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Structure of procurement systems in different MSs
A study conducted by SIGMA grouped 23 MSs into three categories according to how their central
public procurement structures are organised.
Definition

Member States

Centralized

BG, CY, CZ, EE, HU,
High concentration of procurement functions allocated to
LV, LT, MT, PL, RO,
a few centrally placed CAs (commonly one or two)
SK

Semicentralised

Mixed concentration of procurement functions allocated
AT, FR, DE, IE, IT, LU,
to a limited range of CAs placed at various levels within
SL, SV, SE, UK
the public administration (usually three or four)
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Structure
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Dispersed concentration of procurement functions
Decentralized allocated to several CAs (more than five) placed at various FI, PT
levels within the public administration

ov

Table 64: Procurement system structure in different MSs

Description
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Type
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Barriers to cross-border procurement

Language barriers, geographical distance, cultural differences
Practical/
Organisational

Higher time and costs compared to domestic market/domestic EOs
Lack of resources/justification/ business case/uncertain pay-back

Technical

Regulatory/
Adminstrative

Complexity of online authentication/identification requirements, particularly
eSignature; security concerns
Closed networks, locked-in solutions: Lack of interoperability and standardized
platforms and of a common easily understandable procurement terminology
Complexity of requirements for documents submissions (different legal
documents/certificates/proofs of eligibility and their translations, in different
formats)
106

Table 65. Barriers to cross-border procurement

106

Based
on
EC
(2010):
DG
market
services
working
document;
http://ec.europa.eu/internal_market/consultations/docs/2010/e-procurement/synthesis_en.pdf and
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Different types of service providers

Definition

eProcurement
platform

Mostly public organisations funded by governments providing electronic
communication and exchange of documents to CAs and EOs.

eProcurement
portals

Mostly public organisations funded by governments providing consulting
services and information about the eProcurement process and/or notification
services.

Specialised
eProcurement
service provider

Mostly private organisations providing services specialised in one sub-phase
of the eProcurement process. Sometimes they tend to be sub-suppliers of
other eProcurement platforms.
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Category

ed

Supply
chain Private organisations providing eProcurement services covering several
service provider
phases of the eProcurement process to CAs and EOs.
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Price reduction in EUR billion

Table 66. Different types of service providers

60
40
20
0

0,25

0,5

1

2%

12,03

24,06

48,12

5%

30,075

60,15

120,3

Level of online availability
2%

5%

Figure 13: Estimated price reduction from increased competition
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150000
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100000
52500
50000
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Annual savings on complaints and
litigation costs in person-days

200000

0

Worst, average and best case
25%

50%
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Figure 14: Estimated annual savings on complaints and litigation costs
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Overview on the costs of the identity lifecycle per user, per year107
Effort per user, per year

Credential renewal and/or replacement

0-6 minutes

Identity proofing and identity information verification

0-6 minutes

Registration

1.32-2.48 minutes

Credential creation

1.32-2.68 minutes / €0-€600

Credential issuance

1-4 minutes

Deprovisioning

0.799-3 minutes

SETA

120-1224 minutes

Central contact for security events

34.23-1369.2 minutes

Auditing

5-180 minutes

Overall effort per user, per year

163.669-2797.36 minutes / €0-€600

107

Kurowski, S. (2015): Economic issues of federated identity management – an estimation of the costs of
identity lifecycle management in inter-organisational information exchange using transaction cost theory, Open
Identity Summit 2015, Hühnerlein, D. (Ed.), Lecture notes in informatics (LNI), Gesellschaft für Informatik, Bonn,
pp. 85-100.
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Illustrated example of benefits through the e-Tendering pilot

Ap

Table 67: Illustrated benefit of e-Tendering
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